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Abstract
The IceCube Collaboration has previously discovered a flux of high-energy astrophysical neu-
trinos whose measurement is based on events with interaction vertices contained within the
IceCube detector. This thesis presents a complementary measurement of such a flux based
on charged-current muon neutrino events whose interaction vertices can be outside the de-
tector volume. Due to the large range of the induced muon the effective area is significantly
larger but the field of view is restricted to the Northern Hemisphere. In this thesis IceCube
data from 2009 through 2015 have been analyzed using a likelihood approach based on the
reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle. The analyzed data consist of about 350, 000
muon neutrinos with a negligible background of atmospheric muons where the majority of
these events are atmospheric neutrinos. The here presented analysis improves the statistics
compared to previous analyses [1, 2] by almost an order of magnitude. At the highest neutrino
energies between 194 TeV and 7.8 PeV a significant astrophysical muon neutrino flux has been
measured. While the data is incompatible with a purely atmospheric neutrino flux at 5.6σ
significance, the data are well described by an isotropic, unbroken power-law flux with a nor-
malization at 100 TeV neutrino energy of
(
0.90+0.30−0.27
)× 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 and a hard
spectral index of γ = 2.13 ± 0.13. The corresponding energy spectrum is harder compared
to previous IceCube analyses with lower energy thresholds which may indicate a break in the
astrophysical neutrino spectrum of unknown origin. The highest energy event observed has a
reconstructed muon energy of (4.5± 1.2) PeV which results in a median muon neutrino energy
of 8.7 PeV based on the best-fit neutrino energy spectrum. The probability of this event be-
ing of atmospheric origin has been estimated to be less than 0.005%, strongly suggesting an
astrophysical origin of this neutrino. The arrival directions of this event and all other events
with reconstructed muon energies above 200 TeV have been analyzed, but no correlation with
known γ-ray sources was found. Besides the measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux,
the high statistics of atmospheric neutrinos enable to constrain the flux of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos originating from heavy meson decays. Since no indications for such a signal was
found, the corresponding flux needs to be below 1.06 in units of the flux normalization of the
model in Enberg et al. [3].
iii

Zusammenfassung
Mit Hilfe der Messung von Neutrinoereignissen, deren Wechselwirkungspunkte innerhalb des
IceCube Detektors liegen, gelang der IceCube Kollaboration ku¨rzlich die Entdeckung eines
hochenergetischen, astrophysikalischen Neutrinoflusses. In dieser Doktorarbeit wird eine kom-
plementa¨re Messung dieses Flusses mit Hilfe von Myonneutrinoereignissen vorgestellt, die u¨ber
den schwachen geladenen Strom wechselwirken und deren Wechselwirkungspunkte auch außer-
halb des Detektorvolumens liegen ko¨nnen. Durch die große Reichweite der induzierten Myonen
ist die effektive Fla¨che im Vergleich zur vorherigen Messung um ein Vielfaches gro¨ßer, auch
wenn das Sichtfeld auf Grund der Ereignisselektion auf die no¨rdliche Hemispha¨re beschra¨nkt
ist. Die von IceCube zwischen 2009 und 2015 gemessenen Daten wurden unter Verwen-
dung der rekonstruierten Myonenergien und der rekonstruierten Zenitwinkel mit Hilfe eines
Likelihood-Ansatzes analysiert. Der analysierte Datensatz entha¨lt ungefa¨hr 350, 000 Myon-
neutrinoereignisse, hauptsa¨chlich atmospha¨rischen Ursprungs, mit einem vernachla¨ssigbaren
Untergrund atmospha¨rischer Myonen. Die Statistik dieses Datensatzes ist im Vergleich zu
fru¨heren Analysen [1, 2] um fast eine Gro¨ßenordnung gro¨ßer. Fu¨r die ho¨chsten Neutrinoen-
ergien zwischen 194 TeV und 7.8 PeV wurde ein signifikanter astrophysikalischer Myonneutri-
nofluss gemessen. Wa¨hrend die experimentellen Daten einen reinen atmospha¨rischen Neutri-
nofluss mit einer Signifikanz von 5.6σ ausschließen, werden diese gut durch einen isotropen
Fluss mit einem Potenzgesetz beschrieben, dessen Normierung bei einer Neutrinoenergie von
100 TeV zu
(
0.90+0.30−0.27
) × 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 und dessen Spektralindex zu γ = 2.13 ±
0.13 gemessen wurden. Das resultierende Energiespektrum ist im Vergleich zu fru¨heren IceCube-
Messungen mit niedrigeren Energieschwellen ha¨rter, was auf einen Bruch im astrophysikalis-
chen Neutrinospektrum hinweisen ko¨nnte, dessen Ursprung jedoch noch unbekannt ist. Das
ho¨chstenergetischste, beobachtete Ereignis hat eine rekonstruierte Myonenergie von (4.5 ±
1.2) PeV, was einer Medianmyonneutrinoenergie von 8.7 PeV entspricht. Die Wahrschein-
lichkeit, dass dieses Ereignis atmospha¨rischen Ursprungs ist, wird auf weniger als 0.005%
gescha¨tzt, was auf einen astrophysikalischen Ursprung dieses Neutrinos hinweist. Zusa¨tzlich
wurden die Ankunftsrichtungen dieses Ereignisses sowie aller anderen Ereignisse mit einer
rekonstruierten Myonenergie u¨ber 200 TeV analysiert. Jedoch konnten keine Korrelationen
mit bekannten γ-Strahlungsquellen identifiziert werden. Die hohe Statistik atmospha¨rischer
Neutrinos ermo¨glicht nicht nur die Vermessung des astrophysikalischen Neutrinoflusses sondern
auch die Eingrenzung des Flusses prompter atmospha¨rischer Neutrinos, die beim Zerfall schwe-
rer Mesonen produziert werden. Da keine Anzeichen fu¨r ein solches Signal gefunden wurden,
muss deren Fluss unterhalb von 1.06 in Einheiten der Flussnormierung des Modells in Enberg
et al. [3] liegen.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter gives the reader a short overview of the major goals
of astroparticle physics and the current status of neutrino astron-
omy. In the first section of this chapter our current knowledge
about cosmic rays and why neutrinos could help to investigate the
universe further is introduced. The second section explains the
detection strategies for astrophysical neutrinos, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in later chapters, and presents the current
status of neutrino astronomy.
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Figure 1.1: The all-particle spectrum as a function of E (energy-per-nucleus) from air shower
measurements (taken from [5]). The differential energy spectrum has been multiplied by E2.6
in order to show the features of the energy spectrum.
1.1 Cosmic Rays
In 1912 Victor Hess measured that the Earth’s atmosphere is continuously hit by ionizing
particles from outer space [4]. The discovery of these particles, called cosmic rays, marks the
beginning of modern astroparticle physics. In order to investigate the origin of these particles
many experiments started searching for their sources and measured their energy spectrum.
While the sources still remain unknown their energy spectrum is measured with better and
better precision. Figure 1.1 summarizes the current knowledge about the all-particle energy
spectrum of charged cosmic rays from about 1013 eV up to the highest observed energies at more
than 1020 eV. In this energy range the flux spans over many orders of magnitude. Remarkably,
the cosmic ray energy spectrum can generally be described by a power law dΦ/dE ∝ E−γ with
few features [5, 6]. Two of them are prominent: the ”knee” at about 3 PeV corresponding to a
flux of about 1 m−2yr−1 where the spectral index changes from ∼ 2.7 to ∼ 3.0 and the ”ankle”
at about 3 EeV corresponding to a flux of about 1 km−2yr−1 where the spectral index turns
back to ∼ 2.7. At the highest energies at about 50 EeV the spectrum cuts off [5].
In order to understand these features one has to understand the acceleration processes of
charge cosmic rays. At present, charged particles are believed to be stochastically accelerated
in turbulent magnetic fields. Captured within these fields, the particles iterate through the
acceleration process until they reach a maximal energy enabling them to escape the acceleration
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Figure 1.2: Primary cosmic ray flux per energy-per-nucleus as a function of the energy-per-
nucleus for different nuclei as measured by various experiments up to 1 PeV energy-per-nucleus
(taken from [5]).
site. This maximum energy is given by the Hillas criterion which depends on the particle charge,
the size of the site and its magnetic field strength (cf. Sec. 2.1).
The generally accepted explanation for the knee is that at these energies most galactic
particle accelerators reach their maximum energy. While protons cannot be accelerated to
higher energies, heavier nuclei because of their higher charge can. The energy spectrum softens
since heavier nuclei are less abundant than protons (cf. Fig. 1.2). At the ankle also the heaviest
nuclei like iron reach the maximal achievable energy by galactic accelerator. Thus, the energy
spectrum above the ankle should be dominated by cosmic rays accelerated in extragalactic
sources. The reason for the cut-off at the highest energies is rather uncertain. Two scenarios
are still discussed [6]:
• The extragalactic accelerators reach their maximum energy. Consequently, the highest-
energy cosmic rays measured on Earth need to be heavy nuclei like iron.
• High-energy protons can interact resonantly with photons of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) which is known as the GZK effect [7, 8]. This reduces the proton’s
mean free path drastically making the universe opaque for protons from distances be-
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yond 100 Mpc with energies above 100 EeV. Due to photodissociation induced by CMB
photons a similar effect should be observable for high-energy heavy nuclei.
Current experiments like the Pierre Auger Observatory [9] or Telescope Array [10] aim to
solve this puzzle by measuring the composition of the cosmic-ray flux at the highest energies.
Additional information can be obtained by the detection or non-detection of secondary particles
produced by the GZK effect, e.g. neutrinos which are detectable with the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory (cf. Sec. 2.4.3).
Although cosmic rays are extensively studied during the past century, answering the ques-
tion of the sources of the high-energy cosmic rays still remains challenging. Due to galactic
and extragalactic magnetic fields, charged particles are deflected several times on their way to
Earth. Only above EeV energies the deflection becomes negligible and charged cosmic rays will
point back to their origin. Since the flux at these energies is already very low, complementary
searches for the sources of cosmic rays are required. A promising approach is the search for
messenger particles, referred to as multimessenger approach (cf. Sec. 2.3), like γ-rays and
high-energy neutrinos because both are expected to be produced alongside of charged particles
in cosmic ray accelerators.
1.2 Search for Astrophysical Neutrino Fluxes
High-energy astrophysical neutrinos are expected to be produced dominantly by cosmic ray
interactions, e.g. pp or pγ, at the acceleration site (Sec. 2.3). Therefore, the detection of a
point-like neutrino source would be a smoking gun for hadronic interactions in the vicinity of
a source accelerating charged cosmic rays. Although no sources of high-energy astrophysical
neutrinos have been identified so far, neutrinos with MeV energies originating from two as-
trophysical objects, the sun [11] and the supernova SN1987A [12, 13, 14], have been observed
already.
1.2.1 Analysis Strategies for the Detection of Astrophysical Neutrinos
Neutrino telescopes focus on two types of searches, the search for astrophysical neutrino sources
and the search for a cumulative astrophysical neutrino signal from all sources in the universe.
The former can be separated in two parts: the search for significant clustering in the neutrino
arrival directions due to extended or point-like sources, and looking for spatial and time cor-
relations of known sources already detected by photon observatories in different wavelength
bands [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The latter, also called a diffuse analysis, can char-
acterize the flux of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos providing information about possible
source classes, the acceleration mechanism and particle production processes at the source
[24, 25, 26, 27] (cf. Sec. 2.3 and 2.4). If the neutrino flux per source is below the detection
sensitivity, the number of sources needs to be so high that their cumulative flux exceeds the
detection threshold. Such a flux is expected to dominate at high neutrino energies, thus pro-
ducing an excess of high-energy neutrinos over the background of lower-energy atmospheric
neutrinos. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are promising source candidates for this scenario
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because they are very abundant, largely isotropically distributed and the expected flux per
source on Earth is weak because of their distance to Earth (cf. Sec. 2.4.2).
1.2.2 Search for a Diffuse Flux of Astrophysical Neutrinos
An analysis to search for a diffuse, astrophysical neutrino flux takes advantage of the different
energy spectra of atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos. In order to measure the neutrino
signal over the atmospheric neutrino background a pure neutrino sample is needed. Therefore,
almost all other particles have to be rejected, which are dominantly muons produced within
the Earth’s atmosphere (cf. Sec. 3.2.1). Therefore, the selection of up-going muons produced
by charged-current (CC) muon neutrino interactions below the detector was proposed as a
promising channel to achieve the requirements for such an analysis [28]. Figure 1.3 shows the
neutrino energy and zenith angle distributions for the conventional and prompt atmospheric
and the astrophysical muon neutrino flux including the achieved detection efficiency for an
up-going muon neutrino selection used in this work. Conventional atmospheric neutrinos are
produced in cosmic ray induced air showers mainly by the decay of pions and kaons. This flux
follows a relatively soft energy spectrum of ∼ E−3.7 (cf. Sec. 3.2.2). Although not yet observed,
a flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos originating from the decays of heavy mesons - also
produced in air showers - is predicted. Since these mesons decay nearly instantaneously their
flux follows the primary cosmic ray spectrum of ∼ E−2.7 (cf. Sec. 3.2.3). The astrophysical
neutrino flux is expected to follow the cosmic ray flux at the acceleration site which results
in a hard energy spectrum of ∼ E−2.0..2.5 (cf. Sec. 2.1). Thus, the signature of a diffuse,
astrophysical muon neutrino flux would be an excess of neutrino events above the atmospheric
background at the highest energies - in Fig. 1.3 above about 200 TeV. In this thesis the
observation of diffuse astrophysical muon neutrinos from the Northern Hemisphere with a high
significance and the most stringent upper limit to date on the flux of prompt atmospheric
neutrino will be presented.
1.2.3 Recent Results of Diffuse Analyses
In order to measure an astrophysical neutrino flux of the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound [31, 32]
- corresponding roughly to the flux level shown in Fig. 1.3 - large neutrino detectors of cubic-
kilometer size are needed. The largest neutrino detector by now is the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory located at the geographic South Pole, where about one cubic kilometer of the
glacial ice is instrumented with more than 5000 light sensors (cf. Sec. 5.1). The second largest
neutrino detector is the ANTARES detector [33] with a detector volume of only one-twentieth of
the IceCube volume. In 2013, just two years after the detector completion and commissioning,
IceCube published the discovery of a diffuse, high-energy, astrophysical neutrino flux. In
contrast to the method used in the here presented analysis of selecting high-energy up-going
muon neutrino, that analysis selected high-energy neutrinos of all flavors with interaction
vertices contained within the instrumented volume. Following this approach, atmospheric
muons and neutrinos from the Southern Hemisphere can be efficiently vetoed which results
in a very clear signal of high-energy, astrophysical neutrinos in particular from the Southern
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of the expected neutrino energy (left) and zenith angle (right)
for the data selection used in this analysis. Shown are the distributions of conven-
tional atmospheric neutrinos [29], prompt atmospheric neutrinos [3] where both are cor-
rected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] and a benchmark astrophysical signal
10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2.
Hemisphere [34, 35, 36]. Most of these events have a cascade-like signature resulting in a poor
angular resolution of ∼ 15 ◦ (cf. Sec. 5.2). This measurement is updated yearly and the
current results based on data from May 2010 to May 2014 are shown in Fig. 1.4 and Fig.
1.5a [37]. Above about 60 TeV a clear excess of data (black crosses) above the atmospheric
background (blue, red area; purple line) is visible. Although every neutrino event within this
sample has a high chance of being astrophysical, because of the poor angular resolution of the
mostly cascade-like events it is unsurprising that no point source could be discovered.
The first hints of an astrophysical neutrino flux were observed by several analyses. Already
with the partially completed IceCube detector in its 40-string configuration, an excess of about
2.7 standard deviations above the atmospheric background was measured using an analysis
sensitive to high-energy, cascade-like events [38]. Shortly thereafter, the IceCube Collaboration
reported the observation of two PeV-energy neutrinos, which alone produced an excess of about
2.8 standard deviations above the atmospheric background [39]. In addition, the analysis of
high-energy, up-going muon neutrinos, using data recorded between May 2009 and May 2010
with the partially completed IceCube detector in its 59-string configuration, observed an excess
of about 1.8 standard deviations above the atmospheric background [1]. That analysis has
been a prototype of the analysis presented in this thesis and its data sample is included in
this measurement. Following this up, in 2015 IceCube published the first evidence for an
astrophysical muon neutrino flux from the Northern Hemisphere. Analyzing data recorded
with IceCube’s 79- and 86-string configuration between May 2010 and May 2012, an excess of
about 3.7 standard deviations has been observed resulting in a astrophysical muon neutrino
flux as shown in Fig. 1.5b (light green area, E−2−spectrum) [2]. This data samples are
also included in the here presented analysis, but the event selections have been improved and
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(a) Deposited electro-magnetic equivalent energy. (b) Neutrino arrival directions.
Figure 1.4: Observable distributions of IceCube’s high-energy starting event analysis (HESE)
[37]. Left: above about 60 TeV a clear excess of data (black crosses) above the atmospheric
background (blue, red area; purple line) is visible. Right: also a clear excess of neutrinos from
the Southern Hemisphere with energies above 60 TeV, where the atmospheric background can
be efficiently vetoed, has been observed.
updated (cf. Sec. 6.3.1). In Fig. 1.5b also other IceCube measurements as well as theoretical
model predictions are shown. Dedicated point source searches based on muons going through
the detector and characterized by a good angular resolution of less than 1 ◦ did not find any
indication of point sources so far [40, 41].
In order to analyze IceCube’s different detection channels simultaneously and in a consistent
way, a combined maximum-likelihood analysis of IceCube’s high-energy neutrino events was
performed [26, 27]. Figure 1.6a shows the measured all-flavor astrophysical neutrino spectrum
of this global analysis where the high-energy signal is again dominated by cascade-like events.
Above 60 TeV the unfolded energy spectrum (black crosses) is consistent with a E−2−spectrum.
However, describing the astrophysical neutrino flux by a single, unbroken power law (red
area) results in a discrepancy of 3.8 standard deviations with respect to a E−2−spectrum.
This discrepancy is reduced to 2.1 standard deviations if adding an exponential cut-off to the
astrophysical flux (blue band). Additionally, such a global analysis based on multiple detection
channels and therefore sensitive to all neutrino flavors can be used to constrain the flavor ratio
of astrophysical neutrinos at Earth. Based on long baseline oscillations this ratio is only poorly
related to the initial flavor ratio at the source, however yielding some information about the
production mechanism at the source [24, 25, 27, 42]. The results of this analysis as presented
in Mohrmann et al. [27] are shown in Fig. 1.6b. Sources producing only electron neutrinos
(green triangle), which is characteristic for neutron-decay dominated sources, can be rejected
at the level of 3.6 standard deviations.
Note, this is only a brief overview of diffuse searches for astrophysical neutrino fluxes. Of
course, additional other IceCube analyses exist which focus on different detection channels and
techniques. An overview of IceCube’s diffuse neutrino searches is given in Aartsen et al. [43].
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IceCube Preliminary
(a) Unfolded neutrino energy spectrum of IceCube’s
high-energy starting event analysis (HESE) [37]. The
best-fit spectrum for astrophysical neutrinos corre-
sponds to E−2.58±0.25 assuming a single, unbroken
power-law model. However, above 200 TeV the spec-
trum is consistent with a E−2−spectrum. Below this
energy the spectrum seems to become softer.
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Figure 1.5: Neutrino energy spectra obtained from recent IceCube measurements.
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Figure 1.6: Recent results of IceCube’s combined maximum-likelihood analysis using multiple
detection channels and years. [27].
Chapter 2
Multimessenger Astroparticle Physics
In order to explore our universe it is necessary to collect infor-
mation from distant regions. One major goal is to identify the
sources of high-energy cosmic rays. The following chapter intro-
duces different types of messenger particles that can carry infor-
mation about their origin to us. In order to understand how these
particles are accerlerated to such high energies the Fermi mech-
anism will be explained. The second part of this chapter focuses
on source candidates which could explain the observed cosmic ray
and/or astrophysical neutrino flux.
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2.1 Acceleration of Cosmic Rays
A model for the acceleration of high energy particles needs to explain that the energy spectrum
follows a power law dNdE ∝ E−γ with a spectral index γ typically between 2−3. In addition, the
mechanism should be able to accelerate particles up to 1020 eV and also the chemical abundance
of accelerated cosmic rays should be similar to the cosmic abundance of the elements [44].
In 1949 Fermi proposed a mechanism [45] where charged particles stochastically gain en-
ergy by collisions with interstellar clouds. Therefore, he introduced a reflection of charged
particles at magnetic mirrors which move randomly with a velocity V and are associated with
irregularities in the Galactic magnetic field. Fermi originally calculated that for this process
the energy gain per iteration is proportional to (V/c)2 where c is the speed of light. This is
often referred to as second-order Fermi acceleration. However, taking into account the rela-
tively small velocity of interstellar clouds V/c ≤ 10−4 and the mean free path between such
reflections of the order of 0.1 pc the acceleration process is rather inefficient due to the slow
energy gain [44]. A much more efficient acceleration process is the diffusive shock accelera-
tion in strong shock waves caused by e.g. supernova explosions where the ejected material
has velocities of the order of 104 km s−1 [44]. Figure 2.1 shows a sketch of the dynamics of
particles in the vicinity of a shock wave propagating with a supersonic velocity V with respect
to the laboratory frame. The particles in the upstream region hit the shock with a velocity
v1 = |V | with respect to the shock front’s rest frame. Behind the shock the velocity v2 in the
downstream region is determined by the equation of continuity ρ1v1 = ρ2v2 assuming the mass
to be conserved through the shock. Here, ρ1 and ρ2 are the mass densities in the upstream and
downstream region. For a strong shock in a mono-atomic or fully ionized gas the ratio between
the mass densities is given by ρ2/ρ1 = 4 thus resulting in a velocity in the downstream region
of v2 = v1/4 [44]. Assuming that the velocity vectors of the particles are randomized on both
sides of the shock due to scattering, the relative velocity between the shock front and a particle
is always 3/4V , no matter if the particle pass the shock front from upstream to downstream or
vice versa. It can be shown that for diffusive shock acceleration the energy gain per iteration is
proportional to V/c which is then referred to as first-order Fermi acceleration. Consequently,
the acceleration is much more efficient.
As already mentioned above, the acceleration process can be described iteratively [44]. The
energy of a particle after one iteration is E = βE0 where β corresponds to the energy gain
per iteration. A particle can only gain energy if it remains within the acceleration region.
The probability for remaining in the region after each iteration is P . Thus, for k iterations
N = N0 · P k particles with an energy of E = E0 · βk remain within the acceleration region.
Eliminating k in both equations results in
log
(
N
N0
)
log
(
E
E0
) = logP
log β
⇔ N
N0
=
(
E
E0
) logP
log β
. (2.1)
Since N = N(≥ E) is the number of particles with at least the energy E - some fraction of them
will be accelerated further - the differential energy spectrum for such an iterative acceleration
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Figure 2.1: Diffusive shock acceleration in strong shock waves. The supersonic velocity of the
shock wave in the laboratory frame is V . v1 and v2 are the particle velocities in the upstream
and downstream region with respect to the rest frame of the shock front. The connection
between both velocities is given by the equation of continuity and the kinetic gas theory for
mono-atomic or fully ionized gases [44].
process is defined by a power law
dN(E)
dE
∝ E−γ , (2.2)
where γ = 1− logPlog β is the spectral index.
For diffusive shock acceleration the energy gain per iteration is given by β = 1 + V/c and
the probability to remain within the shock region is P = 1 − V/c. Using a Taylor expansion
for V/c the spectral index is:
γ = 1− logP
log β
= 1− log
(
1− Vc
)
log
(
1 + Vc
) ≈ 1− −Vc
V
c
= 2. (2.3)
In summary, the diffusive shock acceleration predicts a source energy spectrum for high-
energy charged particles of the form dN(E)/dE ∝ E−2. Taking into account propagation
effects of charged particles in the Galaxy the source energy spectrum needs to be modified by
an additional energy dependency of E−0.6. This dependency is measured by analyzing the ratio
of secondary to primary cosmic rays [46]. Thus, the cosmic ray energy spectrum observed on
Earth with a spectral index of γ = 2.7 is consistent with the predicted source energy spectrum
of γ = 2 for diffusive shock acceleration. For a non-ideal shock the spectral index needs to
be slightly modified by γ = 2 +  [44]. The strength of this acceleration mechanism is the
prediction of a source independent spectral index.
As already mentioned above, charged particles can only be accelerated as long as they
remain within the acceleration region. If particles are only confined up to a maximum energy
Emax within that region the energy spectrum will rapidly cut off. Hillas introduced the condi-
tion that particles can only be accelerated as long as the gyroradius for high-energy particles
does not exceed the size R of an astrophysical object [47]. Since the gyroradius of such an
object depends on the magnetic field strength B the maximum energy is given by
R
pc
· B
G
& 0.2
β · Z ·
Emax
1020 eV
, (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Hillas condition. The parameter space for the characteristic size
R and the magnetic field strength B of different astrophysical objects is shown. The dashed
lines illustrate the parameter space for a constant proton energy corresponding to the knee,
ankle and GZK cut-off of the cosmic ray spectrum [48].
where β = V/c is the shock velocity which corresponds to the acceleration efficiency (see above:
energy gain per iteration) and Z is the atomic number of the accelerated particles. In a double-
logarithmic diagram the magnetic field strength as a function of the object size is represented
by straight lines with a slope of −1 where the maximum energy defines the interception with
the y-axis. The constraints for different source types are summarized in Fig. 2.2 which shows
that the universe provides different source candidates, e.g. supernova remnants (SNR) are
able to accelerate cosmic rays up to the knee and active galactic nuclei (AGN) even up to the
highest energies observed so far.
2.2 Astrophysical Cosmic Ray Source Candidates
Astrophysical source candidates of cosmic rays can be divided into two categories: galactic
and extragalactic sources. The former should be able to accelerate charged particles up to
knee energies of about 3 PeV, the latter up to the highest energies of about 1020 eV. If the
Fermi-mechanism is responsible for the acceleration of cosmic rays a source candidate needs
to produce shocks.
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2.2.1 Galactic source candidates
Supernova remnants (SNRs) are the most promising source candidates within the Galaxy since
they provide an ideal environment for shock acceleration. The shock wave of a SNR is produced
by a supernova explosion that is caused by a gravitational collapse of a burned-out star into a
neutron star or black hole. While the explosion triggers a rapid increase of the star’s brightness
in addition a large flux of MeV neutrinos is produced as already observed for SN1987A [46].
The resulting shock wave expands into the interstellar medium with velocities of the order of
0.01c which fulfills the requirement for an ideal shock. Another strong argument for SNRs as
cosmic ray accelerator is that only three supernovae per century in the Galaxy with a mass
of about ten solar masses are sufficient to explain the total energy density of cosmic rays
up to the knee. This results in about 30 active SNRs assuming a typical duration for ideal
shock condition of about 1000 years. However, at the same time this short acceleration time
constrains the maximum energy gained by particles in such an environment to be less than
Z · 300 TeV, where Z is the particle’s atomic number. Consequently, it is not clear if SNRs are
able to explain the observed cosmic ray flux up to the knee. Nevertheless, the situation could
change if the shock front e.g. expands into regions with higher matter density or stronger
magnetic fields where the former would increase the energy gain per cycle and the latter the
escape time.
Another type of source candidates are micro-quasars which are binary systems consisting
of a star and some compact object like a white dwarf, a neutron star or a stellar black hole.
Similarly to active galactic nuclei (Sec. 2.2.2) the compact object accretes matter from the
companion star resulting in two jets of the size of a stellar system which provide the environ-
ment for particle acceleration.
Completely different source candidates are pulsars which are fast rotating neutron stars
with a period between 10 ms to 1 s. These objects produce very strong magnetic fields of
the order of 108 T where the rotation and magnetic field axis differ from each other. The
change of the magnetic field in the rest frame of the co-rotating particles induces a very strong
electric field of the order of 1016 V/m. Such a field is able to accelerate charged particles up to
10 PeV/m. However, the main issues for such a scenario are: It cannot explain the observed
power law for cosmic rays and the ionized matter around the pulsar will likely reduce the
strong electric fields. Nevertheless, due to the observation of synchrotron and x-ray radiation
electrons up to TeV energies must exist close to these objects [49, 50].
2.2.2 Extragalactic source candidates
Active Galactic Nuclei
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are very luminous galaxies. Their general structure (cf. Fig.
2.3) is described by the so-called unified model where a supermassive, rotating black hole
with about 109 solar masses is located in the center of the galaxy. This black hole accretes
matter from a relativistic, rotating accretion disc which is located around the center. The
disc is surrounded by a dust torus providing additional matter. Perpendicular to the accretion
disc two jets consisting of relativistic plasma and expanding into the intergalactic space are
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of a cylindrically symmetric AGN shown in the r-z-plane. The central black
hole with the surrounding accretion disc and the dust torus as well as the jets perpendicular
to the disc are shown. On the right-hand side, the appearance of an AGN to an observer with
respect to the observation angle is indicated. [52]
formed. Within these jets radiation is emitted and matter is ejected from the core region. It
has been observed that AGNs emit strong radio signals which originates from knots and hot
spots located along the jets. These regions are expected to provide ideal shock environments
that could accelerate charged particles up to about 1021 eV [51, 52]. But also the central
region with the relativistic rotating accretion disc forms an excellent environment for shock
acceleration.
AGNs are classified by mainly three criteria: the strength of the observed radio signal
which depends on the type of the host galaxy, their luminosity and their orientation towards
the observer [52]. Therefore, AGNs are divided into radio loud and radio weak objects where the
former are subdivided into low and high luminosity sources and the latter into optically strong
and weak sources. In addition, their appearance to the observer depends on the observation
angle between the Earth and the jet axis. An AGN with one of its jets pointing directly to
Earth is called a blazar. Depending on its luminosity it can be a Flat Spectrum Radio Quasar
(FSRQ; high luminosity) or a BL Lac (low luminosity). If the observer is looking at the side
of the AGN so that the jets and the torus are visible the object is called a Faranoff-Riley
(FR) galaxy. Another AGN category are Seyfert-I and Seyfert-II galaxies where the former
is characterized by the observer looking into the gap between jet and torus and the latter by
directly observing the torus. If looking slantingly into the core region AGNs could also appear
as very bright, star-like objects which are called quasars (quasi-stellar radio sources).
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Figure 2.4: Sky map in galactic coordinates showing the locations of 2704 GRBs recorded
with the BATSE experiment. The location of the burst is color-coded based on the fluence.
Bursts for which the fluence could not be calculated are shown in grey. [53]
Gamma Ray Bursts
Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) are extremely bright light flashes exceeding the total γ-ray lumi-
nosity of the visible universe for a short timescale between 0.1−100 s. Although their observed
signals differ from burst to burst they are isotropically distributed independent from the ob-
served fluence. Figure 2.4 shows the sky map of GRBs as measured by the BATSE experiment
in combination with their observed fluence. Interestingly, most of the GRBs are highly red-
shifted. Assuming an isotropic emission the typical total luminosity emitted by a GRB is of
the order of 1051 erg/s. However, the short emission timescale that constrains the size of the
emission region to be less than 106 km is in contradiction to the high luminosity since the
photon density in this region would be so large that no optical light could escape. Therefore,
a beamed emission in form of jets towards the observer is currently favored.
The time duration distribution of GRBs has a double-peaked structure indicating that two
different classes of GRBs exist: short (< 2 s) and long (> 2 s) GRBs. While short GRBs could
be produced by e.g. merging neutron stars or black holes, long GRBs are believed to be caused
by hypernovae corresponding to the explosion of supermassive stars. Similarly to AGNs but
on much smaller length scales and for larger magnetic fields (cf. Fig. 2.2) charged particles
within the central region and the jets of a GRB could be accelerated up to energies of 1021 eV.
The fireball model [54] is an attempt to described the mechanism of particle production
and acceleration within a GRB independent of the progenitor. It predicts energy spectra for
the accelerated particles and is divided into three phases: pre-burst, burst and afterglow. The
model requires the ejection of a large amount of mass within a short time interval resulting in a
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successive ejection of plasma shells. While the outer shells slow down and are caught by inner
shells an internal shock front, where charged particles could be accelerated, is built. Electrons
accelerated in those environments lose their energy due to synchrotron radiation. The prompt
emission happens when the acceleration region becomes optically thin and thus the synchrotron
radiation can escape. The afterglow emission can be described by the collisions of the shells
with the interstellar medium producing so-called external shocks where particles could be
accelerated, too. It is expected that also protons are accelerated within these environments.
Therefore, also a high-energy neutrino flux originating from GRBs is predicted [55]. Since the
IceCube experiment did not find any correlation to known GRBs some fireball models can
already be ruled out [56].
Starburst galaxies
Starburst galaxies are galaxies undergoing a short period of extremely high star formation
of the order of 10 − 100 M/yr [57]. They usually appear in the central region of a galaxy
with time durations much shorter than the age of the galaxy. The total luminosity of starburst
galaxies is mainly produced within bursts. About 25% of the massive stars in our local universe
are formed within these environments [57]. Many starburst galaxies are caused by merging
galaxies. Due to the higher star formation rate in starburst galaxies a higher rate of supernova
explosions and long GRBs is expected where each provide environments for charged particle
acceleration [21]. If the particle density within such starburst galaxies is high enough also
neutrinos can be produced efficiently. Currently, it is debated if the resulting neutrino flux
from starburst galaxies can explain the flux as observed by the IceCube experiment [26, 58, 59].
2.3 Astrophysical Messenger Particles
The acceleration up to the highest energies based on the Fermi mechanism as described in Sec.
2.1 works only for charged particles. Besides charged cosmic rays, two more messenger particles
exist: γ-rays and neutrinos. Each messenger particle has advantages and disadvantages in
terms of its propagation and detection, but together they provide complementary information
about their origin which could help to solve the mystery of what are the sources of cosmic rays.
In addition, the recent discovery of gravitational waves caused by a binary black hole merger
[60] opens a complete new window to observe the universe.
γ-rays and neutrinos are produced by hadronic interactions of the accelerated protons or
heavier nuclei with the surrounding matter or radiation fields. Within these interactions pions
and heavier mesons are produced. Due to their much lower interaction probability compared
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to their decay probability these mesons decay and produce γ-rays and neutrinos:
p + p → X + pi0 → X + γ + γ (2.5)
p + p → X + pi± → X + µ± +(−)νµ → X + e± +(−)νe +(−)νµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ±
+
(−)
νµ (2.6)
p + γ → p + pi0 → p + γ + γ (2.7)
p + γ → n + pi± → n + µ± +(−)νµ → p + e− + ν¯e︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
+ e± +
(−)
νe +
(−)
νµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ±
+
(−)
νµ (2.8)
Consequently, a source of high-energy cosmic rays should also produce a flux of high-energy
γ-rays and neutrinos which are closely related to each other. This scenario is often referred to
as the astrophysical beam dump. As indicated by the equations above, γ-rays and neutrinos
can be produced by inelastic hadronuclear pp and/or photohadronic pγ processes of cosmic
rays. Although the cross-section for a pp interaction is about 100 times larger than for a pγ
interaction the dominant production process for γ-rays and neutrinos strongly depends on the
source properties, in particular on its matter and photon density.
While neutrinos can only be produced hadronically, γ-rays can be produced by hadronic
and electromagnetic processes, e.g. by bremsstrahlung, inverse-Compton (IC) or synchrotron-
self-Compton scattering (SSC) [46].
Charged Cosmic Rays
Although the energy spectrum of charged cosmic rays as observed on Earth has been measured
by various experiments, which is shown in Fig. 1.1 and 1.2, their properties at the sources
are rather unknown. On their way to Earth their initial energy spectrum becomes distorted
due to different types of energy losses like e.g. diffusion, interaction and decay [46]. Because
of the deflection of charged particles by galactic magnetic fields charged cosmic rays also lose
the directional information about their origin. The deflection angle depends on the distance
d to the source and the gyroradius R which is a function of the energy E, the magnetic field
strength B and the charge number z:
θ
0.1 ◦
∼= d
R
= z ·
(
d
1 Mpc
)
·
(
B
10−9 G
)
·
(
3 · 1020 eV
E
)
. (2.9)
A typical deflection angle assuming a magnetic field strength of 1 nG for a 1020 eV proton
traveling about 10 Mpc is 3 ◦. Thus, depending on the source distance only cosmic rays with
extremely high energies E & 1019 − 1020 eV will point back to their origin.
However, at these high energies the universe starts to be opaque for protons due to the
interaction with photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The relevant process is
the resonant production of ∆+-baryons:
p + γCMB → ∆+ → pi± + n (2.10)
p + γCMB → ∆+ → pi0 + p, (2.11)
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Figure 2.5: Transparency of the universe. The mean free path λ for the interaction of photons
(red dot-dashed) and protons (black dotted) with photon fields as a function of the energy is
shown. [62].
which might also be responsible for the cut-off of the cosmic ray energy spectrum at the highest
energies and is therefore often referred to as the GZK cut-off [7, 61]. Figure 2.5 shows the mean
free path for protons (black dotted line) as a function of the energy. The threshold energy
for this process is at about 1019 eV. For proton energies of about 1020 eV the universe is only
transparent up to about 100 Mpc.
γ-Rays
The observation of γ-rays and photons in different wavelength bands yields complementary
information about the processes in the vicinity of astrophysical objects. In comparison to
charged cosmic rays, photons will not be deflected by galactic or extragalactic magnetic fields
and therefore point back to their origin. Thus, the identification of sources producing γ-rays
and the measurement of their energy spectrum becomes feasible. However, at PeV energies the
universe beyond about 10 kpc becomes totally opaque (cf. Fig. 2.5 red dot-dashed line) due
to the interaction of γ-rays with photons of the cosmic microwave background (γ + γCMB →
e+ + e−). Therefore, the observation of the sources of the highest energy cosmic rays using γ-
rays is not possible. Even for γ-rays with TeV energies on cosmological distances the universe
is no longer transparent because of the interaction with the extragalactic background light
(EBL).
The production of γ-rays can be described by electromagnetic or hadronic processes within
the sources. For the electromagnetic case, high-energy photons are produced by inverse Comp-
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(a) The observed γ-ray emission can be modeled by a
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uncertainties in the measurement an electromagnetic
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Figure 2.6: Spectral energy distribution of the supernova remnant Tycho as measured by
various experiments in different wavelength bands [63].
ton scattering of high-energy electrons on synchrotron photons or external radiation fields re-
sulting in a pure, high-energy γ-ray flux. The acceleration of protons within a source directly
implicates the production of high-energy pions (cf. Sec. 2.3). While the neutral pions decay
into photons yielding a high-energy γ-ray flux of hadronic origin, the decay of the charged pions
leads to a high-energy neutrino flux. In order to distinguish a γ-ray flux of electromagnetic
and/or hadronic origin the high-energy part of the observed spectral energy distribution is an-
alyzed. While the electromagnetic hypothesis fits better for most γ-ray sources, Fig. 2.6 shows
the spectral energy distribution of the supernova remnant Tycho where the high-energy part is
better described by a dominant hadronic contribution. However, due to the large uncertainties
in the measurement an electromagnetic origin is still not excluded.
Neutrinos
Neutrinos are ideal messenger particles to identify and study the sources of cosmic rays. Since
they are electrically neutral and only interact weakly their propagation through the universe
is almost unaffected, i.e. neutrinos do not get deflected or lose energy and therefore keep the
information about their direction and energy production spectrum. On the other hand, these
properties make their detection on Earth challenging (cf. Sec. 4 and 5). For neutrinos with
energies above 100 TeV the Earth starts to become opaque (cf. Sec. 4.1).
The neutrino flavor ratio as expected from pp interactions (cf. Eqn. 2.7) at the source is
1 : 2 : 0 (νe : νµ : ντ ). However, taking into account neutrino oscillation during their long path
to Earth the ratio is transformed to be approximately equally partitioned among the flavors
[64, 65]. In case of pγ interactions (cf. Eqn. 2.8) also neutrons are produced. If no hadronic
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interaction occurs the neutron will decay, thus producing an additional contribution to the νe
flux.
Gravitational Waves
Besides the standard messenger particles: charged cosmic rays, γ-rays and neutrinos, in 2016
the LIGO and Virgo collaboration reported about the first direct observation of gravitational
waves originating from a binary black hole merger [60]. Since gravitational waves can leave the
source region completely unaffected they can provide deep insights into the environment close
to a black hole. In addition, their observation also provide information about e.g. the kind of
astrophysical event, its distance and the amount of participating mass. Thus, the observation
of gravitational waves provides complementary information about the astrophysical processes
at the sources.
2.4 High-Energy Astrophysical Neutrinos
2.4.1 Galactic Sources
Supernova Remnants
Most of the energy released by a supernova explosion is ejected by thermally produced MeV
neutrinos resulting in a large neutrino flux which has been already observed for SN1987A
[12, 13, 14]. Besides this flux, also a non-thermally produced flux of high-energy neutrinos is
expected where the neutrinos are produced by the interaction of high-energy protons, acceler-
ated by the supernova shock front, with the dense circumstellar medium [66, 67].
2.4.2 Extragalactic Sources
Waxman-Bahcall Upper Bound
An upper bound on a diffuse flux of extragalactic, high-energy neutrinos has been derived by
Waxman and Bahcall [31]. Based on the measured energy spectrum of ultra-high-energy cosmic
rays (UHECRs) above 1019.2 eV the proton production rate at redshift z = 0 is estimated to
be
(
E2p dn˙/dEp
)
z=0
= (0.5 ± 0.15) · 1044 erg /Mpc3 yr. This rate constrains the cumulative
neutrino flux produced by sources which are optical thin for high-energy protons to pγ and
pp interactions [32]. Depending on the redshift evolution parameter for the proton production
rate, typically ξz = 3 corresponding to the evolution of the star formation rate, the upper
bound on the all-flavor neutrino flux is given by
E2ν ΦWB,all−flavor = 4.4 · 10−8
ξz
3
( (
E2p dn˙/dEp
)
z=0
0.5 · 1044 erg /Mpc3 yr
)
GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. (2.12)
Figure 2.7 shows the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound (WB) on the neutrino flux per flavor, i.e.
the all-flavor upper bound is divided by a factor of three.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of different predictions for diffuse astrophysical muon neutrino fluxes
corresponding to different source types [68, 69, 70, 71]. Since Murase et al. [69] predicts a
lower and upper flux bound for neutrinos originating from Blazars the central line between
both bounds is shown. The purple line shows the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound [32].
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
Neutrinos and γ-rays can be produced in two different regions of an AGN: the central engine
or the AGN jets. In the central region protons lose their energy dominantly by photohadronic
interactions because of the high photon density, thus producing neutrinos. Since the simulta-
neously produced γ-rays are absorbed and thermalized and protons are captured magnetically
only neutrinos are able to leave the central region of an AGN. Thus, only the detection of
neutrinos will enable to prove such an acceleration scenario.
Also in the AGN jets the photohadronic interaction is the dominant process responsible for
the neutrino and γ-ray production. This is caused by the low matter density within these jets.
Here, all three messenger particles are able to leave the source region with an energy spectrum
following that of the accelerated nuclei which corresponds to an E−2-spectrum assuming Fermi
acceleration. The neutrino flux from photohadronic AGN jet models is maximal for energies
between 1016 − 1018 eV. Only at lower energies, if the accelerated particles traverse denser
clouds, a contribution from pp interactions is possible.
Several neutrino flux predictions based on different model assumptions exists, e.g. by
Stecker [72], Mannheim [73], A. Mu¨cke and R.J. Protheroe and R. Engel and J.P. Rachen and
T. Stanev [74]. Some of these models are already excluded by IceCube measurements [1]. A
more recent neutrino flux prediction by Murase et al. [69] is shown in Fig. 2.7. However, also
this model has been recently constrained by an IceCube correlation analysis [75].
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Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB)
GRBs are expected to produce a flux of high-energy neutrinos via the photohadronic interaction
of accelerated, high-energy protons similar to the AGN jet models (cf. prev. paragraph).
Most neutrino flux predictions are based on the assumed proton acceleration spectrum and
the photon spectrum as observed from GRBs [46]. Flux predictions based on the GRB fireball
model are strongly constrained by IceCube observation since they require spatial and temporal
clustering of high-energy neutrinos with the GRB [76, 77]. However, alternative models, where
e.g. a photon flux is not expected, are not yet excluded, e.g. the prediction by Senno et al.
[71] as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Starburst Galaxies
Starburst galaxies can provide ideal environments for high-energy neutrino production due
to the combination of a high supernova explosion rate providing environments for cosmic
ray acceleration and a high interstellar matter density (cf. Sec. 2.2.2). A cumulative high-
energy neutrino flux originating from hadronuclear cosmic ray interactions with the interstellar
medium is derived by Loeb and Waxman [78]:
E2ν Φ
SB
ν ≈ 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 ·
(
Eν
1 GeV
)−0.15±0.1
. (2.13)
Currently, it is debated if the measured IceCube flux [26] is dominantly produced within
starburst galaxies [58, 59]. Strong evidence against this hypothesis is claimed by Bechtol
et al. [70] who use the extragalactic γ-ray background (EGB) as measured with Fermi-LAT to
constrain the high-energy neutrino flux. In addition, Bechtol et al. [70] provide a prediction of
a cumulative, high-energy neutrinos flux from starburst galaxies that is not in contradiction
with the observed EGB (cf. Fig. 2.7).
2.4.3 Neutrinos from Cosmic Ray Interactions
Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane
A flux of high-energy neutrinos associated with the galactic plane can be produced by the
interaction of cosmic rays with the interstellar matter and/or additionally by galactic cosmic
rays interacting with matter in the vicinity of their sources [79, 80]. Furthermore, a neutrino
flux as presented by Gaggero et al. [79] could explain up to about 25% of the flux measured
by IceCube [37]. An analysis by Neronov and Semikoz [81] of the galactic latitude distribution
of the neutrino events contributing to this IceCube measurement with energies above 100 TeV
shows an excess at low latitudes which might indicate the presence of such a galactic neutrino
flux.
Cosmogenic Neutrinos
Cosmogenic neutrinos are produced by the resonant interaction of extremely high-energy cos-
mic rays with photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) or the extragalactic back-
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ground light (EBL) producing ∆+-baryons. The spectral energy distribution of the resulting
neutrino flux has a two-peak structure where the low-energy peak at about 10 PeV and high-
energy peak at about 1 EeV correspond to the interaction with the EBL and CMB, respectively
[68, 82]. The flux of cosmogenic neutrinos can be constrained by analyzing multiple years of
IceCube data. Since the IceCube experiment has not observed any neutrino with an energy
beyond tens of PeV, current model predictions are already challenged [83].
2.4.4 Superheavy Dark Matter
So far only the production of high-energy neutrinos by the decay of charged pions from cosmic
ray interactions has been discussed. As the sources of the high-energy neutrino flux mea-
sured by IceCube (cf. Sec. 1.2.3) remain unknown, alternative models predicting such a flux
are investigated. Theories beyond the standard model predict new heavy particles fulfilling
additionally the requirements for a Dark Matter candidate. These particles can potentially
annihilate or decay into neutrinos which could explain the observed, high-energy neutrino flux
and the absence of its source detection [84, 85].

Chapter 3
Atmospheric Particle Fluxes
The main goal of the IceCube Neutrino Observatory is the mea-
surement of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos. However, since
cosmic rays interact with the Earth’s atmosphere a large flux
of background particles is produced exceeding the astrophysical
signal. In order to extract the signal a precise understanding of
the atmospheric particle fluxes is necessary. This chapter focuses
on the production of atmospheric muons and neutrinos within
cosmic ray air showers and their predicted energy spectra at the
Earth’s surface. In addition, the main theoretical uncertainties
of these flux predictions are discussed.
Declaration of Pre-released Internal Notes
The method to correct the neutrino expectation for annual temperature
fluctuations, which is presented in Sec. 3.3.1, has been reported as an
internal IceCube Collaboration note in Jan Auffenberg, Christian Haack,
Denise Hellwig, Leif Ra¨del, Sebastian Schoenen, and Christopher Wiebusch,
“On the Correction of Atmospheric Temperature Variations in Atmospheric
Neutrino Flux Simulations,” IceCube Collaboration, icecube/201505001-v3
ed. (2015). The software tool for correcting the neutrino expectation has
been developed and tested by the author of this thesis.
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(a) Schematic illustration of a cosmic ray air shower [86].
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Figure 3.1: Cosmic ray air shower. Right: particle fluxes produced by cosmic ray interactions
in the atmosphere. The marker show µ− measurements with Eµ > 1 GeV.
3.1 Particle Production in Cosmic Ray Air Showers
The Earth’s atmosphere is continuously hit by cosmic rays which interact hadronically with
air molecules producing extensive cascades of high-energy particles. An illustration of such
a particle cascade, which is also called cosmic ray air shower, is shown in Fig. 3.1a. Within
a cosmic ray air shower neutral pions as well as charged mesons like pions and kaons are
produced. Their decay induces the development of an electromagnetic or muonic component,
respectively. Unlike in cosmic ray accelerators, where the hadronic interaction length is much
larger than the decay length, charged mesons produced within the atmosphere more likely
interact than decay, thus producing lower energy mesons. This process continues until the
energy drops below the threshold where the decay becomes more likely than an interaction
which results in the production of muons and neutrinos. Depending on the surface height
mainly electrons, muons and neutrinos can reach the ground level (cf. Fig. 3.1b) where the
latter are able to pass the Earth.
3.2 Muon and Neutrino Fluxes at the Earths Surface
3.2.1 Atmospheric Muons
High-energy atmospheric muons are mainly produced by the decay of charged pions and kaons
which themselves are produced within cosmic ray air showers. Figure 3.1 shows that muons
are the most abundant charged particles at sea level. They are dominantly produced in high
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Table 3.1. Parameter Values for the Approximation of the Inclination Angle Function.
p0 p1 p2 p3 p4
0.1026 -0.0683 0.9586 0.0407 0.8173
Note. — The inclination angle function is
given by Eqn. 3.2.
altitude at about 15 km, typically. At high energies above about 1 TeV, the energy spectrum
of atmospheric muons is about one power steeper than the primary cosmic ray spectrum since
at these energies pions and kaons more likely interact than decay. If the decay of muons is
negligible their energy spectrum is similar to the one for atmospheric neutrinos which is given
by Eqn. 3.1 [6].
3.2.2 Conventional Atmospheric Muon Neutrinos
Conventional atmospheric muon neutrinos are produced simultaneously with high-energy muons.
They originate from the decay of charged pions and kaons. Gaisser et al. [6] show that the flux
of conventional atmospheric muon neutrinos can be described by
dΦν
dEν
= ΦN(Eν) ·
(
Apiν
1 +Bpiν
Eν
pi
cos (θ∗)
+
AKν
1 +BKν
Eν
K
cos (θ∗)
)
, (3.1)
where ΦN corresponds to the cosmic ray nucleon flux, Apiν (AKν) and Bpiν (BKν) are constants
depending on the pion (kaon) production rate and decay probability and pi/K is the critical
energy where the interaction becomes more likely than the decay. The formula is based on
the assumptions that the cosmic ray spectrum is a power law and scaling of the inclusive
cross sections for meson production is applicable. The effect of the geomagnetic cutoff which
becomes relevant for neutrino energies below 100 GeV is not taken into account. The inclination
angle θ∗ of the primary cosmic ray as a function of the zenith angle θ has been parameterized
by Chirkin [87] taking into account the Earth’s curvature and averaging over the neutrino
production height:
cos (θ∗) =
√
cos2 (θ) + p20 + p1 · cosp2 (θ) + p3 · cosp4 (θ)
1 + p20 + p1 + p3
. (3.2)
The corresponding parameter values are listed in Tab. 3.1.
As indicated by Eqn. 3.1, the conventional atmospheric muon neutrino flux consists of two
components. The first term describes the muon neutrino flux originating from charged pions
which decay exclusively into muons and muon-neutrinos. The muon neutrino flux from kaons
is given by the second term which decay by about 64% directly into muons and muon neu-
trinos. This ratio increases if semi-leptonic and hadronic decay modes are taken into account
[5]. For Eν  pi/K the energy spectrum of conventional atmospheric muon neutrinos is about
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Figure 3.2: Relative contribution of pion, kaon and heavy meson decays to the atmospheric
neutrino flux. For the conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux the models from
Honda et al. [29] and Enberg et al. [3] are shown. Both models are corrected for the cosmic
ray model from Gaisser [30] (H3p).
one power of energy steeper than the primary cosmic ray spectrum. Since neutrinos are only
produced within the decay of mesons the softer energy spectrum is caused by the interplay
between the decay and the interaction probability where their ratio is approximately propor-
tional to 1/Eν . The relative contribution of neutrinos originating from different parent mesons
depends on the meson life time and production efficiency. Figure 3.2 shows the contribution of
pion, kaon and heavy meson decays - which will be discussed in detail in Sec. 3.2.3 - relatively
to the total atmospheric neutrino flux as a function of the neutrino energy. At lower energies
the atmospheric neutrino flux originate dominantly from the decay of pions which are produced
efficiently within the atmosphere. At a critical pion energy of pi = 115 GeV the interaction
probability exceeds the decay probability. While the fraction of neutrinos originating from
pion decays decreases, the relative kaon contribution increases with energy due to a higher
critical energy of K = 850 GeV caused by the shorter kaon life time.
Figure 3.3 shows the conventional atmospheric muon neutrino flux prediction at the Earth’s
surface based on the calculations in Honda et al. [29] which has been parameterized and
extrapolated to high energies using Eqn. 3.1 [88]. At the top, for the primary cosmic ray
flux an unbroken power law is assumed, thus the knee in the cosmic ray energy spectrum is
not taken into account. The atmospheric neutrino flux predictions have been corrected for
more realistic cosmic ray spectra and compositions [89, 90] using the formalism in Illana et al.
[91]. At the bottom, the conventional atmospheric muon neutrino flux taking into account
the cosmic ray model from Gaisser [30] (H3p) is shown. Due to the softer cosmic ray energy
spectrum beyond the knee the neutrino energy spectrum also softens above about 100 TeV.
In addition, the cosine zenith distributions corresponding to different neutrino energies are
shown in the right column of Fig. 3.3. Although the cosmic ray flux is isotropic within 0.1%
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Figure 3.3: Conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux prediction based on Honda
et al. [29] and Enberg et al. [3], respectively. The left column shows the neutrino energy
spectrum multiplied by E2.7ν . The right column shows the cosine zenith distribution for different
neutrino energies. In the top row the actual predictions of Honda et al. [29] and Enberg et al.
[3] are shown, where both are based on an unbroken or simple broken power law assumption
for the cosmic ray energy spectrum, respectively. In the bottom row both models are corrected
for the cosmic ray model from Gaisser [30] (H3p).
[92, 93] the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux increases towards the horizon. The vertical
neutrino flux is suppressed compared to the horizontal flux since for parent mesons passing the
atmosphere vertically the distance traveled is shorter assuming a fix atmospheric slant depth,
thus making an interaction for vertical mesons more likely than for horizontal ones.
3.2.3 Prompt Atmospheric Muon Neutrinos
Besides the conventional atmospheric muon neutrino flux, also a neutrino flux originating
from the decay of heavy mesons containing a charm or bottom quark is expected. These
heavy mesons are expected to be produced within high-energy cosmic ray air showers. Due
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to their short life time they decay nearly instantaneously and are therefore called prompt
atmospheric neutrinos. However, such a neutrino flux has not been observed so far. In Fig.
3.2 and 3.3 the prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux prediction originating from heavy
meson decays is shown. The prediction is based on the calculations in Enberg et al. [3] for
charm mesons and corrected for the cosmic ray model from Gaisser [30] (H3p) similar to
the conventional atmospheric flux (cf. Sec. 3.2.2). Due to the prompt decay of the parent
mesons their interaction with air molecules is strongly suppressed. Therefore, prompt neutrinos
follow approximately the energy spectrum of the primary cosmic rays of about E−2.7. The
contribution of heavy meson decays to the atmospheric muon neutrino flux would start to
increase just below 10 TeV (cf. Fig. 3.2) and would dominate the atmospheric muon neutrino
flux at about 1 PeV (cf. Fig. 3.3). Unlike conventional atmospheric neutrinos the arrival
direction of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is isotropic up to about 10 PeV where interactions
of heavy mesons have to be taken into account.
3.3 Uncertainties of Atmospheric Neutrino Flux Predictions
The atmospheric neutrino flux predictions presented in the previous Sec. 3.2 rely on different
assumptions whose changes from the default can induce uncertainties. In order to extract
the astrophysical signal it is necessary to have a good understanding of the accuracy of these
predictions. The main uncertainties for the atmospheric muon neutrino prediction are given
by the normalization uncertainties of the conventional and prompt neutrino flux, where the
former also depends on the uncertainty due to the relative contribution of kaons and pions and
the effect of the atmospheric temperature to the neutrino production. Further uncertainties
on both atmospheric flux predictions are introduced by the choice of the cosmic ray model and
the spectral index. The effect of these uncertainties on the analysis and their implementation
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 8.3.
3.3.1 Uncertainties of the Conventional Muon Neutrino Flux
Flux Normalization
The uncertainty on the normalization of the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux is given
by the pion and kaon production uncertainty in the hadronic interaction model, the uncer-
tainties in the hadronic interaction cross sections, the atmospheric density profile and the
computational accuracy. Honda et al. [29] quoted that the combined uncertainty on the flux
normalization is between ∼ 10% at 1 GeV and ∼ 25% at 1 TeV where at high energies the
meson production uncertainty dominates. As already mentioned before, above 1 TeV the con-
ventional neutrino flux as calculated by Honda et al. [29] has been extrapolated up to higher
energies using Eqn. 3.1 [88]. Thus, the uncertainty of the normalization of the conventional
muon neutrino flux is estimated to be on the order of 30%.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of the relative contribution of kaon to pion decays RK/pi on the energy
spectrum (left) and cosine zenith distribution (right) for the conventional atmospheric neutrino
flux [29] using Eqn. 3.1.
Relative Contribution of Kaons and Pions to the Neutrino Production
The uncertainty on the relative contribution of kaons and pions RK/pi to the production of
conventional atmospheric neutrinos affects their energy spectrum and zenith angle distribution.
Figure 3.4 shows the effect on the energy spectrum (left) and zenith angle distribution (right)
for different RK/pi. For high energies above about 10 TeV the effect is mainly a shift in the
normalization since the neutrino flux originating from pions is negligible compared to the flux
from kaons. The effect on the shape of the energy spectrum and zenith angle distribution
becomes maximal for energies around 1 TeV where the contribution of pions and kaons to
the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux is almost equal. Due to the shorter kaon life time
an enhancement of the kaon contribution - i.e. increasing RK/pi - results in a decrease of the
horizontal to vertical arrival direction asymmetry of the zenith angle distribution. Honda et al.
[29] quoted the uncertainty on the flux ratio between vertical and horizontal neutrino arrival
directions to be 3% which is mainly caused by the meson production uncertainties. Schukraft
[89] estimated the corresponding uncertainty on the relative contribution of kaons and pions
RK/pi to the neutrino production to be of the order of 10%.
Effect of the Atmospheric Temperature on the Neutrino Production
As already mentioned in the paragraph about the flux normalization uncertainties, the atmo-
spheric density profile affects the expected number of conventional atmospheric neutrinos. The
denser the atmosphere the higher is the meson interaction probability relative to the decay
probability, which reduces the overall neutrino flux. Thus, the expectation of conventional
atmospheric neutrinos depends on temperature fluctuations. The conventional atmospheric
neutrino flux predicted by Honda et al. [29] is based on the US standard atmosphere [95].
Therefore, the neutrino expectation needs to be corrected for these annual temperature fluctu-
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Figure 3.5: Effect of the atmospheric temperature on the production of 1 TeV neutrinos as a
function of the cosine zenith angle for different years of IceCube’s data taking (left). As an
example, for IC2012 the effect with respect to different neutrino energies is shown. The input
data has been measured with the instrument AIRS installed on the AQUA satellite [94]. The
effect has been normalized to the US standard atmosphere [95] which corresponds to one.
ations. Based on the formalism of the effective temperature Teff as presented in Desiati et al.
[96], Auffenberg et al. [97] the neutrino expectation is corrected with respect to a realistic
atmospheric density profile that uses the data measured by the instrument AIRS installed on
the AQUA satellite [94]. For the correction the correlation between the relative change of the
effective temperature ∆Teff/Teff,0 and the relative change of the neutrino rate ∆R/R0 is used:
∆R
R0
(Eν , θν) = α (Eν · cos θ∗ν) ·
∆Teff (θν)
Teff,0 (θν)
, (3.3)
where α (Eν · cos θ∗ν) is the theoretical correlation coefficient which depends on the neutrino
energy Eν times the cosine of the inclination angle θ
∗
ν as defined in Sec. 3.2.2 (cf. Desiati et al.
[96], Auffenberg et al. [97]). Thus, the relative change of the neutrino rate corresponding to
the differences between the atmospheric density profiles of the US standard atmosphere and a
realistic atmosphere can be calculated using Eqn. 3.3. As a result, the conventional neutrino
flux Φν corrected for annual temperature fluctuations is given by:
Φν (Eν , θν) = Φ
0
ν (Eν , θν) ·
(
1 +
〈RAIRS〉 −RUS
RUS
(Eν , θν)
)
= Φ0ν (Eν , θν) ·
(
1 + α (Eν · cos θ∗ν) ·
〈
TAIRSeff (θν)
〉− TUSeff (θν)
TUSeff (θν)
)
,
where Φ0ν is the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux based on the US standard atmosphere.
TUSeff (θν) and
〈
TAIRSeff (θν)
〉
are effective temperatures where the former corresponds to the US
standard atmosphere and the latter is based on the data measured by the instrument AIRS and
averaged over the observation time and the azimuth angle, which is valid for a time integrated
analysis like the one in this thesis.
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Figure 3.6: Prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux predictions. The left figure shows different
predictions from Enberg et al. [3], Bhattacharya et al. [100], Bhattacharya et al. [101], Garzelli
et al. [102], Gauld et al. [98] where the shaded area is the uncertainty band corresponding to
the prediction in Gauld et al. [98]. For a better readability the uncertainty bands of the other
models are not shown. All flux predictions are based on the cosmic ray model from Gaisser
[30]. The right figure shows the prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux prediction from Gauld
et al. [98] for different cosmic ray models from Gaisser [30], Gaisser et al. [99].
Figure 3.5 shows the ratio Φν/Φ
0
ν between the corrected conventional neutrino flux and
the flux prediction by Honda et al. [29] as a function of the cosine zenith angle for different
IceCube detection periods (cf. Sec. 6) for a neutrino energy of 1 TeV (left) and for different
neutrino energies exemplarily for the IceCube detection periods IC2012 (right). For the other
detection periods see Fig. A.1. In general, the expected number of conventional neutrinos
decreases when the annual temperature fluctuations are taken into account. A more realistic
atmospheric density profile affects the shape of the zenith angle distribution where the effect
increases with the neutrino energy. Year to year differences of the atmospheric density profile
mainly affect the zenith angle distribution towards the horizon. The effect of this correction
is estimated to be of the order of 2% with an uncertainty of about 0.1%.
3.3.2 Uncertainties of the Prompt Muon Neutrino Flux
The uncertainty on the prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux originating from heavy meson
decays is about one order of magnitude since the input variables for the theoretical calculations
are rather uncertain and a prompt neutrino flux has never been observed so far. Figure 3.6
shows different prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux predictions based on the cosmic ray
model from Gaisser [30] (left) and the prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux predictions
from Gauld et al. [98] based on different cosmic ray models from Gaisser [30], Gaisser et al.
[99] (right). Exemplarily, the estimated uncertainty on the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux
from Gauld et al. [98] is shown which is on the same level as the different models. Note that
below 100 TeV the different predictions for prompt atmospheric neutrinos differ mainly by their
flux normalization which is also valid for predictions based on different cosmic ray models.
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Heavy mesons producing the prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux are themselves mainly
produced by gluon-gluon or quark and anti-quark fusion within the interactions of primary
cosmic rays with air nuclei. In Bhattacharya et al. [101] various uncertainties on the prediction
of prompt atmospheric muon neutrinos are discussed, in particular on the production of heavy
mesons. Due to the interaction of primary cosmic rays with air nuclei and not with free nucleons
nuclear shadowing effects have to be taken into account which is not the case for some of the
predictions presented in Fig. 3.6 and therefore introduce an additional uncertainty on the
prompt neutrino flux. The production rate of these heavy mesons depends on the differential
cross sections for charm and bottom quark production and the fragmentation functions that
describe the fragmentation of quarks into mesons. Since different fragmentation functions
and the alternative of using Monte Carlo event generators exist an uncertainty on the meson
production rate is introduced [101]. In addition, the calculation of the differential cross sections
for charm and bottom quark production in the very forward regime can be done by using the
following approaches: perturbative QCD, kT factorization and the color dipole model [101].
The perturbative QCD calculations yield the best description of the total charm cross section
as function of the energy which has been measured from about 100 GeV up to 13 TeV. But also
the color dipole and kT factorization approaches are theoretically suited for the calculation of
the heavy quark production at high energies where at lower energies additional corrections are
needed [101]. The main uncertainty for these calculations are the extrapolation of the parton
density function towards low Bjorken-x of the order of 10−7 which is currently unconstrained
by experimental data.
The contribution of bottom quark pair production to the prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux is on the order of 5− 10% [101]. Furthermore, heavy mesons can decay into tau neutrinos
where the branching ratio is about 10% [101] which is negligible since even the prompt at-
mospheric muon neutrino flux is subdominant compared to the conventional atmospheric and
astrophysical muon neutrino flux.
Besides the production of heavy quark pairs by the above described process, it has been
discussed by Hobbs et al. [103] that already heavy quark pairs could exists in the Fock state
decomposition of bound hadrons which is referred to as intrinsic charm and would be a non-
perturbative contribution. These charm quark pairs would produce heavy mesons whose decay
would then provide an additional contribution to the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux [104,
105].
3.3.3 Uncertainties of the Cosmic Ray Model and Spectral Index
Conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos are produced within cosmic ray air shower.
Therefore, uncertainties on the cosmic ray spectrum also affects the predictions of atmospheric
neutrinos. The main uncertainties are the chemical composition of cosmic rays, especially
above the knee at primary cosmic ray energies of about 3 PeV, and the spectral index of the
cosmic ray energy spectrum, which are reflected by different cosmic ray models as shown in
Fig. 3.7. The uncertainty on the spectral index is estimated to be of the order of 4% based on
differences between the cosmic ray models in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of different cosmic ray models on the conventional atmospheric neutrino
flux based on Honda et al. [29]. This model is corrected for the cosmic ray models from Gaisser
[30] (H3p, H3a), Gaisser et al. [99] (GST, GST*) and Hoerandel [106] (Poly-gonato).

Chapter 4
Detection Principle of High-Energy Neutrinos
Neutrinos are weakly interacting particles. For the observation
of high-energy neutrinos large detector volumes of cubic kilo-
meter size are needed. Such detectors are achievable by using
large natural deposits of water or ice, e.g. the Mediterranean
Sea, the Lake Baikal or the glacier at the South Pole. The de-
tection principle is the Cherenkov effect, where Cherenkov light
is produced by secondary charged particles which are themselves
produced within the neutrino interaction or during the propa-
gation of the corresponding charged lepton. In this chapter the
concept of high-energy neutrino telescopes is discussed. There-
fore, the interaction of high-energy neutrinos, the propagation of
charged particles through matter and the Cherenkov effect will
be explained.
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Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams of the relevant high-energy neutrino interactions. Above
50 GeV neutrinos dominantly interact flavor independently by deep inelastic scattering via
charged- or neutral-current interactions. For anti-electron neutrinos with energies around
6.3 PeV the Glashow resonance, which is the resonant interaction of νe + e
− →W−, becomes
dominant.
4.1 Neutrino-Nucleon Cross Sections at High Energies
Neutrinos are weakly interacting particles. Due to their low cross section, which is of the order
of picobarn at around 100 GeV (cf. Fig. 4.2), a neutrino interaction with matter becomes
very unlikely. This makes neutrinos, on the one hand, to ideal messenger particles (cf. Sec.
2.3) since they can cross large amounts of matter undisturbed. But on the other hand, their
detection becomes challenging since large detector volumes of cubic kilometer size are required.
At high energies above about 100 GeV, neutrinos interact predominantly by deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) via charged-current (CC) or neutral-current (NC) interactions [107]. In this
process the neutrino starts to resolve the internal structure of the target and therefore scat-
ters off an individual quark inside the nucleon. The relevant Feynman diagrams for neutrino
interactions in high-energy neutrino telescopes are shown in Fig. 4.1. Ideally, for neutrino
telescopes the flavor identification is only unambiguously possible for charged-current inter-
actions. In this process, the neutrino is transformed in a charged lepton of the same flavor
by exchanging a W±-boson between the neutrino and a quark inside the nucleon. Since the
signature of charged leptons in high-energy neutrino telescopes is different for the three flavors,
a flavor identification becomes feasible (cf. Sec. 5.2). Due to the hadronization of the final
state quark, the charged lepton is always accompanied by a hadronic cascade.
The inclusive cross section for DIS of neutrinos and antineutrinos with an energy Eν is
given by
d2σν,ν¯
dx dy
=
G2FMEν
pi(1 +Q2/M2W,Z)
2
[
y2
2
2xF1(x,Q
2) + (1− y − Mxy
2Eν
)F2(x,Q
2)± y(1− y
2
)xF3(x,Q
2)
]
,
(4.1)
where x and y are the Bjorken scaling variables, GF is the Fermi weak coupling constant, M
is the nucleon mass and Q2 is the 4-momentum transfer. MW,Z is the mass of the W
±- or
Z0-boson in case of CC or NC scattering, the ± sign corresponds to the scattering of neutrino
or antineutrino and Fi(x,Q
2) are the dimensionless nucleon structure functions of the target
[107].
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Figure 4.2: High-energy neutrino cross-sections. The blue/green lines show the charged-
/neutral-current cross-sections where the solid/dashed lines correspond to the neutrino-
nucleon/antineutrino-nucleon cross-section. The cross-sections are taken from Cooper-Sarkar
et al. [112]. The red line shows the Glashow resonance cross-section which is taken from
Formaggio and Zeller [107].
Figure 4.2 shows the DIS cross sections of neutrinos and antineutrinos for charged- and
neutral-current interactions, which are used for this analysis. In addition, also the cross sections
from Gazizov and Kowalski [108] are used, which rely on the CTEQ5 distribution functions
[109]. As indicated by Eqn. 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4.2, the cross section increases linearly
with the neutrino energy up to about 104 GeV where the 4-momentum transfer Q2 becomes
larger than the mass of the W±- or Z0-boson. Beyond these energies the cross section still
increases with energy, roughly converging to a power law with spectral index 0.363 [107]. The
cross sections of charged- and neutral-current interaction differ by about a factor of 2.4 [107].
Due to helicity conservation, the antineutrino-quark cross section is suppressed compared to
the neutrino-quark cross section. However, at the highest neutrino energies around 106 GeV,
both cross sections become identical since (anti-)neutrinos scatter more likely on sea quarks,
which provide an equal amount of quarks and antiquarks [110]. The main uncertainty on the
neutrino-nucleon cross section is related to the extrapolation of the parton distribution function
down to very low values of Bjorken-x, e.g. down to x ∼ 10−7 for EeV neutrino energies. This
results in an uncertainty on the cross section of about 4% at neutrino energies of about 50 PeV
increasing up to about 14% at about 500 EeV [107].
Besides the interaction between a neutrino and a nucleon, at high energies around 6.3 PeV
a W−-boson is resonantly produced within the interaction of an anti-electron neutrino and
an electron. Since the W−-boson decays nearly instantaneously quarks or leptons are pro-
duced. The Feynman diagram of this process, introduced by Glashow [111] and therefore
called Glashow resonance, and the corresponding cross section are shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig.
4.2, respectively. The cross section of the Glashow resonance at around 6.3 PeV exceeds by
more than two orders of magnitude all other neutrino cross sections.
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Figure 4.3: Attenuation of an isotropic E−2 neutrino flux due to the interaction of neutrinos
with the Earth’s matter using the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [113]. For the prop-
agation effects through the Earth the neutrino generator in Gazizov and Kowalski [108] is
used. The ratios between the flux at the detector and the Earth’s surface as a function of the
neutrino energy at the Earth’s surface for the different neutrino flavors are shown. Each flux
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino and antineutrino flux. The figure is taken from Ra¨del
[86].
Since the neutrino-nucleon cross section increases with the neutrino energy, the Earth starts
to become opaque for neutrinos above about 100 TeV. Thus, a neutrino signal at PeV energies
observed straight through the Earth would be absorbed which has to be taken into account
for neutrino telescopes. Figure 4.3 shows the ratio between the differential neutrino flux at the
detector and the Earth’s surface as a function of the initial neutrino energy for the different
flavor, where the neutrino flux at the Earth’s surface is isotropically distributed and follows an
E−2 energy spectrum. Each flux corresponds to the sum of the neutrino and antineutrino flux.
The higher the neutrino energy and the amount of matter between the Earth’s surface and the
detector, corresponding to larger zenith angles, the more likely a neutrino will be absorbed.
At PeV energies, the effect becomes significant for all neutrino flavors. In addition, at the
Glashow resonance the attenuation of anti-electron neutrinos increase compared to the other
neutrino flavors. The attenuation of the tau neutrino flux is shifted towards higher energies
since a tau neutrino can regenerate while passing the Earth. If a tau neutrino interacts within
the Earth, a tau can be produced. Due to its short lifetime the tau promptly decays without
losing a large fraction of its energy, thus reproducing a tau neutrino with less energy [114].
4.2 Charged Particle Propagation in Matter
Since deep inelastic scattering is the relevant process for neutrino interactions at energies above
about 100 GeV a neutrino interaction in IceCube always produces a hadronic cascade. In case
of a charged-current neutrino interaction the cascade is accompanied by a charged lepton of
the same flavor. Depending on the lepton’s flavor and energy its propagation through matter
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underlies different energy loss processes which enables the discrimination between the different
neutrino flavors.
The dominant energy loss process of electrons with energies above 1 GeV is bremsstrahlung.
Within these interactions high-energy photons are produced which in turn produce high-energy
electron-positron pairs by pair production. The alternation between bremsstrahlung and pair
production induces the development of an electromagnetic cascade which stops when the energy
per particle drops below the critical energy for both processes [5]. The spatial extent of such
cascades is of the order of tens of meters for particle energies as observed in high-energy
neutrino telescopes (100 GeV - 1 PeV) [115].
Different to an electromagnetic cascade, in a hadronic cascade also mesons, in particular
charged and neutral pions, are produced. While the neutral pions will induce electromagnetic
subcascades due to their prompt decay into two photons, the charged pions will most likely
interact with the medium.
High-energy muons propagating through matter lose their energy mainly due to ionization
and stochastic losses, in particular pair production, bremsstrahlung and photo-nuclear inter-
action. The averaged muon energy loss per unit path length taking into account the different
processes is given by [5]
− dE
dX
= a(E) + b(E) · E, (4.2)
where the term a(E) represents the contribution by ionization which is only weakly energy
dependent. Therefore, the energy loss by ionization itself is nearly energy independent (cf.
Fig. 4.4). On average, the three types of stochastic energy losses are described by the factor
b(E) = bpair(E) + bbrems(E) + bphoto(E). Even though b(E) also depends only weakly on the
energy, the contribution of stochastic energy losses increases linearly with the energy. Figure 4.4
shows that muons with energies below 1 TeV dominantly lose their energy by ionization, while
at higher energies the energy loss is dominated by stochastic losses. The uncertainty of the
parameterization of muon energy losses due to ionization, pair production and bremsstrahlung
is of the order of 2-3%, whereas for photo-nuclear interactions it may reach 10-20% [116, 117].
Since the decay length of muons at these high energies is hundreds of kilometers the muon
range in dense matter is limited by energy losses.
In comparison to muons, taus have a much shorter decay length of approximately 50 m/PeV
caused by their 107 times shorter lifetime. Therefore, the identification of a tau in high-energy
neutrino telescopes becomes only feasible above approximately 1 PeV. About one-third of the
taus decay equally into an electron or a muon, whereas the rest decays either semi-leptonically
or hadronically. Since the analysis presented in this work is sensitive to high-energy muons a
non-vanishing contribution of astrophysical tau neutrinos – where the tau decays into a muon
– should be taken into account.
4.3 Cherenkov Light
The detection of relativistic, charged particles propagating through an optically transparent
medium is based on the Cherenkov effect. The effect is named after Pavel Cherenkov [118, 119]
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Figure 4.4: Differential muon energy loss in ice for different interaction processes [117].
who observed that charged particles exceeding the phase velocity of light in a dielectric medium
produce optical light. The characteristics of the Cherenkov light emission are shown in Fig.
4.5. The Cherenkov angle θC is given by
cos (θC) =
1
βn
, (4.3)
where n is the refractive index of the medium and β = v/c is the speed of the particle in units
of the speed of light in vacuum. For example, in the antarctic ice with a refractive index of
n ≈ 1.33 (at 300nm) [120] the Cherenkov radiation produced by a highly relativistic particle
with β ≈ 1 forms a light cone with an opening angle of θC ≈ 41 ◦. The threshold velocity for
the Cherenkov light production in the antarctic ice is β ≈ 0.76.
The theoretical framework of the Cherenkov radiation has been developed by Frank and
Tamm [121]. They derived a formula for the number of photons emitted by a particle with
charge ze per unit wavelength λ and unit path length x which is given by
d2N
dxdλ
= 2piα
z2
λ2
(
1− 1
β2n2(λ)
)
, (4.4)
where α is the fine-structure constant and n(λ) is the wavelength dependent refractive index.
For wavelengths between 300 nm and 500 nm, which corresponds to the most sensitive wave-
length region of common photo sensors (cf. Sec. 5.1.2), a highly relativistic particle produces
about 250 photons per centimeter track length [122]. The number of photons per unit track
length effectively increases if the particle undergoes energy losses which result in electromag-
netic or hadronic cascades depending on the interaction type. The secondary particles produced
within these cascades dominantly contribute to the total Cherenkov light yield. For example,
for a 1 TeV muon about 60% of the total Cherenkov light yield is produced by these secondary
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the Cherenkov light emission. A charged particle (red arrow)
propagates with the speed v = βc through a medium with refractive index n. The phase
velocity of light is given by cn . The speed of the particle can be either lower (left) or higher
(right) than the phase velocity of light in the medium. The blue circles are the wavefronts of
the emitted light due to the polarization of the medium by the particle. For v = βc ≥ cn a
Cherenkov cone described by the Cherenkov angle θC is formed.
particles [122]. For electromagnetic cascades the Cherenkov light yield is proportional to the
initial particle energy [115]. The light yield for a hadronic cascade is suppressed compared to
an electromagnetic cascade by an energy dependent factor. The suppression corresponds to
about 20% for a 1 TeV proton and decreases towards zero for extremely high energies [123].
Note that for the Cherenkov light calculation in a dispersive medium the group and the
phase velocity of light must be distinguished. However, Price and Woschnagg [124] showed
that for ice the difference between both velocities is of the order of a few percent and therefore
has only a small impact.
4.4 High-Energy Neutrino Telescopes
At the moment two fully operational Cherenkov neutrino telescopes exist: the IceCube Neu-
trino Observatory (cf. Sec. 5.1) and the ANTARES detector (“Astronomy with a Neutrino
Telescope and Abyss environmental RESearch”) [33]. A third telescope, Baikal-GVD (Baikal-
Gigaton Volume Detector) [125], is partially completed and is already taking data.
The IceCube detector – which is located at the South Pole – is currently the world’s largest
neutrino detector. In 2013, its sensitivity allowed the first detection of astrophysical neutrinos
which opened a new window to the universe and marks the beginning of neutrino astronomy.
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Although the ANTARES detector is about ten times smaller than the IceCube detector its
location in the Mediterranean Sea – and therefore on the Northern Hemisphere – enables to
competitively constrain the neutrino flux of sources in the Southern Hemisphere [126].
The third neutrino detector, Baikal-GVD, which is located in Lake Baikal, will be about
50% larger than the current IceCube detector. Currently, about 200 out of more than 10, 000
optical light sensors are already deployed and are taking data. Due to its location on the
Northern Hemisphere Baikal-GVD will contribute to the search of neutrino sources in the
Southern Hemisphere.
In order to find the sources of the measured astrophysical neutrino flux and further inves-
tigate its properties next generation neutrino detectors are already in planning. The Cubic
Kilometre Neutrino Telescope, KM3NeT, will consist of two (Phase-2.0) to five (Phase-3.0)
ARCA detectors (Astroparticle Research with Cosmics in the Abyss) each of similar size than
IceCube [127]. Also the IceCube Collaboration is aiming for a new research infrastructure at
the South Pole, IceCube-Gen2, with an up to ten times larger neutrino detector and a surface
veto to significantly increase its sensitivity in the Southern Hemisphere [128].
Besides the well established technique of Cherenkov neutrino telescopes also neutrino de-
tectors based on the Askaryan effect are planned [129] which are especially suited to search
for extremely high-energy neutrinos. Such detectors measure the radio emission of charged
particle propagating through a dielectric medium. Due to the much larger attenuation length
of radio waves compared to the Cherenkov light, e.g. in ice, the instrumented detector vol-
ume can be increased significantly by nearly constant costs. In the Antarctica, two Askaryan
effect based neutrino detectors are planned, each following a slightly different approach to de-
tect neutrinos with EeV energies: the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) [130] and the Antarctic
Ross Ice-Shelf ANtenna Neutrino Array (ARIANNA) [131]. A third, balloon-borne detector,
Antarctic Impulse Transient Antenna (ANITA), already took data during several flights over
Antarctica [132].
Even though the Pierre Auger Observatory is a cosmic ray detector located in the Argen-
tinian Pampa due to its size it is also sensitive to neutrinos with EeV energies that induce
extensive air showers [133, 134, 135].
Chapter 5
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is currently the world’s
largest neutrino detector. Its main goal is the detection of
high-energy astrophysical neutrinos. The following chapter will
describe the detector layout, its calibration and how data is
recorded. Furthermore, the different event signatures as mea-
sured by the IceCube detector are introduced and the reconstruc-
tion of the particle properties are explained.
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the IceCube Neutrino Observatory [136].
5.1 The IceCube Detector
5.1.1 Detector Layout
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is located in Antarctica at the geographic South Pole
[136, 137, 138]. Figure 5.1 shows a sketch of the detector. It consists of the in-ice detector
IceCube and the surface detector IceTop. The IceCube detector is built of a total of 5160 photo
sensors, called digital optical modules (DOMs), which measure the Cherenkov light produced
by charged particles in the ice (cf. Sec. 5.1.2). These DOMs are arranged on 86 strings,
which have been deployed into hot-water-drilled holes, resulting in an instrumented volume of
about a cubic kilometer of the glacial ice sheet. Each string consists of 60 DOMs which are
installed in a depth between 1450 m and 2450 m below the surface. The strings have to be
distinguished between the standard in-ice strings and the eight DeepCore strings, which are
part of IceCube’s low-energy extension, DeepCore. The standard in-ice strings are arranged
on a hexagonal grid with an average inter-string spacing of about 125 m, where on each string
the vertical inter-DOM distance is 17 m. The DeepCore strings are located in the central part
of the detector and are characterized by smaller vertical inter-DOM distances and DOMs with
higher quantum efficiency. Due to a dust layer in the glacial ice sheet between about 2000 m
and 2100 m, ten DOMs on a DeepCore string are installed above and 50 DOMs below this layer
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Figure 5.2: Top view of the IceCube detector. The different colors correspond to different
construction phases of the detector [141].
with a vertical inter-DOM distance of 10 m and 7 m, respectively. These eight DeepCore strings
together with the seven central standard in-ice strings form the DeepCore detector [139], which
has an averaged inter-string spacing of about 75 m. Due to its denser instrumentation of the
ice, the detection threshold is lowered from about 100 GeV down to about 10 GeV.
In addition to the in-ice detector, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory consists of an extensive
air-shower detector, IceTop, which is sensitive to cosmic-ray energies between about 1014 eV
and 1018 eV [136, 140]. It is built of 81 stations covering an area of about one square kilometer.
Each station consists of two frozen water tanks where each tank is equipped with two DOMs.
Besides the measurement of cosmic rays, the IceTop detector can also be used as a veto for
cosmic-ray induced, atmospheric background particles in order to extract the astrophysical
neutrino signal.
The detector was completed in 2010, December. However, data has already been recorded
with partial detector configurations. A top view of the IceCube detector is shown in Fig. 5.2
where the different colors indicate the different construction phases of the detector. The data
taking periods are named according to the total number of deployed strings for that season,
e.g. IC59 corresponds to the IceCube’s 59-string configuration.
5.1.2 The Digital Optical Module
The digital optical module (DOM) is the central detection unit of the IceCube detector. Its
main tasks are the detection of the Cherenkov light produced by relativistic, charged particles,
the processing of the resulting electronic signal and the coordination of the data transfer to the
surface [136, 143]. The setup of a DOM is shown in Fig. 5.3. Its main components are a 10-
inch diameter photomultiplier tube (PMT) [144] made by Hamamatsu Photonics, the readout
electronics and detector calibration devices, which are all integrated into a glass pressure
sphere with an outer diameter of 13 in, which corresponds to about 33 cm. The implemented
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Figure 5.3: Schematic depiction of the digital optical module [142].
PMTs are sensitive for wavelengths between about 300 nm and 600 nm with a peak quantum
efficiency of about 25% at 390 nm whereas for DeepCore DOMs the peak quantum efficiency
of the PMTs is about 33%. However, below 350 nm the transmittance of the glass sphere
significantly decreases. Thus, combining the transmittance with the Cherenkov light spectrum
and the optical ice properties (cf. Sec. 5.1.4), the entire DOM is sensitive to wavelengths
between about 350 nm and 550 nm. The PMT is covered by a µ-metal grid which shields
it from the terrestrial magnetic field. Once a photon hits the photocathode of the PMT a
photoelectron is ejected. This signal is amplified by a factor of about 107. The integral
over the measured signal is proportional to the initial charge and therefore to the number of
detected photons. Therefore, the charge is given in units of photoelectrons (PE). If a PMT
signal exceeds a threshold of 0.25 PE a hit is formed which includes a time stamp, the location
and the waveform information [136].
For the digitization the mainboard contains two types of analog-to-digital converters (ADC):
the Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer (ATWD) which has been specifically designed for Ice-
Cube and a commercial Fast/Flash-ADC [136]. The ATWD consists of 128 channels sampling
a PMT signal every 3.3 ns into a capacitive buffer for up to a total of 422 ns. The resolution for
each channel is 10 bit. Due to three overlapping channels with different amplifications (×16,
×2.5 and ×0.25) the dynamic range is increased. Since the digitization of the buffer takes 29µs
per channel each DOM is equipped with two ATWDs in order to decrease the detector dead
time. Thus, while one ATWD is digitizing a PMT signal the other one is ready to process a new
signal. The Fast/Flash-ADC (FADC) is able to digitize the PMT signal nearly continuously.
It consists of 256 channels sampling a PMT signal every 25 ns which results in a total signal
length of 6.4µs.
Unlike random noise, only hits corresponding to a physics event are temporally and spatially
correlated. Thus, before sending the full waveform information to the surface, even before the
digitization, each hit is checked for local coincidences (LC) with the nearest and next-nearest
neighbor DOMs. Therefore, a LC signal is sent via dedicated wires to the neighboring DOMs.
If at least one of these DOMs measures an additional hit within the coincidence window of
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1µs, all hits within this window will be tagged as hard-local coincidences (HLCs) and their full
waveform information (ATWD and FADC) is sent to the surface. For all other hits, which are
marked as soft-local coincidence (SLC), only the highest FADC sample within the first 400 ns
and its two surrounding samples are sent to the surface [136].
Besides the detection hardware, a DOM also contains calibration devices in order to cali-
brate distant DOMs or investigate the optical ice properties. Therefore, a LED flasher board
hosting twelve UV LEDs with a wavelength of 405 nm is integrated [136]. The LEDs can be
flashed individually or in groups with adjustable brightness and pulse length.
The noise rate of a DOM is about 500 Hz up to about 650 Hz for DeepCore DOMs. This
noise rate is predominantly caused by the radioactive beta decay of 40K, which naturally occurs
in glass and therefore in the glass pressure sphere of the DOM [136].
5.1.3 Calibration
In order to extract physics quantities, like the particle direction and energy, out of the recorded
PMT signals, the absolute timing of the DOMs, their positions in the deep ice and the PMT
signal need to be well calibrated [136].
Every DOM is equipped with a 20MHz temperature-compensated crystal oscillator pro-
viding a precise local clock for each DOM. Reciprocal Active Pulsing (RAPCal) [143] enables
the synchronization of all local clocks with a GPS connected master clock at the surface. A
bipolar pulse is sent to a DOM where the time and waveform based on the local clock are
recorded. After waiting for a predefined time the DOM sends back an identical pulse to the
surface, where again its time and waveform are recorded, but now based on the master clock.
Using these time information and the reciprocal symmetry, the offset between the master clock
and the local DOM clock can be determined, providing a precision of about 1− 2 ns. The time
calibration needs to be done at least every five seconds and does not affect taking physics data.
The DOM positions in the deep ice have been determined during the deployment. The drill
hole positions were measured as a function of the depth where drill data have been used to
extract the hole positions below the surface. To determine the depth of each DOM the pressure
around the lowest level DOM on each string has been measured, which is closely related to its
depth. Already before the deployment the distances between the DOMs were measured. Using
flasher data and measuring inter-string time differences, the positioning of the DOMs can be
further improved.
In order to transform the PMT signal into a voltage waveform each DOM needs to be
calibrated individually, which happens once a year. Using DOMCal the PMT signal is corrected
for the PMT gain and transit times, the discriminator thresholds and properties of the front-
end electronics [136]. The resulting calibration constants are stored in a database and used for
simulations and reconstructions.
5.1.4 Optical Properties of the Deep Glacial Ice at the South Pole
Since the IceCube detector utilizes the deep glacial ice at the South Pole for the detection
of Cherenkov light produced within neutrino interactions, it is essential to know the optical
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Figure 5.4: Optical scattering and absorption of the deep ice at the South Pole [145].
properties of this ice. Historically, the Antarctic ice grew by compressing accumulated snow
into the ice sheet where a small contamination of air bubbles remain. In addition, the snow is
contaminated by dust grains which are contained in the air whose dust concentration depends
on time-dependent climatological conditions. Therefore, it is expected that the scattering and
absorption length change as a function of the depth. A measurement of the depth-dependent
scattering and absorption length is shown in Fig. 5.4. Price et al. [146] showed that the maxima
of the scattering and absorption lengths can be correlated with the age of the ice. In order
to extract the ice properties, LED flasher data have been recorded by the strings around a
flashing string and compared to simulations with varying depth-dependent ice properties [147].
Also the concentration of dust in the ice has been measured during the deployment providing
additional information.
In general, the scattering and absorption length affect the photon arrival time distribution
at each DOM. The smaller the scattering length, the later the average arrival time of a photon,
thus affecting the position and height of the maximum of the arrival time distribution. However,
a smaller absorption length reduces the number of late photons, thus steepening the falling
edge of the arrival time distribution.
Investigating LED flasher data, a slight tilt of the deepest ice layers has been measured,
which is caused by the geography of the bed rock. In addition, it has been observed that light
propagating in the direction of the ice flow scatters less often, which might be caused by a
preferred alignment of the ice crystals with the ice flow [148].
During the operation of IceCube different models of the ice have been developed and subse-
quently improved. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations produced for different detector configu-
rations and used for this analysis rely on different ice models. A reproduction of all simulations
using the latest ice model is not feasible. Thus, the following ice models are used for this anal-
ysis:
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• WHAM for IC59 which is an improved version of the measurement of the optical prop-
erties of the glacial ice at the South Pole presented by Ackermann et al. [145],
• SpiceMie for IC59, IC79 and IC2011 [147],
• SpiceLea for IC2011-2014 [148],
where the individual uncertainty on the scattering and absorption length is quoted to be less
than 10%.
5.1.5 Triggering and Filtering
In IceCube, the triggering of physics events is done via software. Therefore, hits formed by a
DOM (cf. Sec. 5.1.2) are sent to the surface and checked for trigger conditions. If a trigger
condition is fulfilled, the data stream of hits is combined to an event.
For this analysis, only events fulfilling the Simple Multiplicity Trigger (SMT-8) condition
are used which is the standard IceCube trigger for high-energy neutrino analyses [136]. The
trigger requires a minimum of eight hits, fulfilling the LC condition, within a time window of
5µs. The resulting rate is above 2 kHz. Once the trigger condition is fulfilled, all hits within
the trigger time window plus the preceding 4µs and the following 6µs are read out. The
resulting data is then processed on a computing farm located in the IceCube lab (ICL). After
the calibration of the raw waveforms, the arrival times and charges of the incoming signals
are extracted by unfolding the calibrated waveforms as a linear combination of characteristic
templates [149, 150, 151]. The resulting charge is given in units of photoelectrons (PE).
Since data need to be transferred to the North via satellite and the bandwidth of the
satellite is limited, the total event rate has to be already reduced at the South Pole. Therefore,
some basic filters selecting potential signal events are applied. For this analysis, in particular
the muon and the extremely-high-energy (EHE) filter are used, requiring a hit cleaning and
some basic angular reconstructions [152, 153]. Due to different detector configurations and
filter improvements, the filter conditions slightly changed over time [154, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159, 160, 161, 162, 163]. While the EHE filter just selects events with a high total charge,
the muon filter selects reasonable well reconstructed track-like events and additionally requires
a minimum amount of total charge that depends on the zenith angle. These filters reduce
the data rate to about 34 Hz. In order to fulfill the bandwidth requirements of the satellite,
the calibration and reconstructions done at the South Pole are discarded. In the North, the
whole processing done at the South Pole is repeated including additional, more CPU-intensive
reconstructions, which are useful for further analyses.
5.2 High-Energy Event Signatures
IceCube’s high-energy event signatures depend on the neutrino flavor, the neutrino interac-
tion type and the produced particles in followup interactions. The main event signatures for
neutrino energies above a few TeV are shown in Fig. 5.5. IceCube predominantly measures
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(a) Down-going track-like event: Atmo-
spheric muon or neutrino signature.
(b) Up-going track-like event: Neutrino sig-
nature.
(c) Cascade-like event: Neutrino signature. (d) Double Bang event: Neutrino signature.
Figure 5.5: High-energy event signatures in the IceCube detector. The IceCube DOMs are
indicated by black dots where the color represents the photon arrival time from red (early)
to green (late). The size of the sphere scales with the amount of measured charge where a
doubling in sphere size corresponds to a hundredfold of the measured charge. Note that a
Double Bang has not been observed yet, thus the event view corresponds to a simulated event.
All other events have been measured by the IceCube detector.
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down-going atmospheric muons and muon bundles which are produced in cosmic ray air show-
ers (cf. Fig. 5.5a). These muons produce either a through-going or a stopping track in the
detector whose signature is indistinguishable from a muon originating from charged-current
neutrino interaction. However, if the track starts within the fiducial volume the muon has
to originate from a neutrino interaction since only neutrinos are able to enter the detector
undetected. In addition, a track starting in the detector is always accompanied by a hadronic
cascade due to the DIS with a quark inside the nucleon (cf. Sec. 4.1). Unlike track-like events
from above the horizon, track-like events with an up-going direction can only originate from
neutrino interactions since atmospheric muons are not able to penetrate the Earth. These in-
teractions which result in a track-like signature are most likely charged-current muon neutrino
interactions (cf. Fig. 5.5b).
Apart from track-like events, also events with a cascade-like signature exist (cf. Fig. 5.5c).
These events originate from charged-current (anti-)electron neutrino interactions or neutral-
current interactions of all neutrino flavors corresponding to electromagnetic or hadronic cas-
cades, respectively. Since the spatial extent of such a cascade is much smaller than IceCube’s
inter-string spacing, a particle cascade in IceCube appears nearly spherically. For IceCube
a distinction between a hadronic and an electromagnetic cascade is currently not possible.
However, Li et al. [164] proposed a technique that could also be used to distinguish between
electromagnetic and hadronic cascades, which is still under investigation by the IceCube col-
laboration.
The identification of tau neutrinos, which are unlikely produced within the atmosphere (cf.
Sec. 3.3.2), is equivalent to the detection of astrophysical neutrinos. The most promising event
signature to identify a tau neutrino interaction is the “Double Bang” where the charged-current
tau neutrino interaction as well as the tau decay occur inside the detector, both producing a
cascade-like signature connected by a faint track (cf. Fig. 5.5d). For tau energies above a few
PeV, both cascades are already separable by eye, thus producing an unambiguous signature
of tau neutrinos (cf. Sec. 4.2). Due to dedicated analyses searching for this unambiguous
tau neutrino signature, IceCube is sensitive down to about 200 TeV. However, a tau neutrino
has not been conclusively identified yet [165]. If the neutrino interaction or the tau decay
occur outside the detector the signature is called “lollipop” or “inverted-lollipop”, respectively.
Besides the “Double Bang” signature, the produced tau can also decay into a muon and the
corresponding neutrinos where the branching ratio is approximately 17% [5]. This signature
is indistinguishable from a charged-current muon neutrino interaction. Thus, its contribution
needs to be taken into account for this analysis.
At the Glashow resonance, where anti-electron neutrinos interact resonantly with electrons
(cf. Sec. 4.1), the decay products of the exchanged W−-boson determine whether a cascade-
or track-like signature is produced. Note that a high-energy muon can be produced by the
decay of a tau originating from the W−-boson decay or by the decay of the W−-boson itself.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of IceCube’s muon track reconstruction based on a likelihood approach.
The muon track is described by a straight line with the direction ~v and the position ~x0 at the
time t0. The photon path between the track position ~x1 and the DOM is represented by rγ .
The photon emission angle with respect to the muon track corresponds to the Cherenkov angle
θC.
5.3 Particle Reconstruction: Direction and Energy
In IceCube, a particle is characterized by its direction, energy and lepton flavor. Using the
number of photons and their arrival times, which are extracted from the recorded waveforms,
the direction as well as the energy of the particle can be reconstructed. Depending on the
complexity, IceCube uses several reconstruction algorithms which differ in accuracy and CPU
time-intensity. In this section, the algorithms for the reconstruction of the direction and the
energy, which are used for this analysis, will be introduced.
5.3.1 Directional Reconstruction
IceCube’s sophisticated muon track reconstruction is based on a maximum likelihood approach
where the single-photoelectron (SPE) or the multi-photoelectron (MPE) information can be
used [153]. The muon hypothesis is based on an infinite track through the detector where
the muon is traveling with the speed of light, thus continuously producing Cherenkov light.
Since the absolute value of the muon velocity is fixed to the speed of light, the hypothesis
~H consists of five free parameters ~H = (θ, φ, x0, y0, z0) where ~v = (θ, φ) and ~x0 = (x0, y0, z0)
corresponds to the muon direction and its position at the time t0, respectively. In Fig. 5.6 the
hypothesis of a muon track and the corresponding path of a photon from the emission point
to a DOM are shown. Due to multiple scattering the expected photon arrival time is delayed
corresponding to the path difference between rγ and rgeo. The delay is described by the time
residual tres which is the difference between the observed arrival time and the expected time of
an unscattered photon. Using the time residual probability density function p
(
tres, ~xk | ~H
)
,
where the time residual itself depends on the track hypothesis, the SPE likelihood per DOM
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at the position ~xk is given by
Lk
(
~H
)
=
N∑
i=1
p
(
tires, ~xk | ~H
)
(5.1)
where N is the number of measured photons. The SPE likelihood is supposed to yield the
best reconstruction performance since it uses the full information of photon arrival times.
However, it turns out that using only the arrival time of the first photon performs better [166],
which might be caused by the imperfect modeling of a high-energy muon passing the detector.
Correcting for the bias that the first photon is drawn out of N photons, the MPE likelihood
per DOM at the position ~xk is defined by
Lk
(
~H
)
= Np
(
t1res, ~xk | ~H
)(∫ ∞
t1res
dt′resp
(
t′res, ~xk | ~H
))N−1
. (5.2)
The best-fit hypothesis is determined by the maximum of the global likelihood, which is the
product of the per-DOM-likelihoods L
(
~H
)
=
∏
k Lk
(
~H
)
.
The time residual probability density function p
(
tres, ~xk | ~H
)
can be described either by
a closed analytical expression, called “Pandel-function” [153, 167], or by smoothed splines
representing the result of Monte Carlo simulations [166]. While the former enables a faster
evaluation and thus a less CPU-intensive reconstruction, the latter yields a better description
of the probability density function and thus a better reconstruction performance.
The probability density function for high-energy muons based on the smoothed splines
is subdivided into two Cherenkov light contributions: the continuously emitted Cherenkov
light of an infinite muon track and the Cherenkov light obtained on average by energy losses
of high-energy muons [166]. In addition, also a probability density function corresponding
to the Cherenkov light yield of electromagnetic cascades can be obtained [168]. Besides the
timing information, these probability density functions also contain the information about the
expected number of photons at each DOM, which is used for the reconstruction of the energy
(cf. Sec. 5.3.2).
Using the MPE likelihood and the probability density function based on the smoothed
splines taking into account both Cherenkov light contributions of a high-energy muon the
median angular resolution of muons at around 100 TeV is about 0.25◦. The reconstruction
performance has been confirmed by using atmospheric muons produced by cosmic-ray inter-
actions within the atmosphere and measuring the deficit of cosmic rays caused by the Moon’s
absorption [169].
In order to obtain a per-event angular reconstruction uncertainty the likelihood space
around the best-fit values has to to be evaluated. However, a full scan of the likelihood
space around the best fit is not feasible in a reasonable amount of time for each event of the
experimental and simulated data set. Therefore, in first order the negative log-likelihood space
− logL
(
~H
)
around the best fit can be approximated by a paraboloid, which is estimated
by sampling a couple of points around the best-fit values. Based on this likelihood space
approximation a per-event angular uncertainty can be calculated [170].
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5.3.2 Energy Reconstruction
The energy of a muon entering the detector can be reconstructed by measuring its energy
losses within the detector volume (cf. Eqn. 4.2). For high-energy muons these losses are
predominantly caused by stochastic processes whose variance adds up to a large muon energy
variance. Only muons with energies well below a TeV deposit their whole energy inside the
IceCube detector enabling a calorimetric measurements of the muon energy.
The muon energy reconstruction used in this analysis is based on the truncated mean of
the energy loss per unit path length, which reduces the variance of the muon energy [171].
For this analysis, the muon energy is estimated by the averaged energy loss obtained by the
“DOMs method”, which is described in Abbasi et al. [171]. For each DOM, the ratio between
the measured and expected charge can be calculated, where the expectation corresponds to
a particle track losing on average 1 GeV/m. Only DOMs contained within a cylinder with a
radius of 60 m around the particle track hypothesis and fulfilling the local coincidence condition
are taken into account. The expected charge is determined by using photon tables which
are created using muon simulations and the software package Photonics [172]. For the best
performance, 50% of the DOMs with the highest measured-to-expected-charge ratio need to
be truncated. The resolution of the reconstructed muon energy Eproxy, which is defined by the
standard deviation of log10 (Eproxy/Eµ), corresponds to about 0.27 at 100 TeV.
Besides the reconstruction of the averaged energy loss, also an algorithm, called “Millipede”,
exists, which reconstructs the sequence of energy losses within the IceCube detector [168].
Therefore, the track of a high-energy muon is modeled by a series of electromagnetic cascades,
where the ionization losses are negligible. Using this algorithm the individual energy losses
along a track as well as its direction can be reconstructed. However, the reconstruction is very
CPU-intensive and cannot be applied on a large data set. The resolution of the deposited
energy within the detector is about 10% to 15% [168]. The angular resolution compared to
the MPE likelihood is only slightly improved.
Chapter 6
The Data Sample
In order to measure a flux of high-energy astrophysical muon
neutrinos from the Northern Hemisphere, an efficient selection
of up-going muon tracks corresponding to high-energy muon
neutrinos is required, while at the same time rejecting almost all
misreconstructed atmospheric muons. In this chapter, the ex-
perimental data set and the simulation of signal and background
data sets are introduced. Moreover, the selection of high-energy,
up-going muons and its performance will be briefly described.
In the end, the arrival directions of all events above 200 TeV in
the final data sample are presented and the properties of the
highest-energy event are discussed.
Declaration of Pre-released Publications
The event selection presented in this chapter and the study of the highest-
energy events are already published by the IceCube Collaboration in M.
G. Aartsen et al. (IceCube Collaboration), “Observation and characteriza-
tion of a cosmic muon neutrino flux from the northern hemisphere using
six years of IceCube data,” The Astrophysical Journal 833, 3 (2016). Pre-
viously, most of the properties of the highest-energy event were already
published in Sebastian Schoenen and Leif Ra¨del (IceCube Collaboration),
“Detection of a multi-PeV neutrino-induced muon event from the Northern
sky with IceCube,” The Astronomers Telegram 7856, 1 (2015). The au-
thor of this thesis has written these publications as corresponding author
together with Leif Ra¨del, RWTH Aachen University. The work presented
in the corresponding sections of these publications was done in close col-
laboration with Leif Ra¨del. The contributions of the author of this thesis
are the verification of the event selection results (cf. Sec. 9.1), the devel-
opment of the additional cut for the IC79 data sample, the provision of the
best-fit results for astrophysical neutrinos in order to study the properties
of the multi-PeV track-like event, and the calculation of its p-value being of
atmospheric origin. More details of this work can be found in Ra¨del [86].
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Figure 6.1: Trigger rate of IceCube as a function of the true and reconstructed zenith angle
taken from Ra¨del [86]. The grey shaded area represents the zenith angle region (< 85◦) where
atmospheric muons can reach the IceCube detector.
6.1 Experimental Data
The analysis presented here uses data taken from May 2009 until May 2015, which corre-
sponds to a live time of 2060.0 days. The data have been measured with the partial detec-
tor configurations IC59, IC79 and the completed detector in the seasons IC2011–2014. Ice-
Cube predominantly triggers events of down-going atmospheric muons, which are produced in
cosmic-ray air showers (cf. Fig. 6.1). Figure 6.1a (6.1b) shows the SMT-8 trigger rate as a
function of the true (reconstructed) zenith angle. Both figures show the contributions of atmo-
spheric muons, conventional atmospheric muon neutrinos and a benchmark astrophysical signal
10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2. While neutrinos can penetrate through the Earth
resulting in zenith angles larger than 85◦, which defines the Northern Hemisphere, atmospheric
muon events are restricted to the Southern Hemisphere defined by a zenith angle less than 85◦,
at which the overburden of ice corresponds to more than 12 km of water equivalent. Thus,
for a perfect reconstruction the Northern Hemisphere would be dominated by conventional
atmospheric muon neutrino events, also called up-going events, whereas the Southern Hemi-
sphere would be dominated by atmospheric muon events, called down-going events (cf. Fig.
6.1a). However, due to mis-reconstructed event directions based on imperfect reconstruction
algorithms also the Northern Hemisphere is dominated by atmospheric muon events (cf. Fig.
6.1b). These events can be rejected by requiring a good reconstruction quality for each event
(cf. Sec. 6.3.1). The triggering and filtering at the South Pole, reducing the data rate to about
34 Hz, has been explained in Sec. 5.1.5. Once the data is sent to the North via satellite further
selection criteria removing rather uninteresting events and more sophisticated reconstruction
algorithms are applied. The data processing is described in Feintzeig [173], which reduces the
data rate to about 3 Hz being still dominated by atmospheric muon events. The further reduc-
tion of the data rate is described in the following Sec. 6.3.1, where up-going muon neutrino
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events are efficiently selected while at the same time nearly all mis-reconstructed atmospheric
muon events are rejected.
6.2 Simulation
In order to determine signal and background expectations, experiments in high-energy physics
typically rely on simulations. In IceCube, normally Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations of neutrinos
and atmospheric muons are used, which are separated into the primary event generation, the
propagation of particles through the detector, the Cherenkov photon generation and propaga-
tion, and the detector simulation. Note that improvements of the simulation code and models
during IceCube’s live time cause differences in the MC simulations for different IceCube de-
tector configurations and seasons, which are taken into account by the likelihood analysis (cf.
Sec. 9.2).
The neutrino signal generation in IceCube is based on the Monte Carlo event generator
ANIS (All Neutrino Interaction Simulation) [108], where the deep inelastic scattering cross
section are calculated using the CTEQ5 parton distribution functions [109] or the updated
HERA1.5 PDFs [112] (cf. Sec. 4.1). For the signal simulation, a neutrino is injected at the
Earth’s surface and propagated through the Earth to the IceCube detector at the South Pole.
The propagation accounts for the absorption of neutrinos in the Earth using the Preliminary
Earth Model (PREM) [113], the neutrino regeneration due to neutral-current interactions and
the regeneration of tau neutrinos due to the prompt tau decay. Due to the high neutrino energy
of typically > 100 GeV, the simulation does not account for neutrino oscillation. In order to
simulate a large amount of statistics, all neutrinos are forced to interact in the vicinity of the
IceCube detector, where the resulting charged particles and the properties of the hadronic
cascade are simulated. Since the maximum muon range depends on the muon energy, which
itself depends on the neutrino energy, the size of the interaction volume scales with the energy of
the neutrino. Each simulated neutrino is described by an event weight, e.g. taking into account
the neutrino propagation and its forced interaction. The simulation of atmospheric muons
produced within cosmic-ray air showers is done using the software package CORSIKA (COsmic
Ray SImulation for KAscade) [174], where the entire air shower is simulated and the muons
at the Earth’s surface are saved. The primary cosmic-ray particles are generated consisting
of Hydrogen, Helium, Nitrogen, Aluminum and Iron, which are the five representatives of the
nuclei groups H, He, CNO, Mg-Si and Mn-Fe [30]. Both, the simulation of neutrinos and the
simulation of atmospheric muons can be weighted to different particle fluxes.
The propagation of charged particles through the Antarctic ice taking into account energy
losses and decay is then performed using MMC (Muon Monte Carlo) [175] or PROPOSAL
(PRopagator with Optimal Precision and Optimized Speed for All Leptons) [117]. For high-
energy cascades the CMC (Cascade Monte Carlo) tool is used [176], which takes into account
the production of muons in hadronic cascades and the Landau-Pomeranchuck-Migdal-effect
[177, 178]. Based on the propagation of charged particles, the corresponding Cherenkov light
yield is calculated [115, 122] and the photon propagation through the Antarctic ice to the
DOMs is simulated using the direct light propagation software packages CLSIM [179] or PPC
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(Photon Propagation Code) [180], or Photonics [172]. The Antarctic ice is simulated using the
model in Ackermann et al. [145], Aartsen et al. [147] or Chirkin, D. and others [148] (cf. Sec.
5.1.4). Due to the large amount of Cherenkov light produced by very high-energy cascades,
the direct light propagation becomes computationally infeasible. Therefore, smoothed splines
of tabulated results obtained by direct light propagation or Photonics [172] have been used.
Lastly, the detector response and the data acquisition are simulated, which include the
simulation of noise, the photomultiplier tube, the read-out electronics, the local coincidence
condition, the triggering and the filtering up to the final event selection level.
6.3 Final Data Sample
6.3.1 Event Selections
For the IC59 data, the same event selection as described in Schukraft [89] is used. The selection
provides a pure data sample of high-energy, up-going muon neutrinos covering zenith angles
between 90◦ and 180◦. The neutrino purity is quoted to be 99.85% (cf. Tab. 6.1), which
corresponds to a background contamination of atmospheric muons of about 30 events with
rather low reconstructed muon energies, and thus negligible contribution for this analysis [1].
The event selection is based on straight cuts applied on parameters of the event topology and
variables evaluating the quality of the angular reconstructions. The cut values are optimized
with respect to the signal efficiency and neutrino purity of the final data sample.
The event selections for later IceCube seasons have been improved by using boosted de-
cision trees (BDTs) and additionally covering zenith angles between 85◦ and 90◦ as already
presented in Aartsen et al. [2]. The overburden by the antarctic ice for these zenith angles is
still more than 12 km of water equivalent. Due to different detector configurations as well as
changes in filtering and data processing, the event selections for IC79, IC2011 and IC2012-2014
data have been optimized separately, which results in a separate BDT for each season. Each
BDT has been optimized using a signal simulation of up-going muon neutrinos, which produce
muons by a charged-current interactions and follow an E−2 energy spectrum. In order to select
well-reconstructed signal events, only simulated events with an angular reconstruction better
than 5◦ are used as signal for the BDT. For the background, a simulation of atmospheric muons
produced in cosmic-ray air showers is used, which mainly consists of mis-reconstructed events
with up-going directions. The primary cosmic-ray flux used for the background simulation cor-
responds to the model in Gaisser [30]. For the BDT training, similar selection parameters as
for the IC59 hand-made event selection are used. The parameters describe the event topology
and evaluate the reconstruction quality, and require a good agreement between experimental
and simulated data. The selection criterion of each BDT classifier is chosen by considering
a high neutrino selection efficiency and purity. For the analysis presented here, the atmo-
spheric background expectation needs to be modeled by simulation. Therefore, it is essential
to minimize the background contamination of atmospheric muons, thus rejecting almost all
atmospheric muons.
For the IC79 data, the event selection from Pu¨tz [181] is used, which provides a neutrino
purity of 99.997% (cf. Tab. 6.1). The selection has been slightly improved by rejecting
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Figure 6.2: Distributions of the BDT score against the absolute value of the reconstructed
LineFit velocity for the IC79 data sample. Shown are the experimental data (upper left), the
contribution of astrophysical (upper right) and conventional atmospheric (lower left) muon
neutrinos interacting via CC, and the contribution of cascade-like events (lower right).
mis-reconstructed high-energy cascade-like events. Therefore, the absolute value vLF of the
reconstructed velocity based on the LineFit algorithm from Ahrens et al. [153] and Aartsen
et al. [152] and the BDT score S have to fulfill the following condition(
vLF
0.15 m/ns
)2
+
(
S − 0.4
0.2
)2
> 1. (6.1)
The corresponding distributions are shown in Fig. 6.2. The cut reduces the expected number
of cascade-like events to about 0.04 events per year above a reconstructed muon energy of
100 TeV, whereas at the same time only 2% of the track-like signal events are rejected.
The IC2011 and IC2012-2014 event selections have been developed by Ra¨del [86], where
both BDTs use the AdaBoost algorithm [182] implemented in Pedregosa et al. [183]. The final
data samples provide a neutrino purity of better than 99.7%, where the performance has been
estimated using a 10-fold cross validation [184] and a separate validation set. The contribution
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Figure 6.3: Improvements of the neutrino effective area due to different detector configurations
and event selections. The neutrino effective areas relative to the IC59 event selection for
different zenith angle ranges are shown.
of the remaining atmospheric muon events, which cluster at rather low energies, is negligible
due to the high statistics of atmospheric muon neutrinos at these energies, and thus does not
have to be taken into account by this analysis. This has been additionally confirmed by a
fit of the experimental data, where events from above the horizon between 85◦ and 90◦ have
been excluded (cf. Sec. 11.2). After applying the BDT event selection on IC2012-2014 data, a
dedicated BDT rejecting cascade-like events has been trained and applied, which is not needed
for IC2011 data.
In Fig. 6.3 the improvements of the neutrino effective area compared to the IC59 event
selection are shown. Due to the larger detector size of the seasons IC79 and later, the effective
areas significantly increase. The increase of the effective area ratios at higher energies for the
horizontal region relative to the IC59 event selection is caused by the additional sensitivity for
events above the horizon. Another reason might be the splitting of events into multiple sub-
events due to the missing strings in the 59-string configuration, which forms a “pacman”-like
structure (cf. Sec. 5.1.1).
6.3.2 Performance
In Fig. 6.4 the distributions of the reconstructed muon energy versus the true neutrino energy
for the different data samples are shown, where the rates are based on the best-fit atmospheric
and astrophysical spectrum. Using these distributions, the median neutrino energy given a
reconstructed muon energy can be calculated for each event. Additionally, the corresponding
distribution of neutrino energies can be inferred for the experimental data as well as for sim-
ulation. More information can be found in Sec. 11.4. Due to kinematics the neutrino energy
sets a lower bound for the muon energy. However, due to the muon energy resolution, which
is exemplarily shown in Fig. 6.5 for the IC2012-2014 data sample, this bound is smeared out.
The resulting standard deviation of log10 (Eproxy/Eµ) at 100 TeV is approximately 0.27.
Figure 6.6a shows the angular resolution for the different data samples. Due to improved
angular reconstruction algorithms and higher requirements of the event selections with respect
to the angular reconstruction quality, the angular resolution above a few TeV steadily improves
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Figure 6.4: Neutrino rate as a function of the reconstructed muon energy and true neutrino
energy for the different data samples, where the rates are based on the best-fit atmospheric
and astrophysical spectrum. For the IC59 data sample the reconstructed muon energy loss is
shown.
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Figure 6.5: Muon energy resolution for IC2012-2014 using truncated energy (cf. Sec. 5.3.2).
The dashed line represents an unbiased energy resolution. The solid line shows the median
reconstructed muon energy as a function of the true muon energy. The shaded areas show the
central 68%, 95% and 99% quantiles of the reconstructed events. Note that the bias in the
muon energy reconstruction does not affect the here presented analysis.
from IC59 to IC2012-2014. At lower neutrino energies, the best angular resolution is given
for the IC79 event selection, which is mainly caused by stricter selection criteria during the
data processing, resulting into less low energy events, where the remaining events are better
reconstructable. Figure 6.6b shows the angular resolution exemplarily for the IC2012-2014
data sample and compares it to the irreducible neutrino angle uncertainty caused by the
kinematic angle between the neutrino and muon direction. At high energies, the uncertainty
on the neutrino direction is predominantly caused by the angular reconstruction uncertainty,
whereas at low energies the kinematic angle between the neutrino and muon direction becomes
important.
The efficiency of the event selections can be described by the exposure, where Fig. 6.7a
shows the total exposure as a function of the neutrino energy for the different data samples
and Fig. 6.7b for the full data sample for different ranges in cosine zenith. The properties
characterizing the different event selections are summarized in Tab. 6.1. For the best-fit
astrophysical flux (cf. Sec. 11.1) about 500 astrophysical muon neutrinos are expected to be
included in these data. In summary, this analysis is based on a high-purity and high-statistics
selection of about 350, 000 well-reconstructed up-going muon events from six years of IceCube
operation, which improves the statistics compared to previous analyses [1, 2] by almost an
order of magnitude.
6.3.3 Multi-PeV Track-like Event
The final data sample contains the first observed, multi-PeV track-like event [185]. Its event
view is shown in Fig. 6.8. It shows a high-energy muon induced by a neutrino interaction in the
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(a) Angular resolution for the different data samples.
The solid line shows the median angular resolution
and the dashed lines indicate the central 68% quantile.
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Figure 6.6: Angular resolution ∆Ψ as a function of the true neutrino energy using the best-fit
atmospheric and astrophysical spectrum.
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(a) Individual contributions to the total exposure
from the different detector configurations.
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Figure 6.7: Exposure. Note that the exposure is based on the sum of the effective areas of
νµ and ν¯µ. Therefore, the total number of events is obtained by integrating the product of
exposure and averaged neutrino flux φνµ+ν¯µ/2 over the neutrino energy and solid angle.
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Table 6.1. Summary of the Data Selection.
Season θmin − θmax (deg) tlive (days) Nobs.event Nexp.event neutrino purity
IC59 90− 180 348.1 21, 411 21, 443 99.85%± 0.06%(stat.)± 0.04%(sys.)
IC79 85− 180 310.0 36, 880 36, 853 99.997%± 0.002%(stat.)
IC2011 85− 180 342.1 71, 191 71, 105 > 99.7%
IC2012-2014 85− 180 1059.8 222, 812 222, 858 > 99.7%
Note. — The table gives the zenith angle range, the effective live time tlive, the number of observed events
Nobs.event, the number of expected events N
exp.
event based on the best-fit atmospheric and astrophysical spectrum and
the neutrino purity for each data set used.
Figure 6.8: Event view of the multi-PeV track-like event recorded by IceCube on June 11,
2014. Left: Top and two side views. Right: Perspective view. Shown are the IceCube DOMs
as black dots. The colors indicate the photon arrival time from red (early) to green (late) and
the size of the sphere the amount of measured charge. Note that the scaling is non-linear and
a doubling in sphere size corresponds to one hundred times the measured charge. The blue
line shows the reconstructed particle track.
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vicinity of the IceCube detector. In principle, also a high-energy tau with an energy larger than
about 50 PeV, which does not decay within the detector, could produce a similar signature.
However, for such a tau energy the neutrino energy has to be of the order of 100 PeV. A neutrino
with such an exceptionally high-energy would be in tension with the current knowledge of the
astrophysical muon neutrino flux as presented in this analysis. Taking into account the Earth’s
absorption which rapidly increases with neutrino energy (cf. Sec. 4.1) the hypothesis of this
event being a tau becomes even more unlikely.
Reconstructing the segmented energy losses inside the detector, the deposited energy within
the IceCube detector has been measured to (2.6±0.3) PeV of equivalent electromagnetic energy
(cf. Sec. 5.3.2), which corresponds to a neutrino with an energy higher than ever observed
before. Due to its high energy, an astrophysical origin of this event is strongly preferred.
The corresponding p-value of this event being of atmospheric origin has been estimated to
be less than 0.005%, where the calculation is based on the Poisson statistics and the best-
fit atmospheric energy spectrum as presented in this analysis (cf. Sec 11.2). During the
reconstruction of the deposited energy losses, the angular direction of the induced muons is also
reconstructed. The resulting equatorial coordinates are Dec(J2000) = 11.42◦ and RA(J2000) =
110.63◦.
The most probable muon and neutrino energy as well as the uncertainty on the recon-
struction of the angular direction have been estimated using a dedicated muon simulation.
Therefore, muons with energies corresponding to the best-fit energy spectrum (cf. Sec 11.2)
have been simulated. The muons slightly differ in their direction and entry point into the
detector volume. They are varied within ±1◦ and ±10 m around the best-fit direction and
position, respectively. In order to account for systematic uncertainties caused by the imperfect
modeling of the optical ice properties (cf. Sec. 8.1), the ice model parameters used for the
simulation have been varied within their individual uncertainties. More details of the dedicated
muon simulation are presented in Ra¨del [86].
Using this dedicated muon simulation and selecting events with similar deposited energy,
the angular reconstruction uncertainty has been estimated by the angle between the true and
reconstructed muon direction, which is shown in Fig. 6.9. Including statistical and systematic
uncertainties, 50% (99%) of the events are reconstructed better than 0.23◦ (0.90◦). In addition,
the simulation has been used to calculate the most probable muon energy and its 68% C.L.
uncertainty at the point of entrance into the detector assuming that the muon originates from
a muon neutrino interaction. The muon energy has been estimated to (4.5 ± 1.2) PeV, which
depends only slightly on the initial neutrino flavor and the assumed neutrino energy spectrum
[86]. The probability density distribution of the neutrino energy depends on the initial flavor of
the muon-inducing neutrino, where all three flavors are able to produce a high-energy muon (cf.
Sec. 5.2). The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 6.10, where the best-fit astrophysical
spectrum and an equal flux of all flavors at the Earth’s surface have been assumed. Note that
due to the Earth’s absorption the neutrino flavor ratio changes during the propagation through
the Earth. The probabilities of this event being induced by a muon, tau or electron neutrino are
87.7%, 10.9% and 1.4%, respectively, and the median neutrino energies are 8.7 PeV, 11.3 PeV
and 7.0 PeV, respectively. Assuming the best-fit neutrino flux with a high-energy cut-off, the
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Figure 6.9: Angular reconstruction uncertainty of the multi-PeV track-like event based on a
dedicated muon simulation taking into account the uncertainties of the optical ice properties.
Including statistical and systematic uncertainties, 50% (99%) of the events are reconstructed
better than 0.23◦ (0.90◦).
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Figure 6.10: Probability distribution of primary neutrino energies that could result in the
observed multi-PeV track-like event. The probabilities of this event being induced by a muon,
tau or electron neutrino are 87.7%, 10.9% and 1.4%, respectively.
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Figure 6.11: Sky region centered around the arrival direction of the multi-PeV track-like event.
The solid (dashed) black line shows the 50% (99%) error circle for the angular reconstruction.
The orange line indicates the galactic plane. Additionally, the gamma-ray sources of the
catalogs of Wakely and Horan [15], Nolan et al. [16] and Acero et al. [17] within the window
are shown.
flavor probabilities change by a few percent and the energies decrease by a few PeV [86]. The
details of the studies of the multi-PeV track-like event are shown in Ra¨del [86].
Besides studying the properties of this event, the high probability of being astrophysical mo-
tivates the search for a correlation with potential sources. Figure 6.11 shows the reconstructed
event direction and its angular uncertainty. In addition, nearby high-energy gamma-ray sources
from the catalogs of Wakely and Horan [15], Nolan et al. [16] and Acero et al. [17] in a window
centered around the arrival direction are shown. No obvious correlation has been found since
the angular difference to the closest source is much larger than the estimated angular uncer-
tainty. Based on Schoenen and Ra¨del [185], the HAWC collaboration analyzed the sky region
around the arrival direction of the multi-PeV track-like event. However, they have not found
any source counterpart either [186]. In addition, this event has been followed-up by the x-ray
telescope XMM-Newton [187], where the proposal has been written by J. Halpern, L. Ra¨del,
M. Santander and S. Schoenen (Observation ID: 78185). Also this follow-up observation has
not identified any source candidate [86]. Due to the absence of possible source counterparts,
the event could also be explained by cosmogenic neutrinos. However, a neutrino energy of
about 10 PeV might be too low energetic for a cosmogenic neutrino [83].
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Figure 6.12: Arrival directions of high-energy neutrino events with a reconstructed muon
energy above 200 TeV in equatorial coordinates. The multi-PeV track event 27 is shown as a
red dot and the reconstructed muon energy is 4.5 PeV. The properties of these events as well
as their event views are presented in Ra¨del [86]. The horizontal dashed gray line corresponds
to a zenith angle of 85◦ representing the restriction of the event selection to the Northern
Hemisphere. The curved gray line shows the Galactic plane and the dashed black line the
supergalactic plane [188].
6.3.4 Arrival Directions of Highest-Energy Events
Figure 6.12 shows the arrival directions of all 29 events in the final data sample with a re-
constructed muon energy above 200 TeV. Above this energy the ratio of astrophysical to
atmospheric events is about 2 : 1 given the best-fit energy spectrum, which makes them in-
teresting for follow-up or correlation analyses with possible source candidates. The properties
of these events as well as their event views are presented in Ra¨del [86]. The majority of the
events have directions relatively close to the horizon where the Earth is not yet opaque to high
energy neutrinos. Interestingly, the events 10, 21, 26 and 28 are located relatively close to the
Galactic plane. Although event 10 is close to the extended TeV source HESS J1857+026 [15],
no obvious correlation with gamma-ray sources from the catalogs of Wakely and Horan [15],
Nolan et al. [16] and Acero et al. [17] have been found. Also a dedicated IceCube analysis
searching for clusters in the neutrino arrival directions found no evidence for a neutrino point
source [40].
Chapter 7
Analysis Method
For measuring the flux of astrophysical neutrinos, their expecta-
tion, which is a function of the flux properties, is compared to
the experimental data. A maximum-likelihood approach is used,
where systematic uncertainties are incorporated as nuisance pa-
rameters into the analysis. In this chapter, the signal parameters
of the astrophysical and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux are
introduced. Further, the likelihood analysis is explained and the
method to determine the parameter uncertainties is introduced.
Declaration of Pre-released Publications
The analysis method presented in this chapter is already published by the
IceCube Collaboration in M. G. Aartsen et al. (IceCube Collaboration),
“Observation and characterization of a cosmic muon neutrino flux from the
northern hemisphere using six years of IceCube data,” The Astrophysical
Journal 833, 3 (2016). The author of this thesis has written this publi-
cation as corresponding author together with Leif Ra¨del, RWTH Aachen
University. The software and methods presented here were developed by
the author of this thesis. The verification of results was done in close col-
laboration with Leif Ra¨del.
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7.1 Likelihood Method
In high-energy physics, statistical analyses are used to extract information on hypothetical
signals. In order to measure a flux of astrophysical neutrinos and its properties, and addi-
tionally to constrain the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos a forward-folding likelihood fit
is used, which has already been used for previous analyses [1, 2]. The analysis is based on
information of the neutrino energy and zenith angle spectrum and is therefore sensitive to flux
differences between conventional atmospheric, prompt atmospheric and astrophysical neutri-
nos. The corresponding distributions of the true neutrino energy and the true zenith angle for
the full six-year data sample have already been discussed in Sec. 1.2 (cf. Fig. 1.3). Due to the
good angular reconstruction (cf. Sec. 6.3.2) the distributions of the true and reconstructed
zenith angle are similar. However, due to the selection of through-going muons, the neutrino
energy is experimentally not directly accessible. Nevertheless, by using the information about
the deposited energy within the detector the muon energy at the detector can be reconstructed
(cf. Sec. 5.3.2), which corresponds to a lower bound on the neutrino energy. Note that due to
IceCube’s MC simulation (cf. Sec. 6.2) the expected distribution of the reconstructed muon
energy still contains the information of the initial neutrino energy spectra. Figure 7.1a shows
the expectations of the two-dimensional observable distributions for the reconstructed muon
energy and the reconstructed zenith angle, which correspond to the contributions of conven-
tional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos, and of astrophysical neutrinos. In addition, the
corresponding one-dimensional projections of these distributions are shown in Fig. 7.1b. Note
that all distributions in Fig. 7.1 are based on the IC2012-2014 event selection. For the sake of
simplicity, the distributions of the other sub-samples IC59, IC79 and IC2011 are not shown.
Since their shapes are qualitatively similar, they are not necessary to understand the analysis
method.
The main signature of astrophysical neutrinos is an excess of events at high reconstructed
muon energies above about 100 TeV, which is caused by their harder energy spectrum of
∼ E−2.0..2.5. Although the flux of astrophysical neutrinos is assumed to be isotropic, they
predominantly come from the horizon because high-energy neutrinos are absorbed within the
Earth (cf. Sec. 4.1). The flux of conventional atmospheric neutrinos follows an energy spectrum
of ∼ E−3.7..4.1, which is one power of energy steeper than the primary cosmic ray spectrum. Its
increase towards the horizon is caused by the enhancement of pion and kaon decays (cf. Sec.
3.2.2). In addition, the almost isotropic flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is expected to
roughly follow the flux of cosmic rays with an energy spectrum of ∼ E−2.7..3.1 (cf. Sec. 3.2.3).
In order to compare the experimental and simulated data, the two-dimensional distributions
of the two observables, the reconstructed muon energy and the cosine of the zenith angle, are
used. Note that for the IC59 sub-sample the two-dimensional distributions of the reconstructed
muon energy loss and the cosine of the zenith angle are used, as has already been done in the
previous analysis in Aartsen et al. [1]. Figure 7.1a shows the corresponding two-dimensional
observable distributions for each neutrino flux contribution separately. The corresponding bins
are analyzed by a maximum likelihood approach. The binning used for this analysis is given in
Appx. I. The expectation in each bin is a function of the signal and nuisance parameters, where
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Figure 7.1: Expected distributions of the reconstructed muon energy and zenith an-
gle for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the contributions of conventional
atmospheric neutrinos [29], prompt atmospheric neutrinos [3] where both are corrected
for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] and a benchmark astrophysical signal
10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2.
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the latter account for systematic uncertainties. Thus, the likelihood L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
= f
(
~x|~θ, ~ξ
)
is
a function of the signal ~θ and nuisance parameters ~ξ. Given the measured data ~x, the best
estimators for ~θ and ~ξ are obtained by maximizing the likelihood function with respect to these
parameters [5].
The likelihood function used in this analysis is defined as described in Chirkin [189] and
has already been used in Aartsen et al. [1]. The likelihood per bin is
Li =
(
µi
si/ns
)si
·
(
µi
di
)di
, (7.1)
where ns defines the ratio of the live times for simulation and experimental data, di is the
number of events in data, si the number of simulated events and µi the expectation in bin
i. The benefit of using this likelihood compared to a saturated Poisson likelihood [5] is that
it takes into account the uncertainty on the expectation caused by the finite statistics of the
simulated data. This becomes especially important for a multi-dimensional binned parameter
space, where small bin contents are expected. Therefore, the expectation µi is optimized
including the knowledge of the limited statistics of the simulated and experimental data. In
the limit of infinite statistics of simulated data this likelihood converges to a saturated Poisson
likelihood. Since the simulation used in this analysis relies on weighted events, a modified
version of Eqn. 7.1 taking into account event weights is used Chirkin [189].
Modeling of the Signal Contributions
The signal parameters in this analysis are the model parameters of the astrophysical and
prompt atmospheric neutrino flux. The astrophysical neutrino flux is modeled by an isotropic,
single, unbroken power-law flux
Φν+ν = Φastro ·
(
E
100 TeV
)−γastro
, (7.2)
where Φastro corresponds to the normalization at a neutrino energy of 100 TeV and γastro is the
spectral index. Due to neutrino oscillations, the neutrino flavor composition at an astrophysical
source changes towards Earth (cf. Sec. 2.3). Thus, an initial flavor ratio of 1 : 2 : 0 (νe:νµ:ντ )
for sources dominated by pγ/pp-interactions is transformed to a neutrino flux with a flavor
ratio of approximately 1 : 1 : 1 [64, 65] (cf. Sec. 2.3). Therefore, the muonic decay of taus
originating from charged-current tau neutrino interactions needs to be taken into account (cf.
Sec. 5.2). Assuming an equal partitioning among the neutrino flavors, the expectation given
by the flux of astrophysical muon neutrinos is corrected for the subdominant contribution of
tau neutrinos. For the correction the ratio between the expectations for astrophysical tau and
muon neutrinos is used, which is shown in Fig. 7.2. Based on this ratio each MC event weight
is rescaled with respect to its reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle. Although the ratio
increases up to 30% for muon energies above 10 PeV and fairly horizontal directions (cf. Fig.
7.2b), the measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters is only slightly affected
by this additional contribution (cf. Sec. 11.2).
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(a) Correction for IC59 data sample.
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(b) Correction for IC2012-2014 data sample.
Figure 7.2: Ratio between the expectations for astrophysical tau and muon neutrinos as a func-
tion of the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle. For the fluxes an equal partitioning
among the neutrino flavors has been assumed. Using this ratio the expectation for astrophys-
ical muon neutrinos can be corrected for the subdominant contribution of tau neutrinos. For
IC79 and IC2011 data samples no ντ MC simulation is available. Due to its subdominant
contribution, it is appropriate to use the correction function of the IC2012-2014 data sample
instead.
For modeling prompt atmospheric neutrino flux the model prediction taken from Enberg
et al. [3] (ERS) is used, where the absolute normalization Φprompt is taken as free signal
parameter. The conventional atmospheric neutrino flux is based on the prediction taken from
Honda et al. [29], where nuisance parameters take into account the model uncertainties and the
flux normalization Φconv is taken as a free nuisance parameter. In addition, the conventional
as well as the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux predictions have been corrected for the knee
in the cosmic-ray spectrum based on the cosmic-ray models in Hoerandel [106] and Gaisser [30]
(cf. Sec. 3.3.3), which allow for changes in the cosmic-ray composition. The parameterizations
of nuisance parameters ~ξ and their implementation into the likelihood analysis are described
in Sec. 8 and Sec. 8.3 in more detail.
The total neutrino flux is then modeled by the sum of the contributions of conventional
and prompt atmospheric neutrinos, and the contribution of astrophysical neutrinos. The
resulting expectation depends on the signal and nuisance parameters given by ~θ and ~ξ =(
Φconv, RK/pi,∆γCR, λCR, ~ξdet
)
, respectively. The definitions of the nuisance parameters are
introduced in Sec. 8, where the parameters ~ξdet account for neutrino detection uncertainties
and the other parameters for atmospheric neutrino flux uncertainties. The per-bin expectation
is then defined as
µi
(
~θ; ~ξ
)
= µconvi
(
Φconv, RK/pi,∆γCR, λCR, ~ξdet
)
+ µprompti
(
Φprompt; ∆γCR, λCR, ~ξdet
)
+ µastroi
(
Φastro, γastro; ~ξdet
)
.
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Note that the parameters accounting for the neutrino detection uncertainties ~ξdet affect all
three neutrino flux contributions.
In order to maximize the global likelihood L, the product of all per-bin-likelihoods is
calculated
L =
∏
i
Li. (7.3)
The optimization is performed numerically with the test statistic defined as − lnL, yielding
a better numerical stability. The best estimate of the signal and nuisance parameters is then
obtained by minimizing − lnL, which maximizes L. The significances and parameter uncer-
tainties presented in this analysis rely on the profile likelihood technique, which is based on
likelihood ratio tests (cf. Sec. 7.2), and Wilks’ theorem [190] whose applicability has been
verified by data challenges, which are presented in Sec. 10.5.
7.2 Hypothesis tests
7.2.1 Likelihood Ratio Tests
The likelihood defined in the previous section in Eqn. 7.3 can be used to statistically compare
two signal hypotheses given the observed data, where the null- and alternative hypotheses
correspond to the models described by the following signal parameters ~θ0 = (θ
1
0, θ
2
0, θ
3
0, . . .) and
~θ1 = (θ
1
1, θ
2
1, θ
3
1, . . .), respectively. Note that the models must be nested, i.e.
~θ0 must be a
subset of model ~θ1, which is fulfilled if one or more signal parameter in ~θ0 are fixed to certain
values. Using the maximized likelihoods L(~θ0) and L(~θ1), the test statistic is defined by their
ratio
− 2∆ lnL = −2 ln
(
L(~θ0)
L(~θ1)
)
, (7.4)
which is therefore also referred to as likelihood ratio test [5]. Assuming Wilks’ theorem the test
statistic follows a χ2k-distribution with k degrees of freedom, where k is the difference in the
number of free parameters between ~θ0 and ~θ1 in the likelihood function [190]. This requires
a sufficiently large sample size and parameter values with certain distances to their physical
bounds. The applicability of Wilks theorem has been tested and verified by data challenges,
which are presented in Sec. 10.5. The p-value assuming the null-hypothesis being true can be
calculated using the corresponding χ2-distribution. It is defined as the probability to observe
a test statistic value larger than that obtained from experimental data.
7.2.2 Construction of Confidence Intervals
In order to constrain model parameters, confidence intervals can be constructed using the
profile likelihood technique [5]. Therefore, likelihood ratio tests as presented in Sec. 7.2.1 are
used to compare the likelihood, where the parameters of interest are constrained to certain
values, with the likelihood, where all parameters are unconstrained. Since the parameter space
of the model parameters is systematically scanned the procedure is called profile likelihood
scan. Assuming Wilks’ theorem [190] the confidence intervals are then determined by the
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Table 7.1. Definition of Confidence Intervals.
Confidence Level 1-dim. 2-dim. 3-dim.
68.27% 1.00 2.30 3.53
90% 2.71 4.61 6.25
95% 3.84 5.99 7.82
99% 6.63 9.21 11.34
Note. — The values of the test statistic −2∆ lnL
corresponding to different confidence levels for
one-, two- and three-dimensional confidence inter-
vals are listed. The values are based on the χ2-
approximation [5].
values of the model parameters for which the test statistic −2∆ lnL is equal to a certain value.
Obviously, the test statistic value depends on the required confidence level. In Tab. 7.1 these
values are listed for one, two and three parameters of interest, which corresponds to one-, two-
and three-dimensional confidence regions. Note that the confidence regions can be extended to
an arbitrary number of dimensions. The significances and parameter uncertainties presented
in this thesis are derived using this technique.
7.2.3 Goodness-of-fit Tests
In order to determine the quality of a likelihood fit corresponding to a certain model a likelihood
ratio test with the following test statistic
− 2∆ lnL = −2 ln
( L
Lsat
)
(7.5)
can be used, where Lsat corresponds to the likelihood of the saturated model, which exactly
predicts the observed data [5]. Note that using the likelihood function defined by Eqn. 7.1 the
saturated likelihood Lsat is always one. Therefore, the resulting test statistic value is just given
by the likelihood in Eqn. 7.1. The corresponding test statistic distribution can be obtained
from pseudo experiments, which are based on the best-fit signal and nuisance parameters (cf.
Sec. 10.1). Note that in order to obtain an unbiased test statistic distribution it is important
to split the simulated dataset into two statistically independent parts of equal size, where one
part is used to generate pseudo experiments and the other part is used for the expectation
values in the likelihood function. The goodness-of-fit p-value assuming the tested model being
true is then defined as the probability to observe a test statistic value larger than that obtained
from experimental data.

Chapter 8
Systematic Uncertainties
An imperfect modeling of the background and signal expectations
is caused by systematic uncertainties, which affect the observ-
able distribution of the reconstructed muon energy and zenith
angle. The systematic uncertainties relevant for this analysis
are categorized into the neutrino detection uncertainties and
the atmospheric flux uncertainties. In this chapter, the effects
of these uncertainties on the two observables are studied, and
the corresponding parameterizations by continuous nuisance
parameters will be explained. Finally, the implementation of the
nuisance parameters in the likelihood function is described.
Declaration of Pre-released Publications
The handling of systematic uncertainties presented in this chapter is already
published by the IceCube Collaboration in M. G. Aartsen et al. (IceCube
Collaboration), “Observation and characterization of a cosmic muon neu-
trino flux from the northern hemisphere using six years of IceCube data,”
The Astrophysical Journal 833, 3 (2016). The author of this thesis has
written this publication as corresponding author together with Leif Ra¨del,
RWTH Aachen University. The tool for kernel density estimation based on
the algorithm in Wang and Wang [191] and its application for the parame-
terization of systematic uncertainties have been developed by the author of
this thesis [192]. In addition, the studies of the effects of systematic uncer-
tainties on the two observables, the development of the specific parameter-
izations by continuous nuisance parameters, and the implementation of the
nuisance parameters in the likelihood function were done by the author of
this thesis. The verification of results was done in close collaboration with
Leif Ra¨del.
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8.1 Neutrino Detection Uncertainties
The main neutrino detection uncertainties are the optical efficiency of the detector and the
optical properties of the Antarctic ice. Their effects on the reconstructed muon energy and
zenith angle distribution are studied using simulated datasets where the simulation parameters
are changed within their uncertainties. These datasets are then compared to the default simu-
lation and the corresponding effects are parameterized. However, these simulated datasets are
often limited by statistics. In order to parameterize the systematic effects without statistical
fluctuations, it is important to find a good estimate for the two-dimensional observable distri-
bution given the limited statistics of the simulated dataset, in particular in parameter regions
of low statistics. Therefore, a promising approach is to use adaptive kernel density estimation
(cf. Appx. B.1) which yields an appropriate approximation of the observable distribution. The
details of the parameterization method are explained in Appx. B.
8.1.1 Optical Efficiency of the Detector
The optical efficiency opt of the detector accounts for all uncertainties related to the light
production and detection in the detector, e.g. the number of produced Cherenkov photons,
the overall optical transparency of the ice, the photon detection efficiency of the DOMs and the
shadowing of photons due to detector components. In order to study the effect of the optical
efficiency of the detector on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distribution,
dedicated datasets corresponding to different optical efficiencies have been generated. Note
that the value of the optical efficiency is defined relative to the default simulation value.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the effect of the optical efficiency exemplarily for the IC2012-2014
event selection. The distributions for an optical efficiency of 90% and 110% are compared with
the distribution of the default optical efficiency given by the value 100%. The optical efficiency,
which is strongly linked to the brightness of an event as observed with the detector, mainly
affects the reconstructed muon energy. Thus, its uncertainty results in an uncertainty on the
reconstructed energy scale. The shapes of the reconstructed zenith angle distributions remain
nearly unaffected and only the total neutrino rate changes. The uncertainty on the optical
efficiency is estimated to be less than 15%.
Parameterization
For the parameterization of the effect of the optical efficiency as a function of the reconstructed
muon energy and zenith angle adaptive kernel density estimations (KDEs) are used (cf. Appx.
B). In the following, the parameterization method is explained without loss of generality by
taking the example of parameterizing the effect of the optical efficiency opt for the IC59 sub-
sample, for which five different simulated optical efficiency datasets are available. The two-
dimensional observable distribution of each simulated optical efficiency datasets is estimated
by the function fopt (~y) that has been obtained from an adaptive KDE. A visualization of
the function for the 80% optical efficiency dataset of the IC59 sub-sample is shown in Fig.
B.1 (right). For each event of the default simulation dataset the function values fopt (~yi)
corresponding to the different optical efficiency datasets can be evaluated, where ~yi is the two
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Figure 8.1: Effect of the optical efficiency of the detector on the reconstructed muon energy and
zenith angle distributions for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the distributions for
an optical efficiency of 90%, 100% and 110% relative to the default simulation value and their
ratios with respect to the default simulation dataset (opt = 1.0). For the astrophysical neutrino
flux the following benchmark signal 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2 is used.
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Figure 8.2: Parameterization of the optical efficiency opt for the i-th event of the default
simulation for the IC59 sub-sample. Shown are the parameterization function of the i-th
event of the default simulation (green) and the corresponding data points (blue) based on the
simulated optical efficiency datasets for IC59 sub-sample obtained by the adaptive KDE.
observable vector corresponding to the reconstructed muon energy loss and zenith angle. For
each function value an uncertainty via the bootstrapping method can be determined (cf. Appx.
B.1).
The effect of the optical efficiency is then parameterized individually for each event with
respect to its two observable vector ~yi. The nuisance parameter for the optical efficiency is
implemented as a correction factors with respect to the default simulation. Therefore, the ratio
between the function values fopt (~yi) and fopt=1 (~yi) are calculated, which correspond to the
different optical efficiency datasets and the default simulation dataset, respectively,
fi (opt) =
fopt (~yi)
fopt=1 (~yi)
, (8.1)
where the uncertainty of each ratio is determined by error propagation. Figure 8.2 shows
these ratios (blue data points) for an arbitrary event of the default simulation. The logarithms
of these ratios are then parameterized as a function of the optical efficiency opt taking into
account the uncertainty of each data point. For the parameterization a parabolic fit function
is used
log10 (fi (opt)) = ai
2
opt + biopt + ci (8.2)
with ai, bi and ci as free fit parameter corresponding to the i-th event. The result of the
parameterization of this arbitrary event of the default simulation is also shown in Fig. 8.2
(green line). Such a parameterization is performed for each event of the default simulation.
Since IceCube’s MC simulation uses event weights (cf. Sec. 6.2), the individual default event
weight wdefaulti can be re-weighted with respect to the optical efficiency opt
wi (opt, . . .) = w
default
i · fi (opt) · · · , (8.3)
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which can be extended by additional correction factors corresponding to parameterizations of
other systematic uncertainties. Thus, the effect of the optical efficiency is parameterized as
a function of the reconstructed muon energy loss and zenith angle and is implemented as a
nuisance parameter in the likelihood function. Note that this procedure can also be used to
interpolate between specific models, for example by a linear function, thus no fit function as
defined in Eqn. 8.2 is needed.
Besides the optical efficiency, the choice of the photo-nuclear energy loss parameterization
used for the simulation might introduce an additional uncertainty on the reconstructed muon
energy scale due to its correlation to the event brightness. Figure 8.3 shows the effect of
different photo-nuclear energy loss parameterizations for muons on the observable distributions
corresponding to the IC2012-2014 event selection. Although the uncertainty on the photo-
nuclear energy losses for muons are quite large (cf. Sec. 4.2) its effects on the observable
distributions are negligible.
8.1.2 Optical Properties of the Antarctic Ice
Besides the optical efficiency of the detector also the optical transparency of the Antarctic ice
determines whether a Cherenkov photon is detected by a DOM or not. Since a photon can
get scattered or absorbed on its path to the DOM, the probability of a Cherenkov photon
being detected by a DOM depends on the scattering and absorption lengths, which are depth-
dependent parameters obtained from measured data from calibration light sources that are
integrated into the DOMs (cf. Sec. 5.1.4). Due to model uncertainties and the inaccuracy of
the measurement the individual uncertainty for both parameters is estimated to be less than
10%.
Figure 8.4 shows the effect of different scattering lengths λscat and absorption lengths λabs
of the Antarctic ice on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distributions for the
IC2012-2014 event selection. Both parameters describe a global scaling of the actual depth-
dependent parameter values. Their effects are studied using dedicated simulation datasets
corresponding to the parameters (λabs, λscat) ∈ {(0.929, 0.929); (1.0, 1.1); (1.1, 1.0)} and com-
paring them to the default simulation dataset, i.e. (λabs, λscat) = (1.0, 1.0). While the scatter-
ing length mainly affects the angular resolution of the neutrino arrival direction and therefore
the reconstructed zenith angle, the absorption length affects the total neutrino rate and the
shape of the reconstructed muon energy distribution. Due to the relatively coarse cosine zenith
bin width of the analysis, the effects of the scattering length uncertainty on the observable dis-
tributions are small, whereas the effect caused by the uncertainty of the absorption length is
much larger.
Parameterization
For a given ice model the effect of different scattering lengths λscat and absorption lengths
λabs on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle is parameterized individually. The
parameterization is done similar as described for the optical efficiency in Sec. 8.1.1, where
additional information can be found in Appx. B. Since dedicated simulation datasets, where
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Figure 8.3: Effect of different photo-nuclear energy loss parameterizations for muons ac-
cording to Koehne et al. [117] on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distri-
butions for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the distributions for the default sim-
ulation (ALLM 97) and for the simulations using the parameterizations BB 81 (incl. the
hard component) and ALLM 91, which yield the highest and lowest photo-nuclear energy
losses per energy, respectively. Additionally, their ratios with respect to the default simula-
tion dataset are shown. For the astrophysical neutrino flux the following benchmark signal
10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2 is used.
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Figure 8.4: Effect of the optical properties of the Antarctic ice on the reconstructed muon
energy and zenith angle distributions for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the distri-
butions for different combinations of the optical absorption λabs and optical scattering length
λscat. Both parameters are given relatively to their default simulation values. In addition, the
ratios between each dataset corresponding to a specific parameter combination and the default
simulation dataset corresponding to (λabs, λscat) = (1.0, 1.0) are shown. For the astrophysi-
cal neutrino flux the following benchmark signal 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2 is
used.
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Figure 8.5: Illustration of the parameterization method for the scattering and absorption
length. Parameterization as a function of the scattering (absorption) length λscat (λabs) of the
i-th event of the default simulation (green) and the corresponding data points (blue) based on
simulated scattering and absorption lengths datasets obtained by the KDE method.
only one parameter has been changed to a value less than one, are not available, i.e. λabs <
1.0/λscat = 1.0 or λabs = 1.0/λscat < 1.0, the parameterizations of the corresponding effects are
done as illustrated in Fig. 8.5. The parameterization of the effect of the scattering length is
based on the interpolation between the two data points corresponding to the default simulation
and a scattering length of λscat = 1.1 where the absorption length is set to one. Since its effects
on the observable distributions are much smaller than the effects caused by the absorption
length (cf. Fig. 8.4), the interpolation is used to extrapolate to scattering lengths beyond the
given data points, in particular to scattering lengths less than one. The effect of the absorption
length is parameterized based on three data points, where one data point corresponds to the
default simulation and another to an absorption length of λabs = 1.1 where the scattering length
is set to one. The third data point is determined by the ratio between the data point for a
scattering and absorption lengths of (λabs, λscat) = (0.929, 0.929) and the value of the function
fi(λscat = 0.929) corresponding to an extrapolation to a scattering length of λscat = 0.929.
The resulting parameterization of the i-th event of the default simulation dataset as a function
of the scattering and absorption length is then given by
fi(λabs, λscat) = fi(λabs) · fi(λscat), (8.4)
which ensures that the data point for a scattering and absorption lengths of (λabs, λscat) =
(0.929, 0.929) is reproducible.
For all available simulation datasets, the effects of the optical ice properties, the scattering
length λscat and the absorption length λabs, are parameterized as a function of the recon-
structed muon energy and zenith angle and implemented as nuisance parameters. Due to
missing simulations such a parameterization could not be performed for the IC59 data sample.
For the IC79 data sample, only simulated datasets exist where the scattering and absorption
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Figure 8.6: Effect on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distributions for the
IC2011 event selection caused by two different ice models. Shown are the distributions corre-
sponding to the ice models SpiceMie [147] and SpiceLea [148]. For the astrophysical neutrino
flux the following benchmark signal 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2 is used.
lengths have been varied simultaneously, which results in only one effective nuisance parame-
ter λabs/scat. The parameterization of the corresponding effect works analogously as described
in Appx. B. The scattering and absorption lengths have been varied separately from IC2011
except for the datasets based on (λabs, λscat) = (0.929, 0.929). More information about the
implemented nuisance parameters can be found in Tab. 8.1.
In cases where simulated datasets based on different ice models are available their differences
have been parametrized and an additional nuisance parameter λice has been introduced. The
parameterization is based on a linear combination
λice · fi(M1) + (1− λice) · fi(M2) (8.5)
between two ice models where fi(M1) and fi(M2) are the function values of the i-th event
obtained by the KDE method corresponding to the two ice models M1 and M2. Such a
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nuisance parameter is introduced for the IC59 data sample, λice1, corresponding to the linear
combination between SpiceMie [147] and WHAM [145], and for the IC2011 data sample, λice2,
corresponding to the linear combination between SpiceMie [147] and SpiceLea [148]. The
differences between the observable distributions for the two ice models SpiceMie and SpiceLea
are shown in Fig. 8.6.
Since the ice properties of the refrozen water within the drill holes differ from the bulk ice
properties they are taken into account as a modification of the angular acceptance [145].
8.2 Atmospheric Flux Uncertainties
For the atmospheric flux uncertainties the normalization of the conventional atmospheric neu-
trino flux, the spectral index of the primary cosmic-ray spectrum and the relative production
yield of pions and kaons in the atmosphere are implemented as analytical functions. In ad-
dition, the spectral shape and composition of the cosmic-ray spectrum in the knee region is
taken into account by an interpolation between specific cosmic-ray models.
8.2.1 Flux Normalization
The normalization of the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux is implemented as a nuisance
parameter Φconv, which scales the flux normalization relative to the model by Honda et al.
[29]. As already explained in Sec. 3.2.2, this model has been extrapolated to higher energies
and modified to account for a more realistic spectrum of cosmic rays and their composition
[89, 91]. The uncertainty on the flux normalization is estimated to be of the order of 30% which
combines multiple uncertainties as described in Sec. 3.3.1. Thus, the implemented nuisance
parameter absorbs all uncertainties which affect the global flux normalization.
8.2.2 Cosmic-ray Model and Spectral Index
Since conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos are produced by cosmic-ray interactions
within the atmosphere, the resulting neutrino fluxes rely on the spectrum and chemical compo-
sition of cosmic rays and their uncertainties. In particular, the measurement of the composition
of cosmic rays with energies above the knee at about 3 PeV is challenging, which induces rather
large uncertainties on the expectation of atmospheric neutrinos. Figure 8.7 shows the effect
of different cosmic-ray models on the reconstructed muon energy distribution for conventional
and prompt atmospheric neutrinos based on the IC2012-2014 event selection. The models are
based on the superposition of galactic and extra-galactic cosmic-rays with rigidity-dependent
cut-offs. The cosmic-ray models themselves have been compared in Sec. 3.3.3. In order to take
into account the uncertainties induced by the lack of knowledge of cosmic rays, the nuisance
parameter λCR is implemented which parameterizes the effect of different cosmic-ray models
as a function of the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle similar to the discrete ice
models (cf. Sec. 8.1.2). For the parameterization a linear combination between the neutrino
flux ΦPoly−gonatoν corresponding to the model by Hoerandel [106] and ΦH3pν corresponding to
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Figure 8.7: Effect of different cosmic-ray models on the reconstructed muon energy distribution
for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the distributions for conventional and prompt
atmospheric neutrinos based on the predictions of Honda et al. [29] and Enberg et al. [3],
respectively. Both models have been corrected for the cosmic ray models from Gaisser [30]
(H3p, H3a), Gaisser et al. [99] (GST, GST*) and Hoerandel [106] (Poly-gonato).
the model by Gaisser [30] is used
Φν ∝
[
λCR · ΦH3pν + (1− λCR) · ΦPoly−gonatoν
]
. (8.6)
The two models are chosen since they represent the extreme cases.
In addition, also a global change of the cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR affects the ex-
pectation of conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Thus, the uncertainty on the
cosmic-ray spectral index, which is estimated to be of the order of 4% (cf. Sec. 3.3.3), in-
duces an additional uncertainty on the neutrino predictions. Therefore, the nuisance parameter
∆γCR is implemented, which modifies the neutrino flux Φν with respect to a global shift of the
cosmic-ray spectral index
Φν 7→ Φν ·
(
Eν
E˜ν
)−∆γCR
, (8.7)
where Eν is the true neutrino energy and E˜ν is the median neutrino energy of all simulated
events in the corresponding data sample with respect to the atmospheric neutrino flux compo-
nent. The division by the median neutrino energy ensures that the total neutrino rate while
changing the cosmic-ray spectral index is almost unaffected. Note that a positive ∆γCR corre-
sponds to a softer cosmic-ray energy spectrum. The effect of a shift of the cosmic-ray spectral
index on the reconstructed muon energy distribution for conventional and prompt atmospheric
neutrinos based on the IC2012-2014 event selection is shown in Fig. 8.8.
8.2.3 Kaon-to-Pion Ratio
As described in Sec. 3.2.2, the flux of conventional atmospheric neutrinos is produced by the
decays of pions and kaons within cosmic-ray air showers. While the flux normalization Φconv
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Figure 8.8: Effect of an absolute change of the cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR on the re-
constructed muon energy distribution for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the
distributions for conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos based on the predictions of
Honda et al. [29] and Enberg et al. [3], both corrected for the cosmic-ray spectrum in Gaisser
[30].
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Figure 8.9: Effect of the relative contribution of kaon to pion decays RK/pi on the reconstructed
muon energy and zenith angle distribution for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are the
distributions of conventional atmospheric neutrinos based on the prediction of Honda et al.
[29], which has been corrected for the cosmic-ray spectrum in Gaisser [30].
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accounts for the total production rate uncertainty, a relative change of the production rates of
pions and kaons, which affects the shape of the neutrino energy and zenith angle spectrum (cf.
Sec. 3.3.1), is not taken into account. Therefore, the nuisance parameter RK/pi is implemented,
which represents the ratio of the integrated conventional atmospheric neutrino fluxes from
kaon decays ΦKν and pion decays Φ
pi
ν . The parameterization is done by fitting Eqn. 3.1 to the
conventional atmospheric neutrino prediction from Honda et al. [29] between 1−10 TeV. Here,
the first part of the sum in Eqn. 3.1 represents the neutrino flux induced by pion decays Φpiν
and the second part the neutrino flux induced by kaon decays ΦKν . The initial neutrino flux
Φν can then be modified by
Φν(E, θ) 7→ N · Φ
pi
ν (E, θ) +R · ΦKν (E, θ)
Φpiν (E, θ) + Φ
K
ν (E, θ)
· Φν(E, θ), (8.8)
where the normalization is defined as
N =
s
dE dΩ Φν(E, θ)s
dE dΩ Φ
pi
ν (E,θ)+R·ΦKν (E,θ)
Φpiν (E,θ)+Φ
K
ν (E,θ)
· Φν(E, θ)
,
which ensures that the total neutrino flux is unaffected by the choice of RK/pi and reduces
the correlation to the normalization of the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux. The effect
of the relative contribution of kaon to pion decays RK/pi on the reconstructed muon energy
and zenith angle distribution for conventional atmospheric neutrinos based on the IC2012-2014
event selection is shown in Fig. 8.9. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the uncertainty on RK/pi is
estimated to be of the order of 10%.
8.2.4 Atmospheric Temperature Effects
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the prediction of conventional atmospheric neutrinos by Honda
et al. [29] is based on the US standard atmosphere [95]. Therefore, a method as described in
Sec. 3.3.1 has been developed in order to correct the expectation of these neutrinos for annual
temperature fluctuations. Figure 8.10 shows the effect of the correction for annual temperature
fluctuations in the atmosphere on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distribution
for conventional atmospheric neutrinos exemplarily for the IC2012-2014 event selection. The
effect of this correction is of the order of 2% with an uncertainty of about 0.1%.
8.3 Implementation of Nuisance Parameter
In the previous sections the main systematic uncertainties for this likelihood analysis have
been discussed. Their effects have been parameterized by continuous nuisance parameters that
are valid for the entire muon energy and zenith angle range. The corresponding nuisance
parameters are implemented in the likelihood function similar to Aartsen et al. [1]. The
main improvements compared to previous analyses are the parameterizations of the systematic
detector effects as unbinned functions of both fit observables, and the interpolations between
specific models to account for model uncertainties (cf. Sec. 8.1).
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Figure 8.10: Effect of the atmospheric temperature on the reconstructed muon energy and
zenith angle distribution for the IC2012-2014 event selection. Shown are conventional atmo-
spheric neutrinos based on the prediction of Honda et al. [29], which has been corrected for
the cosmic-ray spectrum in Gaisser [30].
Since IceCube’s MC simulation is based on event weights (cf. Sec. 6.2), the nuisance
parameters ~ξ are implemented such that the default event weights wdefaulti are re-weighted by
independent correction factors f ξki (ξk). Similar to Eqn. 8.3, the event weight of the i-th event
is then defined as a function of the nuisance parameters
wi (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) = w
default
i ·
∏
ξ1,ξ2,...,ξn
f ξki (ξk), (8.9)
where ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn are the nuisance parameters. Each correction factor is defined as the ratio
to the default nuisance parameter value. Thus, for all nuisance parameters ξk at their default
values the product of the correction factors
∏
ξ1,ξ2,...,ξn
f ξki (ξk) is by definition one.
The implemented nuisance parameters for each sub-sample are summarized in Tab. 8.1.
They are chosen correlated in order to obtain an unbiased result for the signal parameters.
Their expected correlations have been tested using data challenges based on different signal
models, which are shown in Fig. 10.2a and Fig. D.1. However, if the effect of an uncertainty
is entirely absorbed by other nuisance parameters the corresponding parameter is not imple-
mented, which results in a better numerical stability of the likelihood fit. An example is the
optical detector efficiency which is correlated to the Cherenkov light yield uncertainty and the
uncertainties in the muon energy loss cross sections (cf. Sec. 8.1.1).
The nuisance parameters are implemented in the likelihood function without priors in
order to obtain an unbiased result. The likelihood fit and its ability to recover on average the
input parameter values of the nuisance parameters is tested using data challenges, which are
presented in Sec. 10. The result of the signal parameters is found to be robust and unbiased
against the choice of nuisance parameters.
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Table 8.1. Implementation of Nuisance Parameters.
Nuisance Parameter IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014
Flux properties:
Conventional flux Φconv X X X X
Kaon-to-pion ratio RK/pi X X X X
Cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR X X X X
Cosmic-ray model λCR X X X X
Optical efficiency opt X X X X
Optical ice properties:
Scattering length λscat · · · · · · X X
Absorption length λabs · · · · · · X X
Absorption/scattering length λabs/scat · · · X · · · · · ·
Ice model λice1 [SpiceMie,WHAM] X · · · · · · · · ·
Ice model λice2 [SpiceMie,SpiceLea] · · · · · · X · · ·
Note. — A checkmark indicates that the nuisance parameter has been implemented
for that sub-sample.

Chapter 9
Results of Nuisance Parameter Fits
Prior to performing the combined likelihood fit of the six-year
data sample, the fit was applied to the four independent sub-
samples IC59, IC79, IC2011 and IC2012-2014. For these fits
the data of each sub-sample have been restricted to predefined
background regions such that the likelihood fit is not sensitive to
the signal parameters, thus fitting only the nuisance parameters.
In this chapter, the best-fit results of the nuisance parameters
for the four sub-samples will be presented, and the procedure
to combine those sub-samples in order to enable a combined
likelihood fit of the full six-year data sample will be introduced.
Declaration of Pre-released Publications
The results presented in this chapter and the procedure to combine the sub-
samples for a combined likelihood fit are already published by the IceCube
Collaboration in M. G. Aartsen et al. (IceCube Collaboration), “Observa-
tion and characterization of a cosmic muon neutrino flux from the northern
hemisphere using six years of IceCube data,” The Astrophysical Journal
833, 3 (2016). The author of this thesis has written this publication as
corresponding author together with Leif Ra¨del, RWTH Aachen University.
The best-fit results of the nuisance parameters for the four sub-samples were
produced by the author of this thesis. In addition, the author of this thesis
developed the procedure to combine the sub-samples for a combined like-
lihood fit. The verification of results was done in close collaboration with
Leif Ra¨del.
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Figure 9.1: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed muon energy for the
background region of each data sample. In addition, the best-fit expectations for conventional
atmospheric neutrinos and the corresponding pulls with respect to the experimental data are
shown. The best-fit expectations have been obtained by individual likelihood fits for each
data sample. Note that IC2011 is different from the later years due to changes in the data
processing. Only statistical errors are shown.
9.1 Fit Results for the Four Independent Sub-samples
The six-year data sample, that has been introduced in Sec. 6.3, consists of the four statistically
independent sub-samples IC59, IC79, IC2011 and IC2012-2014. Note that the separation into
these sub-samples is caused by different detector configurations, changes in the data processing
such as improved filter and reconstruction algorithms, and finally by different event selections.
Thus, their two-dimensional observable distributions cannot be simply stacked. Therefore,
the likelihood fit is first performed independently on each sub-sample. In order to test the
likelihood fit with experimental data, but without being sensitive to any signal, the data of
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Figure 9.2: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed zenith angle for the
background region of each data sample. In addition, the best-fit expectations for conventional
atmospheric neutrinos and the corresponding pulls with respect to the experimental data are
shown. The best-fit expectations have been obtained by individual likelihood fits for each
data sample. Note that IC2011 is different from the later years due to changes in the data
processing. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Table 9.1. Definitions of the Background Regions for the Four Sub-samples.
IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014
Background region < 1 GeVm−1 < 10 TeV < 10 TeV < 10 TeV
Note. — For the IC59 data sample the cut applies to the reconstructed muon
energy loss, whereas for the other sub-samples it applies to the reconstructed
muon energy.
Table 9.2. Goodness-of-fit P -values for One-dimensional Observable Distributions of the
Background Regions.
Distribution IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014
reconstructed muon energy 9% 54% 31% 10%
cos(zenith) 45% 85% 82% 36%
Note. — The p-values are given by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [193]
where the one-dimensional observable distributions of the experimental
data and the best-fit expectation for conventional atmospheric neutrinos
are compared (cf. Fig. 9.1 and 9.2).
each sub-sample have been restricted to predefined background regions such that the likelihood
fit is not sensitive to the signal parameters. The background regions for the four sub-samples
are defined in Tab. 9.1.
The results of the four likelihood fits performed on the background regions of the four
sub-samples are presented in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2. It shows the one-dimensional distributions of
the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle for each sub-sample. For all distributions the
presented data have been restricted to the background region. The black crosses correspond to
the experimental data and the blue band represents the best-fit expectation for conventional
atmospheric neutrinos. For all sub-samples the experimental data is described best by zero con-
tributions of prompt atmospheric neutrinos and astrophysical neutrinos. In addition, for each
distribution the pulls between the experimental data and the best-fit expectation for conven-
tional atmospheric neutrinos are shown. They show no systematic effect. The good agreement
between the experimental data and the best-fit expectation for conventional atmospheric neu-
trinos for the reconstructed muon energies and zenith angles in the background regions is also
confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [193] which compare the one-dimensional observable
distributions of the experimental data and the expectation. The resulting p-values are listed
in Tab. 11.1. Figure 9.3 shows the test statistic values per observable bin which corresponds
to the goodness-of-fit likelihood ratio test that has been introduced in Sec. 7.2.3. Note that
the test statistic value of each bin is multiplied with the sign of the corresponding difference
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(a) IC59 data sample.
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(b) IC79 data sample.
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(c) IC2011 data sample.
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(d) IC2012-2014 data sample.
Figure 9.3: Test statistic values per observable bin corresponding to the likelihood ratio test
introduced in Sec. 7.2.3. The likelihood fit has been performed independently on each sub-
sample within the background regions. In addition, for each bin the test statistic value is
multiplied with the sign of the corresponding difference between the observed and expected
number of events. Thus, the red and blue bins represent over- and under-fluctuations, respec-
tively.
between the observed and expected number of events in that bin. Thus, the red and blue
bins represent over- and under-fluctuations, respectively. For the bins with rather large statis-
tics, which is given for most of the bins in the background regions, Gaussian statistics can
approximately be assumed. Thus, the square root of the per-bin test statistic values roughly
correspond to pulls as shown in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2 for the one-dimensional distributions. Also
for these distributions no regions with systematical over- or under-fluctuations are visible.
For each sub-sample the best-fit values of the nuisance parameters are summarized in
Tab. 9.3. The corresponding correlations of signal and nuisance parameters obtained from
the experimental data are presented in Fig. 9.4. Note that the nuisance parameters are
implemented in the likelihood function without priors (cf. Sec. 8.3). While most of the best-
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Table 9.3. Best-fit Nuisance Parameter Values Obtained Individually for Each Data Sample.
Nuisance Parameter IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014
Flux properties:
Conventional flux Φconv 1.028 1.047 1.184 1.194
Kaon-to-pion ratio RK/pi 1.310 1.514 1.002 1.032
Cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR -0.049 -0.049 -0.061 0.012
Cosmic-ray model λCR 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p)
Optical efficiency opt 1.011 0.974 1.042 1.056
Optical ice properties:
Scattering length λscat · · · · · · 1.027 1.014
Absorption length λabs · · · · · · 1.000 1.047
Absorption/scattering length λabs/scat · · · 0.991 · · · · · ·
Ice model λice1 [SpiceMie,WHAM] 0. (SpiceMie) SpiceMie (fixed) · · · · · ·
Ice model λice2 [SpiceMie,SpiceLea] · · · · · · 0.551 SpiceLea (fixed)
Note. — Columns two to five show the best-fit values obtained individually for each data sample. The
likelihood fit has been performed on the experimental data within the background regions (cf. Fig. 9.1 and
9.2).
fit values agree very well with their expectations, the largest deviation is observed for the
kaon-to-pion ratio RK/pi for the IC59 and IC79 data sample (cf. Sec. 8.2.3). In addition,
although the best-fit values for the conventional atmospheric neutrino flux normalization are
well within the expected uncertainties (cf. Sec. 8.2.1), the values for the IC59 and IC79 data
samples significantly deviate from the values obtained from the IC2011 and IC2012-2014 data
samples. Both effects can be attributed to the different Monte Carlo simulations used for the
sub-samples.
In Fig. 9.5a the distributions of the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle for
conventional atmospheric neutrinos are shown, where for the simulation the different photon
propagations Photonics [172] and PPC [180] have been used. While the MC simulations for
the IC59 and IC79 data samples use Photonics, the simulations for the other data samples use
CLSIM [179] or PPC. Since the simulation using Photonics predicts a higher total neutrino
rate than the simulation using PPC, it is obvious that the conventional atmospheric neutrino
flux normalization differs for these data samples. In order to test that the differences between
the simulations using Photonics and PPC can also cause the increase of the kaon-to-pion ratio
for the IC59 and IC79 data samples, a data challenge using an Asimov dataset (cf. Sec. 10.1)
has been performed. While the Asimov dataset was based on a MC simulation using PPC, the
expectation used in the likelihood function was based on a MC simulation using Photonics.
Since the fit of this Asimov dataset yields an increased kaon-to-pion ratio compared to its input
value, it can be concluded that the larger deviations for the kaon-to-pion ratio for the fits of
the experimental data of the IC59 and IC79 data sample are mainly caused by the different
MC simulations used for the expectations.
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(a) IC59 data sample.
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(b) IC79 data sample.
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(c) IC2011 data sample.
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(d) IC2012-2014 data sample.
Figure 9.4: Correlation matrices of signal and nuisance parameters obtained from the experi-
mental data of each sub-sample within the background regions. The definitions of the nuisance
parameters are explained in Sec. 8.
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(a) MC simulations based on different photon propagations (cf. Sec. 6.2) [172, 180].
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(b) MC simulations based on different versions of IceCube’s simulation software project [194, 195].
Figure 9.5: Effects on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distributions for the
IC2011 event selection caused by evolving and improving IceCube’s Monte Carlo simulations.
Shown are the expectations for conventional atmospheric neutrinos [29].
However, during IceCube’s data taking, not only the photon propagation has changed in
IceCube’s simulation chain. For example, in Fig. 9.5b the effects due to different versions
of IceCube’s simulation software project are shown. Since IceCube’s MC simulations have
evolved and improved from year to year, the default expectations of the nuisance parameters
can differ for the different sub-samples.
Due to the differences in the MC simulations the nuisance parameters cannot simply be
fitted globally by a combined likelihood fit of the four sub-samples IC59, IC79, IC2011 and
IC2012-2014. In order to avoid a tension in the fitted nuisance parameters induced solely by
simulation differences, two methods which will be presented in the next section are tested.
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9.2 Combining the Sub-samples for Combined Likelihood Fit
In order to analyze the data taken from May 2009 to May 2015, the four sub-samples IC59,
IC79, IC2011 and IC2012-2014 need to be combined. In the previous Sec. 9.1 it has been
shown that first the two-dimensional observable distributions of the four sub-samples cannot
be stacked, and second the nuisance parameters cannot simply be fitted globally by a combined
likelihood fit. The stacking issue is solved such that the bins of the two-dimensional observable
distributions of all four sub-samples contribute separately to the global likelihood according
to Eqn. 7.3. The issue of different MC simulations for the sub-samples could for example
be solved by generating new consistent MC simulations. However, this would be very CPU-
intensive and is therefore not feasible. Thus, in order to remove the tensions in the fitted
nuisance parameters for the four sub-samples, two methods are introduced:
3) the implementation of individual nuisance parameters for each sub-sample,
4) and the alignment of all nuisance parameters to a common baseline.
While the former implies about four times more nuisance parameters in the likelihood function,
the latter means that the best-fit nuisance parameter values obtained by the likelihood fits of
the background regions (cf. Tab. 9.3) are used as alignment values in order to define a
common baseline. In the combined likelihood fit the new default values are then scaled by
global nuisance parameters. The scaling of the global nuisance parameter is either an absolute
or relative change with respect to the default values, which is summarized in the sixth column of
Tab. 9.4. Additionally, two more methods are tested which cannot be applied to experimental
data given the available MC simulations:
1) all nuisance parameters are fixed to their default values, which simulate the perfect
knowledge of the experiment,
2) and one set of nuisance parameters is introduced, which are free to float and simulate
the case where consistent MC simulations would exist.
Even though these methods are not feasible, they provide a useful reference for comparing the
two proposed feasible methods.
The differences in the likelihood space of the signal parameters between the methods are
tested by data challenges using the two sub-samples IC59 and IC2011. The methods are tested
for the signal models (1) and (4) (cf. Tab. 10.1). For each test 100 pseudo experiments have
been generated (cf. Sec. 10.1). For the comparison of the methods the expected likelihood
spaces of the signal parameters for the two signal models are determined, which are given by
the average over the pseudo experiments of all one-dimensional profile likelihood scans (cf.
Sec. 7.2.2). The results of these data challenges are shown in Fig. 9.6. It shows the expected
likelihood spaces of the normalizations of the astrophysical and prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux. For the ideal fit where all nuisance parameters are fixed to their default values (blue line)
also the regions of one standard deviation of the pseudo experiments are shown. Figure 9.6a
shows that for model (1) the expected likelihood spaces of the astrophysical normalization for
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Table 9.4. Alignment of Nuisance Parameters.
IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014 Scaling
Φconv 1.028 1.047 1.184 1.194 relative
RK/pi 1.310 1.514 1.002 1.032 relative
∆γCR -0.049 -0.049 -0.061 0.012 absolute
λCR 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p) 1.0 (H3p) absolute
opt 1.011 0.974 1.042 1.056 relative
λscat · · · · · · 1.027 1.014 relative
λabs · · · · · · 1.000 1.047 relative
λabs/scat · · · 0.991 · · · · · · relative
λice1 0. (SpiceMie) SpiceMie (fixed) · · · · · · absolute
λice2 · · · · · · 0.551 SpiceLea (fixed) absolute
Note. — Best-fit values of the nuisance parameters as presented in Tab. 9.3., which are
used as default values to define a common baseline. In the combined likelihood fit the default
values are then scaled by global nuisance parameters. The last column shows if the scaling
is an absolute or relative change with respect to the default values.
all methods are similar, even for the ideal fit where all nuisance parameters are fixed to their
default values. The expected likelihood spaces of the astrophysical normalization for model (4)
(cf. Fig. 9.6c) are also similar for all methods, only the ideal fit, where all nuisance parameters
are fixed to their default value, provides a slightly more constraining likelihood space. In
Fig. 9.6b and 9.6d the expected likelihood spaces of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux
normalization for the different methods for the models (1) and (4) are shown, respectively.
Except for the ideal fit where the nuisance parameters are fixed to their default values, the
expected likelihood spaces are again similar. In summary, the two feasible methods provide
similar and unbiased results for the expected likelihood spaces of the astrophysical and prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux normalizations. Since the expected likelihood spaces are nearly
unaffected by the presented methods, also the expected sensitivities for the signal parameters
remain unaffected. Thus, the usage of both methods is equivalent. However, due to much lower
time consumption for the fit and a better numerical stability due to less nuisance parameters
in the likelihood function, the alignment method is chosen in order to enable a combined
likelihood fit of the four sub-samples.
The alignment values are summarized in Tab. 9.4, which are the best-fit values of the
likelihood fits of the background regions presented in Sec. 9.1. These values define the new
default values of the nuisance parameters of each sub-sample. Note that they are allowed to
change for each sub-sample to absorb differences in the MC simulations which are caused by
improvements in the simulation code and models (cf. Sec. 9.1). Thus, they do not have to
reflect their real physical quantities. In the combined likelihood fit of the six-year data sample
these new default values are then scaled by global nuisance parameters, which can be either
an absolute or relative change with respect to the aligned default values according to Tab.
9.4. Note that in order to obtain an unbiased result also the global nuisance parameters are
implemented in the likelihood function without priors (cf. Sec. 8.3).
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Figure 9.6: Data challenges for testing two methods in order to enable a combined likelihood
fit of the sub-samples. The two methods have been tested for the two sub-samples IC59 and
IC2011 and for the two signal models (1) and (4) (cf. Tab. 10.1). The data challenges are
based on 100 pseudo experiments (cf. Sec. 10.1). Shown are the averaged likelihood spaces for
the signal parameters Φastro and Φprompt obtained by profile likelihood scans of each pseudo
experiment. For the likelihood fit four methods are tested: 1) all nuisance parameters are
fixed to their default values (blue), which simulate the perfect knowledge of the experiment
(the blue shaded area shows the one standard deviation region of the corresponding pseudo
experiments); 2) one set of nuisance parameters is introduced, which are free to float and
simulate the case where consistent MC simulations exist (green); 3) all nuisance parameters
are aligned to a common baseline (red); and 4) individual nuisance parameters for each year
are introduced (purple). While methods 1) and 2) are not feasible given the available MC
simulations, method 3) and 4) can be used to analyze the full six-year data sample.

Chapter 10
Data Challenges
In order to show that the likelihood analysis works properly, data
challenges using pseudo experiments have been performed. In
this chapter, a selection of the results of the performed checks is
presented. It will be shown that the likelihood fit is able to recover
the input parameter values of the signal and nuisance parameters,
and that Wilks’ theorem is applicable.
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Table 10.1. Signal Models for Data Challenges.
Model Φastro γastro Φprompt Fixed Fit Parameters
(1) 1.0 2.0 0.0 · · ·
(2) 1.0 2.0 1.0 · · ·
(3) 2.0 2.5 0.0 · · ·
(4) 0.0 · · · 0.0 γastro = 2
(5) 0.0 · · · 1.0 γastro = 2
(6) 0.0 · · · 2.0 γastro = 2
Note. — Φastro is the normalization of the astrophys-
ical neutrino flux at 100 TeV and is given in units of
10−18 GeV−1 s−1 sr−1 cm−2. Φprompt is given in units of the
model in Enberg et al. [3]. The normalizations correspond to
the sum of neutrinos and antineutrinos. Note that for some
models the spectral index γastro has been fixed to a certain
value in the likelihood fit, which is given by the last column.
10.1 Pseudo Experiments
Pseudo experiments are artificial data samples drawn randomly from a simulated dataset.
For example, a pseudo experiment can be generated using the per-bin expectations of the
two-dimensional observables distribution. Therefore, for each bin a random number is drawn
following a Poisson distribution with an expectation value given by the model prediction of
the bin. Repeating this procedure several times results in an ensemble of pseudo experiments,
which can be used to study the analysis method and its statistical properties. Note that
in order to obtain unbiased results for these studies it is important to split the simulated
dataset into two parts unless the statistics of bins is still not perfect. One part (e.g. 50%)
can then be used to generate pseudo experiments and the other part (e.g. 50%) can be
used for the expectation values in the likelihood function (cf. Eqn. 7.1). An alternative to
generating pseudo experiments by a Poisson distribution is to generate artificial datasets by
the bootstrapping method, which has been briefly introduced in Sec. B.1.
Besides generating an ensemble of pseudo experiments, also the Asimov dataset proposed
by Cowan et al. [196] can be used to study statistical properties of the analysis. The Asimov
dataset is defined as the dataset for which the minimization of the likelihood function (cf.
Eqn. 7.1) returns the input model parameters. In addition, Cowan et al. [196] showed that
this dataset can be used to estimate the expected sensitivity of an experiment. For the here
presented analysis the Asimov dataset is given by the sum of the per-bin expectations of the
two-dimensional observables distributions corresponding to the different model predictions.
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10.2 Signal Models
The here presented likelihood analysis has been check thoroughly using data challenges. There-
fore, pseudo experiments (cf. Sec. 10.1) based on sets of signal and nuisance parameters have
been generated. The signal models used for the data challenges are summarized in Tab. 10.1.
They are based on an unbroken power-law model for the astrophysical neutrino flux and the
model in Enberg et al. [3] for the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux (cf. Sec. 7.1). For the
nuisance parameters the default simulation values have been used.
10.3 Nuisance Parameters
In order to test that the likelihood fit is able to recover a set of nuisance parameters, a data
challenge using 500 pseudo experiments has been performed. Since the nuisance parameters
are mainly constrained by the high-statistics of conventional atmospheric neutrinos the signal
parameters for this test are set to zero according to model (4). The results of this data challenge
are shown in Fig. 10.1 and 10.2. The test confirms the ability of the likelihood fit to recover
on average the input parameter values of the nuisance parameters. The bimodal structure
of the shift of the cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR is caused by its strong correlation to the
cosmic-ray model parameter λCR (cf. Fig. 10.2a) and the likelihood fit tending to prefer one
of the two cosmic-ray models instead of a linear combination of them (cf. Fig. 10.2b).
10.4 Energy Spectrum
In order to demonstrate that the likelihood fit is able to recover the signal parameters of
the astrophysical and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux, data challenges corresponding to
the models listed in Tab. 10.1 have been performed. Therefore, for each model 500 pseudo
experiments have been generated.
Figure 10.3 shows the best-fit value distributions of the astrophysical neutrino flux param-
eters Φastro and γastro, and the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization Φprompt. The
distributions have been obtained from pseudo experiments based on the models (1), (2) and
(3). In addition, the two-dimensional confidence regions for the signal parameters are shown,
which have been obtained from the Asimov datasets corresponding to these models. While
the confidence regions show the expected sensitivity of the analysis with respect to the models
(1), (2) and (3), the best-fit signal parameter distributions illustrate the ability to recover on
average the model input parameter values.
In Fig. 10.4 the best-fit value distributions of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux nor-
malization Φprompt are shown, which have been obtained from pseudo experiments based on
the models (4), (5) and (6). Additionally, the one-dimensional profile likelihood scans and the
corresponding confidence regions of the prompt normalization are presented, which are based
on the corresponding Asimov datasets and therefore represent the expected sensitivities of the
analysis with respect to the models (4), (5) and (6). Also for these models the likelihood fit is
able to recover on average the input parameter values.
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Figure 10.1: Best-fit value distributions of signal and nuisance parameters for a data challenge
using model (4) and default nuisance parameters as input values. The distributions are based
on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure 10.2: Correlations of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data challenge using
model (4) and default nuisance parameters as input values. Both figures are based on 500
pseudo experiments. A detailed correlation matrix is shown in Fig. D.5.
10.5 Test statistic distributions
Signal Parameter Tests: Astrophysical Neutrino Flux
The applicability of Wilks’ theorem has been tested and verified by data challenges. Therefore,
for each model listed in Tab. 10.1, 500 pseudo experiments have been generated for which
the simulated dataset has been split into two equal parts, one part for generating pseudo
experiments and the other part for the expectation values in the likelihood function (cf. Eqn.
7.1). Then, for each pseudo experiment the test statistic value has been calculated, which
corresponds to the likelihood ratio between the best-fit model and the model for which certain
parameters are fixed to their input values. As presented in Sec. 7.2.1, the resulting test statistic
distribution should follow a χ2k-distribution with k degrees of freedom, where k corresponds to
the number of parameters fixed to their input values.
Figure 10.5 shows the test statistic distributions for the measurement of the astrophysical
signal parameters Φastro and γastro given the model (1) and (3). For the calculation of the
corresponding likelihood ratio the two astrophysical parameters have been fixed to their input
values, thus resulting in two degrees of freedom. Both distributions in Fig. 10.5 are in agree-
ment with a χ2-function with two degrees of freedom, which verifies the applicability of Wilks’
theorem [190].
Signal Parameter Tests: Prompt Atmospheric Neutrino Flux
Figure 10.6 shows the test statistic distributions for the measurement of the prompt atmo-
spheric neutrino flux normalization Φprompt given the models (1), (3), (4), (5) and (6). For the
calculation of the corresponding likelihood ratio the prompt normalization has been fixed to its
input value, thus resulting in one degree of freedom. The distributions for the models (5) and
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(c) Model (2): Astrophysical normalization and spec-
tral index.
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Figure 10.3: Two-dimensional confidence regions of the astrophysical parameters Φastro, γastro
and the prompt normalization Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3] corrected for
the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] for the Asimov dataset defined by the models (1),
(2) and (3) In addition, the best-fit values of 500 pseudo experiments (grey dots) and the
corresponding best-fit value distributions are shown.
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Figure 10.4: Profile likelihood scan of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization
Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3] corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in
Gaisser [30] for the Asimov dataset defined by the models (4), (5) and (6). In addition, the
confidence regions and the best-fit value distributions corresponding to 500 pseudo experiments
are shown.
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Figure 10.5: Test statistic distribution for the measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux
normalization Φastro and the spectral index γastro for the models (1) and (3). In addition,
the χ2-function with two degrees of freedom and a fit of a χ2-function to the test statistic
distribution are shown.
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Figure 10.6: Test statistic distribution for the measurement of the prompt atmospheric neu-
trino flux normalization Φprompt for the models (1), (3), (4), (5) and (6). In addition, the
χ2-function with one degree of freedom and a fit of a χ2-function to the test statistic distribu-
tion are shown.
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(6) with a non-zero flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos are in agreement with a χ2-function
with one degree of freedom. For the models (1), (3) and (4) with a zero contribution of prompt
atmospheric neutrinos the distributions are in agreement with a χ2-function with one degree
of freedom and half the normalization. Since the prompt normalization is constrained to its
physical parameter space, i.e. Φprompt ≥ 0, under-fluctuating pseudo experiments are always
fitted to a zero prompt normalization. For an input prompt normalization of zero about 50% of
the pseudo experiments under-fluctuate, thus resulting in zero test statistic values. However,
as presented in Cowan et al. [196] Wilks’ theorem is still applicable [190].

Chapter 11
Results of the Spectral Likelihood Fit
The discovery of astrophysical neutrinos represents a major
breakthrough for astroparticle physics. It has been awarded
by the British journal Physics World as the Breakthrough of
the Year 2013. Since then, the searches for the origin of these
neutrinos are ongoing, but their sources remain elusive. In
order to reveal the corresponding sources muon neutrinos which
produce through-going muons via charged-current interactions
are a golden channel. The results of the astrophysical neutrino
flux presented in this section are based on a likelihood analysis
of about 350, 000 muon neutrinos, which were measured with
IceCube between 2009 and 2015. An atmospheric origin of the
highest-energy neutrinos can be excluded with a high significance
of 5.6σ and the energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos can
be characterized with unprecedented accuracy. This result rep-
resents the first, nearly independent confirmation of the initially
observed astrophysical neutrino signal. In addition, indications
of deviations from a single power-law flux have been observed
which might indicate a break in the neutrino spectrum.
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Table 11.1. Goodness-of-fit P -values for One-dimensional Observable Distributions.
Distribution IC59 IC79 IC2011 IC2012-2014
reconstructed muon energy 8% 47% 40% 2%
cos(zenith) 44% 81% 79% 24%
Note. — The p-values are given by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [193]
where the one-dimensional observable distributions of the experimental
data and the best-fit expectation for the sum of astrophysical and conven-
tional atmospheric neutrinos are compared (cf. Fig. 11.1 and 11.2).
11.1 Fit Result
The result of the combined likelihood fit of all six years as introduced in Chap. 7 is presented
in Fig. 11.1 and 11.2. They show the one-dimensional distributions of the reconstructed muon
energy and zenith angle separately for each data sample, where the black crosses correspond
to the experimental data, the red and blue bands correspond to the best-fit expectations for
astrophysical and conventional atmospheric neutrinos, respectively, and the orange band to
the sum of both expectations. The green band shows the expectation of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos corresponding to the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3). At high-
energies all distributions of experimental data clearly exceed the background expectation of
atmospheric neutrinos. The corresponding excess of high-energy events is consistent with an
astrophysical neutrino signal. The overall agreement between the experimental data and the
best-fit expectation given by the sum of astrophysical and conventional atmospheric neutrinos
is good for all reconstructed muon energies and zenith angles. In Tab. 11.1 the p-values ob-
tained by KolmogorovSmirnov tests [193] are presented, where the one-dimensional observable
distributions of the experimental data and the best-fit expectation for the sum of astrophysical
and conventional atmospheric neutrinos are compared (cf. Fig. 11.1 and 11.2).
Goodness-of-fit Test
The quality of the fit is verified by the goodness-of-fit test which has been introduced in Sec.
7.2.3. It corresponds to a likelihood ratio test that is based on the two-dimensional observables
distribution. The corresponding test statistic values per observable bin are shown in Fig. 11.3.
Note that for each bin the test statistic value is multiplied with the sign of the corresponding
difference between the observed and expected number of events. Thus, the red and blue bins
represent over- and under-fluctuations, respectively. No regions with systematical over- or
under-fluctuations are visible at lower energies where the per-bin statistics is high. Due to
the low per-bin expectations at high energies, all bins containing at least one observed event
over-fluctuate, which is expected for many bins with low per-bin expectations. The sum over
all per-bin test statistic values results in the total test statistic value for the goodness-of-fit
test. Note that the signs in Fig. 11.3 have to be ignored.
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Figure 11.1: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed muon energy for
each data sample. In addition, the best-fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional
atmospheric neutrinos, and their sum, are shown. The expectation of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos correspond to the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3). Note that
IC2011 is different from the later years due to changes in the data processing. Only statistical
errors are shown.
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Figure 11.2: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed zenith angle for
each data sample. In addition, the best-fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional
atmospheric neutrinos, and their sum, are shown. The expectation of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos correspond to the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3). However, the
expectations of prompt atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos are too small to be visible on
a linear scale. Note that IC2011 is different from the later years due to changes in the data
processing. Only statistical errors are shown.
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(a) IC59 data sample.
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(b) IC79 data sample.
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(c) IC2011 data sample.
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(d) IC2012-2014 data sample.
Figure 11.3: Test statistic values per observable bin corresponding to the likelihood ratio test
introduced in Sec. 7.2.3. In addition, for each bin the test statistic value is multiplied with
the sign of the corresponding difference between the observed and expected number of events.
Thus, the red and blue bins represent over- and under-fluctuations, respectively.
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Figure 11.4: Test statistic distribution for the goodness-of-fit test. The distribution is based
on 500 pseudo experiments using the best-fit model for the signal and nuisance parameters
obtained from experimental data. In addition, the fit of a χ2-function and the test statistic
value of the experimental data corresponding to a p-value of 95.4% are shown.
In order to calculate a goodness-of-fit p-value, the total test statistic value obtained from
experimental data has to be compared with the expected distribution of test statistic values,
which is shown in Fig. 11.4. It has been determined by generating 500 pseudo experiments
based on the best-fit model for the signal and nuisance parameters obtained from experimental
data. For the pseudo experiments the simulated dataset has been split into two equal parts,
one part for generating pseudo experiments and the other part for the expectation values in
the likelihood function (cf. Eqn. 7.1). A comparison of the test statistic value obtained from
experimental data with the test statistic distribution yields a p-value of 95.4% confirming the
good agreement between data and MC based on the best-fit expectation.
The best-fit values of the nuisance parameters are summarized in Tab. 11.2. Taking into
account the best-fit values obtained individually for each data sample (cf. Tab. E.1) in order
to define a common baseline (cf. Sec. 9.2), all nuisance parameter values are in agreement
with their expectations. The correlations of signal and nuisance parameters obtained from the
experimental data are presented in Fig. 11.5. While the nuisance parameters are correlated
with each other, they are only slightly correlated with the signal parameters. The strongest
correlations of the signal parameters are given among each other.
Although the IC79 data sample contains about twice as many high-energy events above a
reconstructed muon energy of 100 TeV than other years (cf. Fig. 11.1), the result of the com-
bined likelihood fit of all six years is compatible with the result of the fit of the individual years
(cf. Appx. E). Nevertheless, all high-energy events have been monitored in depth revealing
no indication of any time dependent detector effects. Besides the here presented analysis, a
dedicated search for time-dependent neutrino sources has been performed which has not found
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Table 11.2. Best-fit Global Nuisance Parameters Values for the Six-year Data Sample.
Nuisance Parameter Best-Fit 68% C.L.
Flux properties:
Conventional flux Φconv 0.998 0.995− 1.001
Kaon-to-pion ratio RK/pi 0.977 0.950− 1.004
Cosmic-ray spectral index ∆γCR 0.008 −0.015− 0.012
Cosmic-ray model λCR 0.0 −0.5− 0.0
Optical efficiency opt 1.002 1.000− 1.004
Optical ice properties:
Scattering length λscat 0.999 0.994− 1.004
Absorption length λabs 1.001 0.997− 1.005
Absorption/scattering length λabs/scat 1.000 0.996− 1.004
Ice model λice1 [SpiceMie,WHAM] 0.000 0.000− 0.014
Ice model λice2 [SpiceMie,SpiceLea] 0.006 −0.051− 0.063
Note. — The 68% C.L. errors have been determined by the profile
likelihood technique (cf. Sec. 7.2.2).
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Figure 11.5: Correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters obtained from the experi-
mental data. The definitions of the nuisance parameters are explained in Sec. 8.
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any signal indication [197]. Consequently, the large number of high-energy events in the IC79
data sample is most likely a statistical fluctuation.
11.2 Astrophysical Flux
The best-fit astrophysical neutrino flux for an unbroken power-law model is given by
Φν+ν =
(
0.90+0.30−0.27
) · 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 · (Eν/100 TeV)−(2.13±0.13). (11.1)
The uncertainties on the signal parameters at 68% C.L. are determined by the profile likelihood
technique using Wilks’ theorem, where each parameter is scanned individually (cf. Sec. 7.2.2).
Due to the incorporation of nuisance parameters in the likelihood fit, the quoted values include
both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical
neutrino flux normalization Φastro and the spectral index γastro are shown in Fig. 11.6a and
11.6b. In addition to the likelihood space, the best-fit values of the other signal and nuisance
parameters are shown as a function of the scanned parameter. For the nuisance parameters
the best-fit values remain almost unchanged with respect to the scanned parameter, with
the largest effect being observed for the kaon-to-pion ratio RK/pi. Thus, the precision of the
measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux is nearly independent of the magnitude of
systematic uncertainties. While the systematic uncertainties are mainly constrained by the
high-statistics of conventional atmospheric neutrinos at energies below 100 TeV, the parameters
of the astrophysical neutrino flux are constrained above these energies where the astrophysical
signal becomes dominant.
The contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos to the best-fit spectrum has been fitted
to zero. Only for hypotheses of small astrophysical neutrino fluxes a non-zero flux of prompt
atmospheric neutrinos has been fitted (cf. Fig. 11.6a), which attempts to compensate the
excess of high-energy events in the experimental data. Thus, a limit on the flux of prompt
atmospheric neutrinos has been derived using the profile likelihood technique. More details
about its construction can be found in Sec. 12.
The statistical significance of the astrophysical flux with respect to a purely atmospheric ori-
gin corresponds to 5.6 standard deviations, which has been obtained using the profile likelihood
scan in Fig. 11.6a and Wilks’ theorem. While testing the hypothesis of a zero astrophysical
neutrino flux the contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos increases up to 1.77 in units
of the model in Enberg et al. [3] and corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30], in
order to partly compensate the excess of high-energy events in the experimental data. Thus,
the significance would be even larger if the contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos was
fixed to the prediction of Enberg et al. [3] or even lower. The fit results of the signal parameters
are summarized in Tab. 11.3.
Figure 11.7 shows the two-dimensional confidence regions for the three signal parameters
obtained by profile likelihood scans as a function of two signal parameters. In addition, for each
two-dimensional profile likelihood scan the best-fit values of the signal parameter that has not
been scanned are shown. While the measurements of the astrophysical flux normalization and
the astrophysical spectral index are strongly correlated, both parameters are found to be largely
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Figure 11.6: Profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical flux parameter Φastro and γastro. For
the uncertainties at 68% and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed. The left axis shows
the test statistic values and the right axis shows the best-fit values of the different nuisance
parameters with respect to the scanned signal parameter.
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Figure 11.7: Two-dimensional profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical parameters Φastro,
γastro and the prompt normalization Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3] corrected
for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] (left). In addition, the best-fit values of the signal
parameter that has not been scanned are shown as a function of the two scanned parameters
(right). The contours are given at 68%, 95% and 99% C.L. assuming Wilks’ theorem. The
white dots indicate the best-fit values.
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(c) Cosmic-ray spectral index
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Figure 11.8: Best-fit values for nuisance parameters as a function of the scanned astrophysical
flux parameters. In addition, the 68%, 95% and 99% C.L. regions assuming Wilks’ theorem
are shown. The white dot indicate the best-fit values of the signal parameters.
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(c) Ice model [SpiceMie,WHAM]
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Figure 11.9: Best-fit values for nuisance parameters as a function of the scanned astrophysical
flux parameters. In addition, the 68%, 95% and 99% C.L. regions assuming Wilks’ theorem
are shown. The white dot indicate the best-fit values of the signal parameters.
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Table 11.3. Best-fit Signal Parameter Values for the Unbroken Power-law Model.
Signal Parameter Best-Fit 68% C.L.
Φastro 0.90 0.62− 1.20
γastro 2.13 2.00− 2.26
Φprompt 0.00 0.00− 0.19
Note. — Φastro is the normalization of the
astrophysical neutrino flux at 100 TeV and is
given in units of 10−18 GeV−1 s−1 sr−1 cm−2.
Φprompt is given in units of the model in En-
berg et al. [3] corrected for the cosmic ray
spectrum in Gaisser [30]. The normalizations
correspond to the sum of neutrinos and an-
tineutrinos.
independent of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization. Figure 11.7a (right) shows
that within the given confidence regions for the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters the
contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is almost everywhere fitted to zero. Furthermore,
in Fig. 11.8 and 11.9 the best-fit values for each nuisance parameter as a function of the scanned
astrophysical flux parameters are shown. As already discussed above (cf. Fig. 11.6), the
measurement of the astrophysical flux parameters is nearly independent from the magnitude
of the systematic uncertainties.
In order to check that the analysis is not biased by any unexpected well-reconstructed,
high-energy muons produced within cosmic ray air showers, all events above the horizon, i.e.
with a zenith angle between 85◦ and 90◦, have been excluded from the experimental data
sample and the likelihood fit has been repeated. The corresponding fit results are presented in
Appx. F. The shift of the spectral index alone seems rather large but taking into account its
correlation to the astrophysical normalization their combined shift is rather negligible (cf. Fig.
11.7a). Since the best-fit signal parameters change only slightly a bias due to any unaccounted
background of high-energy muons can be excluded.
In addition, the measured astrophysical neutrino flux has been tested for an annual time
dependence. Therefore, the six-year data sample is split into the individual years of data
taking. The results of the likelihood fits performed on each data sample are presented in
Appx. E. Since the astrophysical neutrino fluxes measured for the different data samples are
statistically compatible, no significant annual time dependence of this flux is observed.
Also the effect on the measured astrophysical neutrino flux parameters, due to the addi-
tional contribution of tau neutrinos to the astrophysical flux, has been studied (cf. Sec. 7.1).
Therefore, the likelihood fit has been reapplied on the experimental data, but without account-
ing for the contribution of astrophysical tau neutrinos in the likelihood function. While the
best-fit value of the astrophysical spectral index remains unaffected, the best-fit astrophysi-
cal neutrino flux normalization increases by about 4%. Since only the best-fit normalization
changes, the measured astrophysical neutrino flux normalization can be simply rescaled to
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(a) Test statistic contribution per neutrino energy.
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Figure 11.10: Construction of the energy range for the measured astrophysical neutrino flux.
It is defined as the central 90% quantile of the total observed likelihood ratio between the
best-fit and the conventional atmospheric-only hypothesis. The black line (left axis) shows
the expectation of astrophysical neutrinos corresponding to the best-fit flux and the blue line
(right axis) shows the test statistic contribution per neutrino energy.
account for another neutrino flavor ratio as assumed for this analysis (cf. Sec. 7.1), thus
corresponding to a different astrophysical source scenario.
Energy Range of the Measured Astrophysical Flux
The model of the astrophysical neutrino flux used in this analysis assumes an unbroken power
law, which extends over the full range of neutrino energies. However, due to either too large
backgrounds or too low signal predictions the analysis is only sensitive in a limited energy
range. Therefore, it is interesting to know the neutrino energies in the experimental data
sample which mainly contribute to the measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux. The
construction of the neutrino energy range is described in Appx. G. It corresponds to the
central range of neutrino energies that contribute 90% to the total observed likelihood ratio
between the conventional atmospheric-only hypothesis and the best-fit hypothesis. Note that
this construction is different from the one used in Aartsen et al. [2] and Aartsen et al. [198].
Figure 11.10a shows the test statistic contribution per neutrino energy for the likelihood ra-
tio between the conventional atmospheric-only and the best-fit hypothesis obtained by the here
presented analysis. The small contribution of negative test statistic values at lower neutrino
energies indicates that an astrophysical flux starting at about 40 TeV is slightly preferred com-
pared to an unbroken power-law model. The central range of neutrino energies that contribute
90% to the total observed likelihood ratio is then determined by the cumulative distribution
of the test statistic value per neutrino energy (cf. Fig. 11.10b). The resulting energy range is
between
194 TeV and 7.8 PeV. (11.2)
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Figure 11.11: Best-fit neutrino spectra for the unbroken power-law model. The linewidth
corresponding to conventional atmospheric neutrinos (blue) shows the one sigma error on the
measured spectrum. The linewidth corresponding to astrophysical neutrinos (red) shows the
effect of varying both astrophysical parameters within its contour at 68% C.L. (cf. Fig. 11.7a).
The green line represents the upper limit on the prompt model [3] corrected for the cosmic ray
spectrum in Gaisser [30]. The horizontal width of the red band denotes the energy range of
neutrino energies which contribute 90% to the total likelihood ratio between the conventional
atmospheric-only and the best-fit hypothesis. The black crosses show the unfolded spectrum
published in Aartsen et al. [37].
Thus, neutrinos in the experimental data sample with these energies predominantly contribute
to the here presented measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux.
The results of the likelihood analysis are summarized in Fig. 11.11. It shows the best-fit
neutrino spectra for the conventional atmospheric muon neutrino flux and the astrophysical
muon neutrino flux within its valid energy range. Besides the best-fit spectra, for prompt
atmospheric neutrinos the flux limit obtained by this analysis is presented (cf. Sec. 12.3).
11.3 Test for a Spectral Cut-off
The model used for the astrophysical neutrino flux is an unbroken power law which is not
restricted to any range of neutrino energies. In order to test if the astrophysical neutrino
spectrum cuts off at some lower neutrino energy this model has been extended by an additional
parameter Ecut−offν which describes an exponential cut-off of the neutrino energy spectrum. The
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Table 11.4. Best-fit Signal Parameters for Astrophysical Neutrino Flux with Exponential
Energy Cut-off.
Fixed parameter Φastro E
cut−off
ν Φprompt
γastro = 2 1.03 4.2 PeV 0.00
γastro = 2.13 1.09 8.3 PeV 0.00
Note. — For the likelihood fit the astrophys-
ical neutrino flux has been modeled with an ex-
ponential energy cut-off Ecut−offν according to Eqn.
11.3. Φastro is the normalization of the astrophysi-
cal neutrino flux at 100 TeV and is given in units of
10−18 GeV−1 s−1 sr−1 cm−2. Φprompt is given in units
of the model in Enberg et al. [3] corrected for the cos-
mic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30]. The normalizations
correspond to the sum of neutrinos and antineutrinos.
corresponding flux is then given by
Φν+ν = Φastro · exp
(
− Eν
Ecut−offν
)
·
(
Eν
100 TeV
)−γastro
. (11.3)
Since the spectral index γastro and the exponential energy cut-off E
cut−off
ν are highly degenerate
in the likelihood fit, two models with fixed spectral indices have been tested. The spectral
indices have been fixed to γastro = 2 and γastro = 2.13 corresponding to the benchmark model
and the best-fit value, respectively.
The results of the likelihood fits for the six-year data sample corresponding to the two
models for which the astrophysical spectral index has been fixed to γastro = 2 and γastro = 2.13
are shown in Fig. 11.12 and 11.13, respectively. For each data sample the one-dimensional
distribution of the reconstructed muon energy is shown, where the black crosses correspond
to the experimental data, the red and blue bands correspond to the best-fit expectations for
astrophysical and conventional atmospheric neutrinos, respectively, and the orange band to
the sum of both expectations. The best-fit signal parameters are listed in Tab. 11.4. For both
models the energy cut-off has been fitted to a finite value. Therefore, the expectation above a
few PeV is reduced compared to the fit using an unbroken power-law model for the astrophysical
neutrino flux (cf. Fig. 11.1). Note that any model, which describes the experimental data
well, has to be consistent with the highest-energy event observed. Thus, for a model with
an exponential energy cut-off the likelihood is always larger than for an unbroken power-law
model, due to the exponential suppression of the expectation beyond the highest-energy event.
In order to estimate the confidence regions of the signal parameters, two-dimensional profile
likelihood scans have been performed for both models. The resulting two-dimensional confi-
dence regions for the signal parameters Φastro, E
cut−off
ν and Φprompt are shown in Fig. 11.14 and
11.15. For the benchmark model the experimental data slightly prefers an exponential energy
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Figure 11.12: Distributions of the reconstructed muon energy for each data sample, where for
the likelihood fit an exponential energy cut-off according to Eqn. 11.3 has been introduced and
the spectral index has been fixed to γastro = 2. The black crosses show the experimental data.
In addition, the best-fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional atmospheric neutrinos,
and their sum, are shown. The flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos has been fitted to zero.
Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 11.13: Distributions of the reconstructed muon energy for each data sample, where for
the likelihood fit an exponential energy cut-off according to Eqn. 11.3 has been introduced and
the spectral index has been fixed to γastro = 2.13. The black crosses show the experimental
data. In addition, the best-fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional atmospheric
neutrinos, and their sum, are shown. The flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos has been
fitted to zero. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 11.14: Two-dimensional profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical parameters Φastro,
Ecut−offν and the prompt normalization Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3]
corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] (left). In addition, the best-fit values of
the signal parameter that has not been scanned are shown as a function of the two scanned
parameters (right). For the fit the astrophysical spectral index is fixed to γastro = 2. The
best-fit values are shown by the white dots (cf. Tab. 11.4). The contour lines at 68%, 95%
and 99% C.L. assume Wilks’ theorem.
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Figure 11.15: Two-dimensional profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical parameters Φastro,
Ecut−offν and the prompt normalization Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3]
corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] (left). In addition, the best-fit values of
the signal parameter that has not been scanned are shown as a function of the two scanned
parameters (right). For the fit the astrophysical spectral index is fixed to γastro = 2.13. The
best-fit values are shown by the white dots (cf. Tab. 11.4). The contour lines at 68%, 95%
and 99% C.L. assume Wilks’ theorem.
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cut-off, which is at the level of one standard deviation and therefore not significant. Since the
actual best-fit spectral index is softer than γastro = 2, such a preference is expected due to a
slight deficit at the highest neutrino energies with respect to the expectation, which is caused
by the harder energy spectrum of the model used for the fit. However, if the spectral index is
fixed to the best-fit value, that has been obtained from the fit of an unbroken power law, an
exponential energy cut-off is not preferred anymore. As is presented in Fig. 11.14 and 11.15,
these results are mostly independent of the normalization of the prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux. In addition, the contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is almost everywhere fitted
to zero within the given confidence regions for the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters.
11.4 Unfolded Astrophysical Spectrum
The best-fit energy spectrum of atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos measured by this
analysis (cf. Fig. 11.11) can be used to determine for each event a neutrino energy probability
density function P (Eν |Eireco) with respect to its reconstructed muon energy Eireco. These
functions are inferred from the distributions shown in Fig. 6.4, which are based on the best-
fit neutrino energy spectrum and are therefore model-dependent. Each column after being
normalized to one represents a probability density function
P (Eν |Eireco) with Eireco ∈
[
Ekreco, E
k+1
reco
]
, (11.4)
where k corresponds to the k-th bin edge of the reconstructed muon energy. Note that for
astrophysical neutrinos a single, unbroken power-law flux has been assumed (cf. Sec. 7.1). In
order to obtain the neutrino energy distribution F (Eν) for the full six-year data sample, the
probability density functions of all N events have to be summed up
F (Eν) =
N∑
i=0
P (Eν |Eireco), (11.5)
where each function is normalized to an event count of one. In addition, for each event the
median neutrino energy can be determined, which is given by the median of the corresponding
probability density function. This model-dependent approach is called parametric unfolding
in the following. Note that this method cannot replace a model-independent unfolding as
presented in Bo¨rner et al. [199].
The results of this parametric unfolding for the six-year sample are presented in Fig. 11.16.
It shows the cumulative energy distribution of the number of neutrinos with energies greater
than Eν , where the statistical error band corresponds to the square root of this number. In
addition, the effect corresponding to the uncertainty of the measured astrophysical flux is added
to the statistical uncertainty. It is determined by varying the astrophysical spectrum within
the measured uncertainties on the astrophysical flux parameters, without accounting for their
correlation. The resulting combined uncertainty on the unfolded neutrino energy distribution
is then represented by the hatched band. The distribution of the median neutrino energies for
the six-year sample is shown in Fig. 11.17.
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Figure 11.16: Cumulative distribution of the parametric unfolded neutrino energy spectrum
for the six year data sample based on the measured best-fit spectrum. The blue (red) line
corresponds to the expectation of conventional atmospheric (astrophysical) neutrinos based on
the best-fit spectrum. The orange line represents the sum of conventional atmospheric and
astrophysical neutrinos. The green line corresponds to the expectation of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos at the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3). The parametric unfolded
data is shown as hatched band where the dotted area corresponds to the statistical uncertainty.
The rest of the hatched band shows the effect of the uncertainties on the fitted astrophysical
flux parameters.
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Figure 11.17: Distribution of the median neutrino energy based on the measured best-fit
spectrum. The black crosses corresponds to experimental data. The blue (red) line shows
the expectation of conventional atmospheric (astrophysical) neutrinos based on the best-fit
spectrum. The green line corresponds to the expectation of prompt atmospheric neutrinos at
the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3).
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Figure 11.18: Results of different IceCube measurements of the astrophysical flux parameters
Φastro and γastro. The contour lines are shown at 90% C.L. assuming Wilks’ theorem. The result
of this analysis (IC tracks, 6yr) and the previous measurement using through-going muons [2]
(IC tracks, 2yr) are shown by the red solid line and red dashed line, respectively. In addition,
the results of the most recent analysis of starting events [37] (IC HESE, 4yr), its extension to
lower energies [198] (IC MESE, 2yr), the complementary cascade channel [200] (IC cascades,
2yr) and an analysis combining different IceCube results [27] (IC combined, ICRC2015) are
shown. The result of this analysis (IC tracks, 6yr) and IC combined are incompatible at 3.3σ
(two-sided significance) using the hypothesis test introduced in Sec. C.
Both distributions show a clear excess of events with neutrino energies larger than about
100 TeV, which is not compatible with the atmospheric neutrino background. Although only
one event with an reconstructed muon energy above 1 PeV has been measured (cf. Sec. 6.3.3),
the best-fit result for the astrophysical neutrino spectrum suggests that there are most likely
several neutrinos in the six-year sample with energies larger than 1 PeV (cf. Fig. 11.16).
11.5 Discussion
Other IceCube Measurements
The IceCube collaboration has published several measurements of the energy spectrum of
astrophysical neutrinos, each modeling the flux by an unbroken power-law. The analyses
mainly differ in their event selection strategies and are therefore sensitive to different neutrino
signatures (cf. Sec. 5.2). Figure 11.18 shows the two-dimensional 90% C.L. regions of the
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Table 11.5. Comparison of Different IceCube Astrophysical Neutrino Flux Measurements.
Analysis p-value
IC combined (ICRC2015) [27] 3.3σ
IC MESE (2yr) [198] 2.1σ
IC HESE (4yr) [37] 1.3σ
IC cascades (2yr) [200] 2.4σ
Note. — The measurements of the astro-
physical flux parameters Φastro and γastro ob-
tained by different IceCube analyses are com-
pared to the measured parameters given by this
analysis. The corresponding contour lines at
90% C.L. are shown in Fig. 11.18. The p-
values are calculated using the hypothesis test
introduced in Sec. C.
astrophysical neutrino flux normalization Φastro and spectral index γastro for different IceCube
measurements including the result of this analysis.
The neutrino energy spectrum measured by this analysis, which is given by a spectral index
of γ = 2.13± 0.13, is harder than the spectra observed by previous IceCube analyses reported
in Aartsen et al. [2], Aartsen et al. [37], Aartsen et al. [198], Lesiak-Bzdak et al. [200] and
Mohrmann et al. [27]. In the following, these analyses are referred to as previous through-going
muon analysis, high-energy starting event analysis, medium-energy starting event analysis,
cascade analysis and combined analysis, respectively. The smallest confidence region for the
astrophysical flux parameters are found for the combined analysis. While the here presented
analysis has an overlap in events with the starting event analyses and the combined analysis,
the data sample used for the cascade analysis is completely statistically independent. For the
combined analysis the overlap is mainly constituted by the inclusion of three years of through-
going muon data from 2009-2012 based on Aartsen et al. [1] and Aartsen et al. [2]. Since the
high-energy starting event analysis is also sensitive to up-going muon events, it contains a small
fraction of about 6% of events that are also included in this analysis. This fraction increases for
the medium-energy starting event analysis due to its lower energy threshold and its ability to
detect starting track-like events. Note that for the here presented analysis the overall fraction of
up-going muon events starting in the detector is subdominant since the analysis predominantly
selects through-going muon events. Thus, the result for the astrophysical neutrino energy
spectrum is not largely affected by these up-going starting muon events. In addition, the
measurements of the starting event analyses, the combined analysis and the cascade analysis
are strongly dominated by independent cascade-like events with a large fraction originating
from the Southern Hemisphere. For example, the high-energy starting event analysis contains
about 73% down-going events with an energy above 100 TeV of which 93% have a cascade-like
signature.
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In order to statistically compare the here presented measurement of the astrophysical flux
parameters with the measurements obtained by previous IceCube analyses, the hypothesis test
introduced in Sec. C is used. As discussed above, the data sample used for this analysis and
the samples used for the other IceCube analyses, except the previous through-going muon
analysis, are mostly statistically independent. Note that even if two measurements are slightly
statistically dependent the comparison in Sec. C is still applicable, thus resulting in a lower
limit on the significance describing the tension between both measurements. The results of
these comparisons are listed in Tab. 11.5, where each p-value describes the tension between the
astrophysical neutrino flux parameters Φastro and γastro obtained by this and another IceCube
analysis.
The smallest p-value is given for the comparison with the combined analysis, which yields
a significant tension of 3.3σ. Such a tension might be caused by an astrophysical neutrino
spectrum that cannot be modeled by a single unbroken power-law over the full range of neutrino
energies, in particular if the spectrum breaks at an energy where one analysis is not sensitive
anymore but the other still is. While the energy threshold for this analysis corresponds to a
few hundred TeV, the threshold for the analyses dominated by cascade-like events, and thus
for the combined analysis is lowered to a few tens of TeV. As shown in Fig. 11.11, a break
in the energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos is additionally support by the fact that
for the overlapping energy region, i.e. for energies larger than 200 TeV, both measurements
of the astrophysical flux are in good agreement. Thus, the tension mainly arises from the
single power-law assumption, which attempts to describe this and previous observations with
a lower energy threshold at the same time. Finally, for the same range of neutrino energies
the astrophysical muon neutrino flux measured from the Northern Hemisphere is generally
consistent with the observed all flavor neutrino flux from the Southern Hemisphere.
Theoretical Neutrino Flux Predictions
In Sec. 2.4.2 several theoretical predictions of the astrophysical neutrino flux corresponding
to different source types are introduced and summarized in Fig. 2.7. A comparison of these
predictions with the here presented measurement of the astrophysical muon neutrino flux is
shown in Fig. 11.19.
The measured neutrino flux is slightly below the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound [32]. While
astrophysical neutrinos originating from gamma ray bursts or blazars as predicted by Senno
et al. [71] and Murase et al. [69], respectively, may only partly contribute to the observed
neutrino flux, the prediction of Bechtol et al. [70] corresponding to neutrinos from star-forming
galaxies is totally in agreement with the measured flux. Note that the prediction from blazars
is already constrained by the IceCube analysis presented in Aartsen et al. [75]. Besides the flux
predictions for specific source types, also the prediction of cosmogenic neutrinos as presented
by [68] is shown, which would only contribute subdominantly to the observed neutrino flux.
In summary, due the large uncertainty on the measured flux it is currently not possible to
distinguish if the measured astrophysical neutrino flux corresponds to a specific source type or
is composed of several fluxes of different source types.
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Figure 11.19: Comparison of the astrophysical muon neutrino flux measured by this analysis
(cf. Fig. 11.11) with theoretical neutrino flux predictions corresponding to different source
types [68, 69, 70, 71]. Since Murase et al. [69] predicts a lower and upper flux bound for
neutrinos originating from Blazars the central line between both bounds is shown. The purple
line shows the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound [32].
Testing for a Softer Astrophysical Neutrino Contribution
As discussed above, the tension between the astrophysical neutrino spectra observed by this
analysis and previous IceCube analyses indicates a break in the energy spectrum of the astro-
physical neutrinos. Therefore, a simple test for an additional flux of astrophysical neutrinos
with a softer spectral index has been performed, whose contribution is modeled by a second
unbroken power law. The total flux of astrophysical neutrinos is then defined by
Φν+ν = Φastro ·
(
E
100 TeV
)−γastro
+ Φsoft astro ·
(
E
100 TeV
)−γsoft astro
, (11.6)
where the parameters Φsoft astro and γsoft astro describe the softer and Φastro and γastro the
harder energy spectrum. For the likelihood fit both flux contributions are indistinguishable
since each signal parameter set describes an unbroken power-law model. Therefore, for each
signal parameter of the harder energy spectrum a Gaussian prior is added to the likelihood
function, which is given by the fit result of this analysis (cf. Tab. 11.3). The likelihood function
is then defined as
L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
7→ L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
· exp
(
−(Φ− Φastro)
2
2σ2Φastro
)
· exp
(
−(γ − γastro)
2
2σ2γastro
)
, (11.7)
where L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
corresponds to the likelihood as defined in Sec. 7.1. The Gaussian priors
are defined by Φastro = 0.90 ± 0.30 and γastro = 2.13 ± 0.13 which correspond to the best-
fit results for the single, unbroken power-law model. Note that for this test the correlation
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Figure 11.20: Two-dimensional confidence regions for the parameters Φsoft astro and γsoft astro
describing an additional astrophysical neutrino flux with a softer energy spectrum. The con-
tours have been obtained by profile likelihood scans corresponding to the six-year data sample
(IC tracks) and the data sample used for the medium-energy starting event analysis (MESE)
[198]. The contour lines are given at 68% and 90% C.L. assuming Wilks theorem.
between both parameters is not taken into account. Based on the likelihood function in Eqn.
11.7, two-dimensional profile likelihood scans of the signal parameters Φsoft astro and γsoft astro
corresponding to a softer spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos have been performed. The fit
has been applied to the here presented six-year data sample and to the data sample used for
the medium-energy starting event analysis (MESE) [198].
The resulting confidence regions for the two signal parameters Φsoft astro and γsoft astro are
presented in Fig. 11.20. For the six-year data sample the flux normalization of the softer
spectrum is fitted to zero. However, a broad range of the parameter space is still not excluded.
As expected for the MESE data sample, the normalization and spectral index of the softer
energy spectrum are fitted to values smaller and softer than previously obtained by the fit
using a single unbroken power-law model. The corresponding 90% C.L. regions overlap in a
broad range of spectral indices. A comparison of both measurements using the likelihood ratio
test introduced in Sec. C results in a p-value of 4%, thus indicating a slight but not significant
tension between both measurements. Note that this test is meant as a simple cross-check and
cannot replace a sophisticated analysis investigating a break in the neutrino energy spectrum.
Simple Galactic Plane Test
In the previous paragraph the result of the here presented measurement has been compared
with the results of other IceCube measurements (cf. Sec. 11.5), which confirms that above
a few hundred TeV all measurements are consistent with an isotropic, high-energy neutrino
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(a) pi0 contribution of γ-rays at 1 TeV in equatorial
coordinates (rad) as measured by Fermi LAT [201].
The grey shaded area is not accessible with the here
presented analysis.
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presented.
Figure 11.21: Splitting the data sample in two right ascension regions, one containing main
parts of the galactic plane and one excluding it. The dashed lines indicate the two cuts in right
ascension used to split the sample.
flux of all-flavors. However, below these energies where only the IceCube analyses dominated
by cascade-like events are sensitive the neutrino energy spectrum might break. Such a break
would result in the observed tension if only a single unbroken power-law model would have
been assumed. Most of the neutrino events contributing to the measurements of the lower
threshold analyses originate from the Southern Hemisphere.
In general, a neutrino flux with a Galactic origin should be correlated with the Galactic
plane. Since main parts of the Galactic plane including the Galactic center are located in the
Southern Hemisphere, a contribution from this hemisphere to a neutrino flux originating from
the Galactic plane is assumed to be larger than from the Northern Hemisphere. Neronov and
Semikoz [81] have investigated the arrival directions of the high-energy starting events [37]
and they claim that the corresponding observed neutrino flux preferably originates from lower
galactic latitudes and is therefore in contradiction to an isotropic neutrino flux.
In order to perform a simple, self-consistent test for a dominant neutrino signal from the
Galactic plane, the six-year data sample is divided in two right ascension regions. As shown
in Fig. 11.21a, the split in right ascension is chosen such that one region contains main parts
of the Galactic plane:
α ∈ [0.0◦, 108.9◦) ∪ [275.0◦, 360.0◦)
and the other excludes it:
α ∈ [108.9◦, 275.0◦).
In addition, the regions are chosen considering similar statistics in order to similarly constrain
the astrophysical neutrino flux in both samples. Thus, the sample containing main parts of the
Galactic plane consists of 189, 931 events and the other sample includes 162, 363 events. Due
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Figure 11.22: Two-dimensional confidence regions for the astrophysical parameters Φastro and
γastro obtained by profile likelihood scans for the two disjoint right ascension regions, one
containing the Northern Hemisphere part of the galactic plane (red) and the other not (black).
The contour lines are given at 68% and 90% C.L. assuming Wilks theorem.
to the daily Earth rotation and IceCube’s location at the South Pole which results in a flat
right ascension distribution of the experimental data as shown in Fig. 11.21b, the assumption
of identical systematics in both right ascension regions is valid.
The likelihood fit assuming a single unbroken power-law model has been applied on both
samples independently. The resulting two-dimensional confidence regions for the astrophysical
flux parameters Φastro and γastro are shown in Fig. 11.22. The best fit of the astrophysical
flux parameters for the sample which includes main parts of the Galactic plane results in a
larger larger flux with a softer spectral index. However, a test of the compatibility of both
results using the likelihood ratio test introduced in Sec. C yields a p-value of 43%. Thus,
the corresponding difference between the astrophysical flux parameters obtained from both
samples is statistically not significant.
In summary, the Galactic plane test indicates that the measured astrophysical neutrino flux
is predominantly of extra-galactic origin and is therefore not dominated by a neutrino flux from
the Galactic plane. However, a subdominant neutrino flux originating from the Galactic plane
cannot be excluded, whose limitation requires a dedicated Galactic plane analysis [202, 203].
Chapter 12
Search for Prompt Atmospheric Neutrinos
The high statistics of more than 350, 000 neutrino events in the
data sample which are predominantly of atmospheric origin
enable to constrain the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos
originating from heavy meson decays. Although such a flux
is believed to exist it has not been observed to date. Several
theoretical flux predictions exist (cf. Sec. 3.3.2) some of which
are based on current LHCb measurements of the parton density
function at low Bjorken-x. Within their theoretical uncertainties,
mainly caused by the extrapolation of the parton density function
towards low Bjorken-x of the order of 10−7, these predictions
are for the first time within the reach of the experimental
sensitivity using the here presented analysis. Thus, constraining
the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos directly constrains
the parton density function at low Bjorken-x. In this chapter,
the experimental signature of a prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux is discussed and the results obtained by this analysis are
presented. No indications for such a flux were found (cf. Sec.
11.2), thus exclusion limits on flux predictions could be calculated.
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tion and characterization of a cosmic muon neutrino flux from the northern
hemisphere using six years of IceCube data,” The Astrophysical Journal
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The experimental signature of a prompt atmospheric neutrino flux has been
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Figure 12.1: Signal of prompt atmospheric neutrinos over square root of background for the
two-dimensional distribution of reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle. The distributions
correspond to six years of IceCube data after applying the event selection for the IC2012-2014
data sample. The background is defined as the sum of conventional atmospheric neutrinos [29]
corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30] and astrophysical neutrinos as defined by
the benchmark flux 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2. Also the prompt atmospheric
neutrino signal [3] has been corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30]. The numbers
in each bin correspond to the expected number of background events in 6 years.
12.1 Signature in IceCube
While the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux represents a hypothetical background contribution
for the measurement of the astrophysical neutrino flux, the search for a signature of prompt
atmospheric neutrinos needs to take into account the uncertainty of the measured astrophysical
neutrino flux which is now a background contribution. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, several
theoretical flux predictions for prompt atmospheric neutrinos exist [3, 98, 100, 101, 102] some
of which are based on current LHCb measurements of the parton density function at low
Bjorken-x. Thus, if the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be constrained, the parton
density function at low Bjorken-x can also be constrained. For this analysis the model presented
in Enberg et al. [3] is used (cf. Fig. 3.6), which has been corrected for the knee in the cosmic-
ray spectrum based on the cosmic-ray models in Hoerandel [106] and Gaisser [30] (cf. Sec. 7.1).
Recent perturbative QCD calculations from Garzelli et al. [102], Bhattacharya et al. [101] and
Gauld et al. [98] indicate that the expected flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos might be
lower than previously expected by Enberg et al. [3]. However, for the energy range between
9 TeV and 69 TeV where the analysis is sensitive (cf. Fig. 12.15) the predictions mainly differ
by their normalizations in that energy range (cf. Fig. 3.6), thus producing a unique signature
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Figure 12.2: Profile likelihood scans of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization
for different Asimov datasets (cf. Sec. 10.1) based on the IC2012-2014 data sample. Each
Asimov dataset includes a zero contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos. The contribu-
tion of conventional atmospheric neutrinos corresponds to the predictions in [29] which has
been corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30]. For the astrophysical neutrino flux
an unbroken power-law model with different input parameter values is used. Since Asimov
datasets have been used these likelihood scans represent the median likelihood space for a
given set of signal and nuisance parameters (cf. Sec. 10.1).
on the two-dimensional observables distribution differing only in the absolute normalization
which is taken as a free model parameter in the likelihood fit.
The signature of prompt atmospheric neutrinos on the two-dimensional observables distri-
bution is presented in Fig. 12.1, which shows the pulls for simulated data corresponding to
six years of live time using the IC2012-2014 event selection. While the signal is defined as the
expectation of prompt atmospheric neutrinos, the background expectation corresponds to the
sum of conventional atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos. The main effect of prompt at-
mospheric neutrinos appears for reconstructed muon energies between 1 TeV and 100 TeV and
fairly up-going directions. They can be distinguished from conventional atmospheric neutri-
nos due to their isotropic arrival directions at these energies and from astrophysical neutrinos
because of their softer energy spectrum (cf. Fig. 7.1). In addition, due to this softer energy
spectrum the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is less affected by the Earth’s neutrino
absorption compared to the flux of astrophysical neutrinos, since the absorption becomes im-
portant at about 100 TeV (cf. Fig. 4.3). Although the contribution of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos is subdominant over the full range of reconstructed muon energies (cf. Fig. 7.1b)
they can be distinguished from the background contributions using the correlation between
the energy spectrum and the neutrino arrival directions. However, as discussed in Sec. 12.2
large parts of the signature shown in Fig. 12.1 are absorbed within the uncertainties of the
astrophysical neutrino flux and the implemented nuisance parameters (cf. Fig. 12.4, 12.5 and
12.6).
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Figure 12.3: Sensitivity of the search for a flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos. The distribu-
tions show the 90% C.L. upper limits on the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization
of 500 pseudo experiments which are based on the best-fit conventional atmospheric neutrino
flux and two different injected astrophysical neutrino fluxes. Left: the astrophysical flux pa-
rameters have been randomized within their uncertainties. Right: astrophysical neutrinos are
only injected in the energy range quoted by this analysis and their flux parameters have been
randomized within the measured uncertainties (cf. Sec. 11.2). In addition, the median and the
corresponding central 68% and 95% quantiles of the distributions are shown. The red line rep-
resents the experimental limit at 90% C.L. obtained by the one-dimensional profile likelihood
scan of the prompt normalization for the experimental data (cf. Sec. 12.2).
In Fig. 12.2 the median likelihood spaces obtained from different Asimov datasets (cf.
Sec. 10.1) are shown, which are based on the IC2012-2014 data sample and different sets
of astrophysical signal parameters. For each Asimov dataset a zero contribution of prompt
atmospheric neutrinos is included and the contribution of conventional atmospheric neutrinos
corresponds to the predictions in [29], which has been corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in
Gaisser [30]. As shown in Fig. 12.2 exemplarily for the IC2012-2014 data sample, the median
likelihood spaces and thus also the resulting expected sensitivities depend on the chosen input
values for the astrophysical neutrino flux.
The sensitivity of the search for a flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be determined
by generating pseudo experiments (cf. Sec. 10.1) based on a zero contribution of prompt atmo-
spheric neutrinos. For each pseudo experiment the contribution of conventional atmospheric
neutrinos corresponds to the best-fit spectrum and for astrophysical neutrinos an unbroken
power-law model has been used. For the astrophysical flux the input parameters are either
a) randomized within their uncertainties, injecting neutrinos over the full energy range, or
b) neutrinos are only injected in the energy range quoted by this analysis corresponding to
input parameters randomized within the measured uncertainties (cf. Sec. 11.2).
The 90% C.L. upper limit for each pseudo experiment has been obtained by a one-dimensional
profile likelihood scan of the prompt normalization which takes into account the systematic
uncertainties. In Fig. 12.3 the distributions of these 90% C.L. upper limits on the prompt
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atmospheric neutrino flux normalization obtained from 500 pseudo experiments are shown.
While the left plot corresponds to the distribution where astrophysical neutrinos are injected
over the full energy range, the right plot shows the distribution where neutrinos are only
injected in the energy range quoted by this analysis. The expected sensitivity is then defined
as the median of the 90% C.L. upper limit distribution, which corresponds to the expected
upper limit at 90% C.L. in the absence of a prompt atmospheric neutrino flux.
In the presence of a single, unbroken power-law flux for astrophysical neutrinos, which is
valid over the full range of neutrino energies, the estimated sensitivity for the prompt atmo-
spheric neutrino flux normalization is given by Φ˜90%CLprompt = 1.5× ERS (left plot). The expected
sensitivity increases in the presence of a single, unbroken power-law flux for astrophysical neu-
trinos, whose energies are restricted to the energy range quoted by this analysis (right plot),
since the likelihood fit is still based on the assumption of a single, unbroken power-law flux
for astrophysical neutrinos. Thus, the expectation of astrophysical neutrinos is systematically
overestimated in the likelihood fit for neutrino energies below the lower edge of the energy
range. For such a scenario the resulting sensitivity is given by Φ˜90%CLprompt = 0.26 × ERS (right
plot). Even though, the parameters of the astrophysical neutrino flux cannot be measured
outside the quoted energy range, the assumption of the astrophysical neutrino flux model used
in the likelihood fit affects the expected sensitivity, which is a single, unbroken power law
over the full range of neutrino energies (cf. Sec. 7.1). Thus, in the end also the flux limit
obtained from experimental data depends on the assumptions for the astrophysical neutrino
flux (cf. Sec. 12.3). Nevertheless, the flux predictions for prompt atmospheric neutrinos and
their theoretical uncertainties are for the first time in the reach of the experimental sensitivity
as presented above.
12.2 Fit Result
As already presented in Sec. 11.2, the experimental data is best described by a zero contribution
of prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Besides the best-fit spectrum for astrophysical neutrinos, the
normalization of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is fitted to zero for the astrophysical neutrino
spectra where the experimental data is compatible with a single, unbroken power-law model
(cf. Fig. 11.7a). Only for small astrophysical neutrino fluxes, which are strongly disfavored
with respect to the best fit, a non-zero flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is fitted in order
to compensate the observed excess of high-energy events in the experimental data.
Figures 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6 show the test statistic values per observable bin corresponding
to the likelihood ratio test between the hypothesis where the prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux has been fixed to the flux limit obtained by this analysis, i.e. Φprompt = 1.06 × ERS,
and the best-fit hypothesis which corresponds to a zero contribution of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos. While for positive values (red bins) the null-hypothesis, i.e. Φprompt = 0 × ERS,
fits better to the data in that bin, the alternative hypothesis, i.e. Φprompt = 1.06 × ERS,
fits better for negative values (blue bins). In Fig. 12.4 and 12.5 the results of the likelihood
ratio test for the Asimov dataset based on the best-fit signal and nuisance parameters are
presented. Since the Asimov dataset is given by the best-fit expectation which corresponds to
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Figure 12.4: Test statistic values per observable bin obtained from the Asimov dataset (cf.
Sec. 10.1) that is based on the best fit of the experimental data (cf. Sec. 11). The values
correspond to the likelihood ratio between the hypothesis of a prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux at the flux limit given by this analysis (Φprompt = 1.06×ERS) and the hypothesis of a zero
contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos (Φprompt = 0× ERS). For both hypothesis the
other parameters are defined by their input values for the Asimov dataset which corresponds to
the best fit of the experimental data. For each data sample the two-dimensional test statistic
value distribution is shown.
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Figure 12.5: Test statistic values per observable bin obtained from the Asimov dataset (cf. Sec.
10.1) that is based on the best fit of the experimental data (cf. Sec. 11). The values correspond
to the likelihood ratio between the hypothesis of a prompt atmospheric neutrino flux at the flux
limit given by this analysis (Φprompt = 1.06×ERS) and the hypothesis of a zero contribution of
prompt atmospheric neutrinos (Φprompt = 0×ERS). For both hypothesis the other parameters
are free to float in the likelihood fit. For each data sample the two-dimensional test statistic
value distribution is shown.
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Figure 12.6: Test statistic values per observable bin obtained from the experimental data.
The values correspond to the likelihood ratio between the hypothesis of a prompt atmospheric
neutrino flux at the flux limit given by this analysis (Φprompt = 1.06× ERS) and the hypoth-
esis of a zero contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos (Φprompt = 0 × ERS). For both
hypothesis the other parameters are free to float in the likelihood fit. For each data sample
the two-dimensional test statistic value distribution is shown.
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the expectation of the null-hypothesis, the null-hypothesis fits better for all observable bins of
the Asimov dataset, which is indicated by the red bins. In Fig. 12.4 all fit parameters except
of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization are fixed to their best-fit values repre-
senting the case where systematic uncertainties are not taken into account. As already shown
in Fig. 12.1, the main effect of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is expected for reconstructed
muon energies between 1 TeV and 100 TeV and fairly up-going directions. Figure 12.5 shows
the remaining signature of prompt atmospheric neutrinos given by the alternative hypothesis
where all fit parameters are free to float, thus accounting for systematic uncertainties. While
the effect for reconstructed muon energies between 10 TeV and 100 TeV and fairly up-going di-
rections corresponds to the contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos that is not absorbed
by systematic uncertainties, the effect for reconstructed muon energies above about 100 TeV
and fairly horizontal directions is caused by the correlation in the likelihood fit between the
prompt atmospheric and astrophysical neutrino flux. In addition, the effect for reconstructed
muon energies between 1 TeV and 10 TeV and fairly horizontal directions corresponds to the
correlations in the likelihood fit between the prompt flux and nuisance parameters such as the
conventional atmospheric neutrino flux normalization or the kaon-to-pion ratio (cf. Fig. 11.5).
Finally, Fig. 12.6 presents the result of the likelihood ratio test for the six-year data sample.
The same effects as expected from the Asimov dataset (cf. Fig. 12.5) are also visible for the
experimental data. Since the experimental data is subject to statistical bin-to-bin fluctua-
tions and the expected per-bin contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is small, in some
bins the alternative hypothesis fits better (negative values) to the data, which are generally
those where the experimental data over-fluctuates with respect to the null-hypothesis. In sum-
mary, the test statistic values fluctuate from bin to bin, showing no indication for unaccounted
systematic uncertainties.
Figure 12.7 shows the reconstructed zenith angle distributions of the four data samples
for selected ranges of reconstructed muon energies. The ranges are chosen such that they
include those muon energies which mainly contribute to the signature of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos. According to Fig. 12.5, the ranges are defined as:
• 10−0.5 GeV/m ≤ dEreco/dX < 100.5 GeV/m for the IC59 data sample and
• 10 TeV ≤ Ereco < 100 TeV for the IC79, IC2011 and IC2012-2014 data samples.
As shown in Fig. 12.7, the contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos in these energy
ranges, which corresponds to the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3), is of
the order of the contribution of astrophysical neutrino corresponding to the best-fit spectrum
(cf. Sec. 11.2). The experimental data and the best-fit expectation given by the sum of
conventional atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos are compared using the pulls between
both distributions and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [193] for which the corresponding p-values
are presented in Fig. 12.7. Both, the pulls and the p-values given by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests indicate a good agreement between the experimental data and the best-fit expectation
for all reconstructed zenith angles in the given muon energy range. However, the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test is insensitive for overall under- or over-fluctuations of the total normalization.
Even though the p-values for the IC2011 sub-sample is 22%, the experimental data seems to
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Figure 12.7: Distributions of the reconstructed zenith angle for each data sample for a certain
range of reconstructed muon energies. For the IC59 data sample the range corresponds to
10−0.5 GeV/m ≤ dEreco/dX < 100.5 GeV/m and for the other data samples to 10 TeV ≤
Ereco < 100 TeV. In addition, the best-fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional
atmospheric neutrinos, and their sum, are shown. The expectation of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos correspond to the flux limit obtained by this analysis (cf. Sec. 12.3). Only statistical
errors are shown. For each distribution the corresponding pulls between the experimental data
and the best-fit expectations are shown. The p-values are given by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
[193] where the experimental data and best-fit expectation for the sum of astrophysical and
conventional atmospheric neutrinos are compared.
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Figure 12.8: Profile likelihood scan of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization in
units of the model in Enberg et al. [3]. The left axis shows the test statistic values and the
right axis shows the best-fit values of the different signal and nuisance parameters as a function
of the prompt normalization. For the uncertainties at 68% and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has
been assumed.
under-fluctuate compared to the best-fit expectation slightly more often than it over-fluctuates.
A further indication for such a slight, overall under-fluctuation can also be observed in the
reconstructed muon energy distribution of the IC2011 sub-sample (cf. Fig. 11.1), in particular
for the two bins between 10 TeV and 100 TeV for which the experimental data under-fluctuates.
The profile likelihood scan of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization Φprompt
obtained from the experimental data is shown in Fig. 12.8. In addition, the best-fit values of
the astrophysical flux parameters and the nuisance parameters are shown as a function of the
prompt normalization. While the best-fit values of the nuisance parameters change only slightly
with respect to the changed prompt normalizations, the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters
Φastro, γastro and the prompt normalization are strongly correlated. Figure 11.5 also shows the
correlations of the signal and nuisance parameters for the likelihood fit of the experimental data.
In Fig. 11.7b and 11.7c the two-dimensional confidence regions for the prompt atmospheric
neutrino flux normalization and the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters are shown. In
addition, Fig. 11.7b and 11.7c also show for each two-dimensional profile likelihood scan the
best-fit values of the astrophysical parameter that has not been scanned. Since the scans of
the prompt normalization result in increased fluxes of prompt atmospheric neutrinos compared
to the best-fit spectrum, the astrophysical neutrino flux decreases with respect to the best-fit
astrophysical spectrum. Thus, a flux limit on prompt atmospheric neutrinos derived by this
analysis depends on the model assumptions for the astrophysical neutrino flux. As shown in
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Fig. 11.14 and 11.15, also in the presence of an exponential energy cut-off for the astrophysical
neutrino flux according to Eqn. 11.3 the experimental data is still described best by a zero
contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos.
No indication for a flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is observed. Therefore, a flux
limit constraining their contribution to the best-fit spectrum can be calculated. Using the one-
dimensional profile likelihood scan for the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization in
Fig. 12.8 and assuming Wilks’ theorem, the upper flux limit at 90% C.L. corresponds to
Φ90%CLprompt = 0.50× ERS. (12.1)
This flux limit is more stringent than the expected sensitivity shown in Fig. 12.3 (left) for
which a single, unbroken power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos has been assumed.
Since the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization is fitted to zero, which corre-
sponds to the physical boundary, it is worth to know the strength of the under-fluctuation
with respect to the signature of prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Therefore, the profile likeli-
hood scan of the prompt normalization is extended to unphysical, negative normalizations for
which all other signal and nuisance parameters are fixed to their best-fit values. An estimate
of the strength of the under-fluctuation with respect to the signature of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos is then given by the likelihood ratio between a zero prompt normalization and the
negative prompt normalization at the minimum. Such an under-fluctuation of the prompt
normalization might be caused by an under-fluctuation of the background contribution of con-
ventional atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos in the regions where the main signature of
prompt atmospheric neutrinos comes from. The result of the profile likelihood scan for nega-
tive prompt normalizations obtained from the experimental data is shown in Fig. 12.9. The
prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization under-fluctuates by a statistical significance
of 0.91 standard deviations assuming Wilks’ theorem, which might causes a more stringent
limit than the expected sensitivity. Note that the derived flux limit is less stringent than the
expected sensitivity for which astrophysical neutrinos are injected only in the energy range
given by the measured astrophysical neutrino flux (cf. Fig. 12.3, right).
In order to test how the extrapolation of the astrophysical neutrino flux down to lower
energies affects the flux limit of prompt atmospheric neutrinos obtained from the experimental
data, the fit is repeated on the experimental data using a modified likelihood function based
on the measured astrophysical neutrino flux. Therefore, Gaussian priors for the astrophysical
normalization and spectral index are added to the likelihood function
L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
7→ L
(
~θ, ~ξ
)
· exp
(
−(Φ− Φastro)
2
2σ2Φastro
)
· exp
(
−(γ − γastro)
2
2σ2γastro
)
, (12.2)
where the values of the priors are defined by Φastro = 0.90 ± 0.30 and γastro = 2.13 ± 0.13
corresponding to the measurement results presented in Sec. 11.2 (cf. Eqn. 11.1). In addition,
the expectation of astrophysical neutrinos used in the likelihood function is restricted to those
neutrino energies which are contained within the quoted energy range of astrophysical neutri-
nos (cf. Eqn. 11.2). The results of the one-dimensional profile likelihood scan of the prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux normalization obtained from the experimental data are shown in
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Figure 12.9: Likelihood space of the prompt normalization extended to the unphysical region
of negative normalizations (green). For the corresponding profile likelihood scan the other
parameters are fixed to their best-fit values. In addition, the blue dashed line shows the profile
likelihood scan of the prompt normalization, where the other parameters are free to float (cf.
Fig. 12.8).
Fig. 12.10. Since the expectation of astrophysical neutrinos is restricted to neutrino energies
larger than 194 TeV, the background expectation of neutrinos with energies below 100 TeV
is reduced, which corresponds to the energy region where the main signature of prompt at-
mospheric neutrinos is expected (cf. Fig. 12.5). As shown in Fig. 12.10b, this reduces the
statistical significance of the under-fluctuation of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normal-
ization to about 0.30 standard deviations. Based on the profile likelihood scan and assuming
Wilks’ theorem, the flux limit at 90% C.L. increases to Φ90%CLprompt = 0.82 × ERS. Besides the
reduction of the under-fluctuation, also the correlations between the prompt normalization and
the astrophysical neutrino flux parameters are reduced as indicated by their best-fit values and
the correlation matrix shown in Fig. 12.11. This is expected since the astrophysical neutrino
flux does not extend down to neutrino energies between 10 TeV and 100 TeV for which the
main signature of prompt atmospheric neutrinos is expected.
12.3 Flux Limits
In order to achieve a flux limit for prompt atmospheric neutrinos which is robust against
reasonable changes to the astrophysical neutrino flux, the flux limit is scanned as a function
of the astrophysical flux parameters.
Figure 12.12 shows the flux limits at 90% C.L. for prompt atmospheric neutrinos for each
astrophysical neutrino flux hypothesis given by the signal parameters Φastro and γastro. Each
limit has been calculated by a one-dimensional profile likelihood scan where the astrophysical
flux parameters for an unbroken power-law model are fixed. In addition, their two-dimensional
confidence regions as measured by this analysis are shown as contour lines. Since the back-
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(a) Profile likelihood scan. Test statistic values (left axis) and best-fit values
for the different signal and nuisance parameters (right axis) as a function of the
prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization. For the uncertainties at 68%
and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed.
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(b) Likelihood space of the prompt normalization extended to the unphysical
region of negative normalizations (green). For the corresponding profile likeli-
hood scan the other parameters are fixed to their best-fit values. In addition,
the blue dashed line shows the profile likelihood scan of the prompt normaliza-
tion, where the other parameters are free to float (see figure above).
Figure 12.10: Likelihood fit using a single power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos whose
energies are restricted to the energy range measured by this analysis (cf. Eqn. 11.2). In
addition, the best-fit results for the astrophysical flux (cf. Eqn. 11.1) are added as Gaussian
priors to the likelihood function (cf. Eqn. 12.2).
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Figure 12.11: Correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters for the likelihood fit
using a single power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos whose energies are restricted to the
energy range measured by this analysis (cf. Eqn. 11.2). In addition, the best-fit results for the
astrophysical flux (cf. Eqn. 11.1) are added as Gaussian priors to the likelihood function (cf.
Eqn. 12.2).
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Figure 12.12: Flux limits at 90% C.L. for prompt atmospheric neutrinos given a fixed astro-
physical neutrino flux with the parameters Φastro and γastro. In addition, the 68% and 95%
C.L. regions for the astrophysical flux parameters assuming Wilks’ theorem are shown.
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Figure 12.13: 90% C.L. contour assuming Wilks’ theorem based on a three-dimensional profile
likelihood scans of the astrophysical parameters Φastro and γastro, and the prompt normalization
Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3] and corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in
Gaisser [30].
ground expectations increase for large astrophysical neutrino fluxes compared to the best-fit
spectrum, the flux limits for prompt atmospheric neutrinos become even more stringent than
the limit given by Eqn. 12.1. For low astrophysical neutrino fluxes compared to the best-
fit spectrum the limits become less stringent due to lower background expectations and the
compensation of the high-energy excess by a flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos.
A three-dimensional profile likelihood scan of the astrophysical signal parameters Φastro and
γastro, and the prompt normalization Φprompt is used in order to determine a robust flux limit
for prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Figure 12.13 shows the three-dimensional 90% confidence
region for the astrophysical normalization Φastro, the astrophysical spectral index γastro and
the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization Φprompt in units of the model in Enberg
et al. [3]. The confidence region is restricted to the surface for which −2∆ lnL is 6.25 assuming
Wilks’ theorem (cf. Sec. 7.2.2). The maximum flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos in this
three-dimensional 90% confidence region is then given by
Φ90%CL,maxprompt = 1.06× ERS, (12.3)
which represents a conservative and robust upper limit. As discussed in Appx. H, this flux
limit is only slightly affected by reasonable changes to the astrophysical neutrino flux such as
a spectral cut-off at high neutrino energies.
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(a) Profile likelihood scans of the lower energy edge.
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(b) Profile likelihood scans of the upper energy edge.
Figure 12.14: Construction of the energy range for the flux limit of prompt atmospheric
neutrinos. Shown are the profile likelihood scans of the lower (left) and upper (right) edges of
the prompt atmospheric neutrino energy spectrum. Both edges are truncated separately. For
the likelihood fit the prompt normalization has been fixed to a value 5% higher than the actual
flux limit corresponding to Φprompt = 1.11× ERS and the astrophysical flux parameters have
been fixed to their best-fit values as listed in Tab. 11.3. The test statistic value corresponding
to the likelihood ratio between the spectrum composed of the best-fit astrophysical flux and
of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux at its flux limit (cf. Eqn. 12.3), and the best-fit
spectrum, i.e. the prompt flux is zero, is given by −2∆ lnL = 7.55. The energy range for the
flux limit is then defined by the edges for which the profile likelihood scan drops below the
above test statistic value. Thus, if only neutrinos with energies in this range are taken into
account the flux limit would increase by 10%.
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Figure 12.15: Prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux predictions shown as dashed lines
(Enberg et al. [3], Bhattacharya et al. [100], Bhattacharya et al. [101], Garzelli et al. [102],
Gauld et al. [98]) in comparison to the constraint on the prompt flux given by this analysis.
The shaded area shows the uncertainty band corresponding to the prediction in Gauld et al.
[98]. Besides the ERS (H3p) prediction this is the closest band to the prompt flux constraint.
For a better readability the uncertainty bands of the other models are not shown. The black
solid line shows the neutrino energy region where the prompt neutrino flux based on the model
in Enberg et al. [3] is constrained (cf. Eqn. 12.3). The black dotted lines indicate the model
behavior including the best-fit nuisance parameters beyond the sensitive energy range. The
black dashed line shows the flux limit at 90% C.L. obtained by the one-dimensional profile
likelihood scan (cf. Eqn. 12.1). All flux predictions are based on the cosmic ray model from
Gaisser [30].
Figure 12.14 presents the construction of the range of neutrino energies that mainly con-
tribute to constrain the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos. The range is defined such that
the limit increases by 10% if only neutrinos with energies in that range are taken into account.
As a result, the flux limit given by Eqn. 12.3 is mainly constrained by neutrinos in the six-year
data sample with energies between 9 TeV and 69 TeV.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2 and 12.1, several more recent calculations of the prompt atmo-
spheric muon neutrino flux exist: GMS (H3p) [102], BERSS (H3p) [100], Bhattacharya et al.
(nCTEQ15,H3P) [101] and GRRST (H3p) [98]. In Fig. 12.15 these theoretical flux predictions
and the flux prediction from Enberg et al. [3] are compared to the flux limit given by Eqn.
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Table 12.1. Limits for Fluxes of Prompt Neutrinos for Different Predictions.
Model Conservative flux limit Flux limit at 90% C.L.
ERS (H3p) [3] 1.06 0.50
GMS (H3p) [102] ≈ 2.9 ≈ 1.4
BERSS (H3p) [100] ≈ 3.0 ≈ 1.4
Bhattacharya et al. (nCTEQ15,H3P) [101] ≈ 4.7 ≈ 2.2
GRRST (H3p) [98] ≈ 3.1 ≈ 1.5
Note. — The limits for GMS (H3p), BERSS (H3p), Bhattacharya et al. (nCTEQ15,H3P) and
GRRST (H3p) are determined by rescaling the ERS (H3p) limit with the corresponding flux ratio at
30 TeV which is well within the sensitive energy range. All flux predictions are based on the cosmic
ray model from [30].
12.3 which uses the prediction from Enberg et al. [3] and takes into account a more realistic
cosmic-ray model [30]. In addition, the flux limit at 90% C.L. given by Eqn. 12.1 is shown
which has been obtained by the one-dimensional profile likelihood scan. Due to deviations of
the fitted nuisance parameters such as the cosmic-ray spectral index from their default values
the curves for the flux limit slightly differ from the prediction in Enberg et al. [3] which has
been corrected for a more realistic cosmic-ray model [30]. As discussed above in Sec. 12.1,in
the sensitive energy region between 9 TeV and 69 TeV the various flux predictions differ mainly
by their normalizations. Therefore, the flux limit obtained by using the prediction in Enberg
et al. [3] can be simply converted to flux limits corresponding to the other predictions. The
resulting flux limits are listed in Tab. 12.1. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the same applies to the
cosmic-ray composition, also affecting only the flux normalization in this energy range.
In summary, the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be constrained for the first time
close to their theoretical predictions. However, the recent perturbative QCD calculations from
Garzelli et al. [102], Bhattacharya et al. [101] and Gauld et al. [98] indicate hat the expected
flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos might be lower than previously expected by Enberg et al.
[3]. Even though these predictions are not yet constrained by the here presented flux limit,
the limit starts to constrain their theoretical uncertainties which are mainly caused by the
extrapolation of the parton density function towards low Bjorken-x of the order of 10−7.

Chapter 13
Summary and Outlook
In this chapter the results of this thesis are summarized. Fur-
ther, an additional year of IceCube data recorded between May
2015 and May 2016 has already been added to the here presented
analysis. Thus, as an outlook the preliminary results for the as-
trophysical and the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux obtained
from this seven-year data sample are presented. In addition, an
outlook to future IceCube analyses is given which will be based
on the here presented data sample and the developed likelihood
analysis, possibly extended to further years of live time.
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13.1 Summary
With the discovery of high-energy, astrophysical neutrinos, the IceCube detector has opened a
new window onto the most violent parts of the universe. However, the origin of these neutrinos
is still unknown. A promising channel to reveal the corresponding sources are through-going
muons produced by charged-current muon neutrino interactions which are characterized by
their good angular resolution. Nevertheless, also the precise measurement of the energy spec-
trum of astrophysical neutrinos provides valuable information about the properties of their
sources.
In this thesis the most precise measurement of the energy spectrum of astrophysical muon
neutrinos from the Northern Hemisphere has been presented. Therefore, more than 350, 000
muon neutrinos with arrival directions from the Northern Hemisphere have been analyzed
using a likelihood approach based on the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle. The
analyzed data have been measured between May 2009 and May 2015 corresponding to six years
of IceCube’s data taking.
Using a single, unbroken power-law model the astrophysical muon neutrino flux has been
measured to
Φν+ν =
(
0.90+0.30−0.27
) · 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 · (Eν/100 TeV)−(2.13±0.13), (13.1)
thus excluding a purely atmospheric origin of the highest-energy neutrinos with a statistical
significance of 5.6 standard deviations. The energy spectrum has been constrained with an
unprecedented accuracy predominantly for neutrinos in the experimental data sample with
energies between 194 TeV and 7.8 PeV (cf. Fig. 11.11). Additionally, for the measured flux no
indications for a spectral energy cut-off have been observed so far (cf. Fig. 11.15). The results
presented in this thesis represent the first, statistically nearly independent confirmation of the
observed astrophysical neutrino signal as reported in Aartsen et al. [37], Aartsen et al. [198]
and Lesiak-Bzdak et al. [200]. Based on the best-fit energy spectrum using a single, unbroken
power-law assumption, more than 500 astrophysical neutrinos are expected to be contained in
this six-year data sample. This high signal efficiency in combination with the good angular
resolution makes it a promising data sample for the search for the sources of astrophysical
neutrinos.
The observed energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos with a spectral index of γ =
2.13 ± 0.13 is in tension with the results of complementary IceCube measurements with a
lower energy threshold which are predominantly sensitive to the Southern Hemisphere (cf.
Fig. 11.18). However, for the highest neutrino energies to which this analysis is sensitive the
observed fluxes are in good agreement (cf. Fig. 11.11). Thus, for the first time a deviation from
a single, unbroken power-law flux has been observed which indicates a break in the neutrino
energy spectrum or an additional astrophysical component at lower, subthreshold energies, as
expected e.g. for Galactic sources or neutrino emission from the Galactic plane. Nevertheless,
a dominant contribution of neutrinos from the Galactic plane to the measured astrophysical
neutrino flux can already be excluded. Using a simple right ascension split, in the six-year data
sample no significant correlation with the orientation of the Galactic plane has been found (cf.
Fig. 11.22). Thus, the observed flux of astrophysical neutrinos is largely consistent with an
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isotropic flux of extragalactic origin. Note that a subdominant contribution of neutrinos from
the Galactic plane can only be constrained by a dedicated Galactic plane analysis [202, 203].
Besides several high-energy neutrinos with reconstructed muon energies above 200,TeV, the
six-year data sample contains one extraordinarily high-energy muon event with a reconstructed
muon energy of (4.5± 1.2) PeV (cf. Fig. 6.8), which is the highest energy lepton observed so
far. Its deposited energy within the IceCube detector has been measured to (2.6 ± 0.3) PeV.
The muon most likely originates from a charged-current interactions of a muon neutrino with a
median energy of 8.7,PeV assuming the best-fit neutrino energy spectrum. Thus, the p-value
of this event being of atmospheric origin has been estimated to be less than 0.005%. Although
events with reconstructed muon energies above 200,TeV are likely of astrophysical origin (cf.
Fig. 6.12), no correlations with known γ-ray sources or other astrophysical objects have been
found.
Due to the high statistics of more than 350, 000 atmospheric neutrino events, the data
sample can also be used to search for a signature of prompt atmospheric neutrinos which are
produced by the decay of heavy mesons in the atmosphere. Since no indication for such a
signature has been found, the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be constrained to be
less than
Φ90%CL,maxprompt = 1.06× ERS (13.2)
in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3]. This flux limit has been constructed such that
it is robust against reasonable changes to the astrophysical neutrino flux as for example a
spectral cut-off at high neutrino energies. However, assuming a single, unbroken power-law
model for astrophysical neutrinos the flux limit for prompt atmospheric neutrinos at 90% C.L.
corresponds to 0.50×ERS. Thus, the flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be constrained
for the first time close to their theoretical predictions (cf. Fig. 12.15). However, recent
perturbative QCD calculations from Garzelli et al. [102], Bhattacharya et al. [101] and Gauld
et al. [98] indicate that the expected flux of prompt atmospheric neutrinos might be lower than
previously expected by Enberg et al. [3]. While these predictions are not yet constrained by
the here presented flux limit, the limit starts to constrain their theoretical uncertainties which
are mainly caused by the extrapolation of the parton density function towards low Bjorken-x
of the order of 10−7.
13.2 Outlook
13.2.1 IC2015 - An Additional Year of IceCube Data
Since the IceCube detector has already accumulated more data which has been recorded be-
tween May 2015 and May 2016 corresponding to an additional year of live time the results of
the analysis presented in this thesis have been updated and will be briefly presented in this
paragraph.
The analyzed data consist of 426, 183 neutrino events recorded in seven years of IceCube’s
data taking. The best-fit astrophysical neutrino flux for an unbroken power-law model is given
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Table 13.1. Best-fit Parameter Values for the Seven-year Data Sample.
Parameter Best-Fit 68% C.L.
Φastro 0.97 0.72− 1.24
γastro 2.16 2.05− 2.27
Φprompt 0.00 0.00− 0.15
Note. — Φastro is the normaliza-
tion of the astrophysical neutrino flux
at 100 TeV and is given in units of
10−18 GeV−1 s−1 sr−1 cm−2. Φprompt is
given in units of the model in Enberg
et al. [3] corrected for the cosmic ray
spectrum in Gaisser [30]. The normal-
izations correspond to the sum of neu-
trinos and antineutrinos.
by
Φν+ν =
(
0.97+0.27−0.25
) · 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 · (Eν/100 TeV)−(2.16±0.11). (13.3)
This measurement is mainly based on neutrinos in the experimental data sample with energies
between 160 TeV and 5.2 PeV. The statistical significance of the astrophysical flux with respect
to a purely atmospheric origin corresponds to 6.4 standard deviations. The fit results of the
signal parameters are summarized in Tab. 13.1 and the best-fit neutrino energy spectra are
shown in Fig. 13.1.
In Fig. 13.2 the two-dimensional 90% confidence regions of the astrophysical neutrino flux
normalization and the spectral index for different IceCube measurements are shown which
includes the result presented in this thesis and its update by the additional seventh year of
IceCube data. Due to accumulating more statistics the 90% confidence region for the seven-
year data sample is slightly smaller than the region obtained from the six-year data sample.
Thus, for the assumption of a single, unbroken power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos the
tension between the here presented analysis and previous IceCube analyses with lower energy
thresholds increases to 3.4σ, still indicating a break in the astrophysical neutrino spectrum of
unknown origin. In addition, six more high-energy track-like events with reconstructed muon
energies above 200 TeV have been measured where the highest muon energy corresponds to
741 TeV with the energy resolution given by Fig. 6.5, but still no correlation with known γ-ray
sources was found.
Since the experimental data still prefers a zero contribution of prompt atmospheric neu-
trinos, a flux limit has been calculated using the method presented in Sec. 12.3. While the
flux limit at 90% C.L. obtained by a one-dimensional profile likelihood scan corresponds to
Φ90%CLprompt = 0.39 × ERS, the conservative and more robust upper limit obtained by a three-
dimensional profile likelihood scan is given by
Φ90%CL,maxprompt = 0.86× ERS (13.4)
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Figure 13.1: Best-fit neutrino spectra for the seven-year data sample. The linewidth cor-
responding to conventional atmospheric neutrinos (blue) shows the one sigma error on the
measured spectrum. The linewidth corresponding to astrophysical neutrinos (red) shows the
effect of varying both astrophysical parameters within its 68% C.L. contour. The green line
represents the upper limit on the prompt model [3] corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum
in Gaisser [30]. The horizontal width of the red band denotes the energy range of neutrino
energies which contribute 90% to the total likelihood ratio between the best-fit and the conven-
tional atmospheric-only hypothesis. The black crosses show the unfolded spectrum published
in Aartsen et al. [37].
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Figure 13.2: Results of different IceCube measurements of the astrophysical flux parameters
Φastro and γastro including the preliminary result given by the seven-year data sample. The
contour lines are shown at 90% C.L. assuming Wilks’ theorem. The result of the analysis
presented in this thesis (IC tracks, 6yr), its update by the additional seventh year of data (IC
tracks, 7yr) and the previous measurement using through-going muons [2] (IC tracks, 2yr) are
shown by the red dashed line, red solid line and red dash-dotted line, respectively. In addition,
the results of the most recent analysis of starting events [37] (IC HESE, 4yr), its extension to
lower energies [198] (IC MESE, 2yr), the complementary cascade channel [200] (IC cascades,
2yr) and an analysis combining different IceCube results [27] (IC combined, ICRC2015) are
shown. The result of this analysis (IC tracks, 6yr) and IC combined are incompatible at 3.4σ
(two-sided significance) using the hypothesis test introduced in Sec. C.
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Figure 13.3: Prompt atmospheric muon neutrino flux predictions shown as dashed lines (En-
berg et al. [3], Bhattacharya et al. [100], Bhattacharya et al. [101], Garzelli et al. [102], Gauld
et al. [98]) in comparison to the constraint on the prompt flux given by the analysis of the
seven-year data sample. The shaded area shows the uncertainty band corresponding to the
prediction in Gauld et al. [98]. Besides the ERS (H3p) prediction this is the closest band to
the prompt flux constraint. For a better readability the uncertainty bands of the other models
are not shown. The black solid line shows the neutrino energy region where the prompt neu-
trino flux based on the model in Enberg et al. [3] is constrained (cf. Eqn. 13.4). The black
dotted lines indicate the model behavior including the best-fit nuisance parameters beyond the
sensitive energy range. The black dashed line shows the flux limit at 90% C.L. obtained by
the one-dimensional profile likelihood scan. All flux predictions are based on the cosmic ray
model from Gaisser [30].
in units of the model in Enberg et al. [3] and corrected for the cosmic-ray model from Gaisser
[30]. The flux is mainly constrained by neutrinos in the seven-year data sample with energies
between 4 TeV and 59 TeV.
13.2.2 Next Steps Towards Unveiling the Astrophysical Neutrino Sources
The results reported in this thesis represent the current most precise measurement of the en-
ergy spectrum of astrophysical muon neutrinos from the Northern Hemisphere. Such a flux
of astrophysical neutrinos has also been observed by other IceCube analyses. Due to different
event selection strategies (cf. Sec. 11.5) the results these analyses provide complementary
information of the energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos and the neutrino flavor com-
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position. However, the corresponding sources of the observed flux of astrophysical neutrinos
remain elusive. In order to reveal the sources, muon neutrinos producing through-going muons
via charged-current interactions are ideal messenger particles because of their good angular
resolution.
Searches for the Sources of the Observed Flux of Astrophysical Muon Neutrinos
The seven-year data sample also represents an ideal data sample in order to search for the
sources of the observed astrophysical neutrino flux. It consists of more than 425, 000 muon
neutrino events of high reconstruction quality with zenith angles between 85◦ and 180◦, thus
originating from the Northern Hemisphere. Based on the here presented likelihood analysis,
the data sample is well understood and the corresponding distribution of the reconstructed
muon energy and zenith angle is in good agreement with the expectation given by IceCube’s
Monte Carlo simulation.
Thus, the data sample is well-suited to search for point sources in the Northern Hemisphere
using IceCube’s point source analysis as presented in Aartsen et al. [41]. The analysis can
be improved by constraining the energy spectrum of a source to the spectral index of the
cumulative flux of astrophysical neutrinos that has been measured by this analysis. Further,
due to the good agreement between the experimental data and the expectation, the latter can
be used as probability density function in the likelihood function of the point source analysis,
which so far has been estimated from the experimental data. Such an analysis will be presented
in the PhD thesis of Reimann [204]. Similar to the analyses presented in Aartsen et al. [205]
and Schumacher [206], the data sample can be used to search for small-scale anisotropies from
neutrino point sources in the Northern Hemisphere which follow the measured energy spectrum
of astrophysical neutrinos [207].
Besides these more traditional point source searches, the likelihood analysis presented in
this thesis can be expanded by a third dimension, namely the reconstructed right ascension, in
order to search for an anisotropy in the arrival directions of astrophysical neutrinos. Such an
anisotropy could for example be caused by extended sources like the Galactic neutrino emission
due to cosmic-ray interactions in the Galactic plane or superheavy Dark matter decaying in the
Galactic halo. Apart from their characteristic right ascension distributions, also the expected
energy spectra of these fluxes differ from the spectrum expected for cosmic-ray accelerator
sources (cf. Sec. 2.4). In order to account for such an additional neutrino flux, a fourth or
fifth neutrino flux component corresponding to the specific flux predictions have to be added
to the per-bin expectation in the likelihood function of the here presented analysis (cf. Eqn.
7.1). The sensitivity of such an analysis for the Galactic neutrino emission is approximately at
the level of the model prediction in Gaggero et al. [79] [202, 203]. For neutrinos from the decay
of superheavy Dark matter the analysis is most sensitive to Dark matter with masses around
1 PeV and lifetimes up to about 1028.6 s [208]. In the light of the observed tension between
the results presented in this thesis and other complementary IceCube measurements with a
lower energy threshold, such analyses might be the first step to understand the break in the
astrophysical neutrino spectrum.
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As discussed in Sec. 6.3.4, the data sample contains a relatively large set of well-recon-
structed, high-energy neutrinos with reconstructed muon energies above 200 TeV. Since these
neutrino events are likely of astrophysical origin (cf. Fig. 6.12), they are well-suited for
correlation analyses with known astrophysical objects or ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays detected
by the Pierre Auger Observatory and the Telescope Array as reported in The IceCube and
collaborations [209] for a sub-sample. In addition, as long as the majority of astrophysical
neutrinos do not originate from transient sources, follow-up analyses of the neutrino arrival
directions by γ-ray telescopes like VERITAS (“Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope
Array System”) [210] can be used to search for the counterparts in the light of γ-rays.
Improving the Analysis Method
Besides the extension of the analysis to additional, more sophisticated models, there is also
room for improvement for the analysis itself. First, in order to make the combined likelihood
fit of the different data samples more self-consistent such that the alignment of the nuisance
parameters to a common baseline is not necessary anymore (cf. Sec. 9.2) consistent Monte
Carlo simulation could be produced. However, the gain of sensitivity would be small compared
to the here presented analysis based on the alignment method (cf. Fig. 9.6). The alignment
method can be used as long as in a predefined region in the observable distribution the analysis
is not sensitive to the signal. Further, more self-consistency can be achieved by a consistent
data processing for all data sample which would probably require a re-optimization of the
corresponding event selections.
Due to the Earth’s absorption high-energy astrophysical neutrinos above about 100 TeV
can only reach the IceCube detector for zenith angles around or above the horizon. In order to
improve the analysis to be more sensitive to these high-energy events the field of view has to be
opened to more than 5◦ above the horizon. For zenith angles down to 85◦ the overburden by
the Antarctic ice is more than 12 km of water equivalent. Since the zenith angle and the depth
below the surface of an event can be reconstructed quite well, an overburden dependent cut on
the BDT score distribution might help to further open the field of view. In addition, it is also
conceivable to extend the expectation in the likelihood function (cf. Eqn. 7.1) by an additional
component taking into account the expectation of atmospheric muons. However, this would
result in additional systematic uncertainties related to the prediction of atmospheric muons
which so far could be neglected due to the vanishing contribution of atmospheric muons to the
data samples. However, if opening the field of view such a contribution cannot be neglected
anymore.
In order to resolve the observed tension and achieve a consistent picture of the astrophysical
neutrino flux for the energy range between 10 TeV up to 10 PeV, the intermediate goal for
the near future should be the development of a combined analysis using the two main event
signatures of IceCube, namely track- and cascade-like events.
Besides the characterization of the astrophysical neutrino flux, the analysis and the data
sample can also be used to study the flux of atmospheric muon neutrinos. For example,
using conventional atmospheric neutrinos the parameter space for sterile neutrinos could be
constrained as reported in Aartsen et al. [211], but with an up to twentyfold improved statistics.
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However, such an analysis would require the incorporation of additional nuisance parameters
which take into account further systematic uncertainties that are relevant for a search for a
signature of sterile neutrinos.
IceCube-Gen2
Even though the IceCube detector will accumulate more and more data over the coming
decades, it will probably not be enough to find the sources of the measured astrophysical
neutrino flux. Therefore, the IceCube-Gen2 Collaboration already investigates the potential
of an extension of the IceCube experiment, called IceCube-Gen2 [128]. This new detector will
surround the existing IceCube detector which then will instrument about 10 km3 of the Antarc-
tic ice. The primary goal of such an extension would be to find the sources of the astrophysical
neutrino flux, but also to study the energy spectrum between 10 TeV up to several tens of
PeV and the neutrino flavor composition in more detail. In addition, a large surface veto is
planned in order to open the field of view to the Southern Hemisphere where the Galactic plane
including the Galactic center are located, in particular for through-going muons originating
from muon neutrino interactions in the Antarctic ice above the detector [212].
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Appendix A
Plots of the Atmospheric Temperature Effect
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Figure A.1: Effect of the atmospheric temperature on the neutrino production as a function
of the cosine zenith angle for the different years of IceCube’s data taking and for different
neutrino energies. The input data has been measured with the instrument AIRS installed on
the AQUA satellite [94]. The effect has been normalized to the US standard atmosphere [95]
which corresponds to one.
Appendix B
Parameterizations of Systematic Uncertainties
In order to study the effect of neutrino detection uncertainties on the two-dimensional observ-
able distribution, simulated datasets where the default parameters are changed within their
uncertainties are produced. These datasets are then compared to the default simulation and
the corresponding effects are parameterized. However, these simulated datasets are often lim-
ited due to statistics. In order to parameterize the systematic effects and not the statistical
fluctuations, it is important to find a good estimate for the two-dimensional observable distri-
bution given the statistics of the simulated dataset, in particular in regions of low statistics.
A promising approach is to use adaptive kernel density estimation (cf. Sec. B.1) which yields
an appropriate approximation of the observable distribution.
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the adaptive kernel density estimation. Left: two-dimensional
histogram of the reconstructed muon energy loss against the reconstructed zenith angle based
on a systematic dataset for the IC59 event selection corresponding to a simulated optical
efficiency of 80% relative to the default simulation value. Center: scatter plot of the data
points of the systematic dataset. Each circle represents a data point where its radius scales
with the corresponding local bandwidth factor λi. Right: two-dimensional distribution of the
reconstructed muon energy against the reconstructed zenith angle obtained by using adaptive
kernel density estimation and based on the same systematic dataset.
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B.1 Kernel Density Estimation
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric method to estimate the probability
density function of random variables, or e.g. a multi-dimensional distribution of observables.
The method can be extended to account not only for the statistics of the full data sample
but also for the statistics around each data point of the sample, which is the referred to as
adaptive KDE. The adaptive KDE algorithm used in this analysis has been presented by Wang
and Wang [191]. An example of adaptive KDE is shown in Fig. B.1. Each data point of the
data sample is represented by an individual Gaussian kernel, whose width depends on the
statistics around the data point. The resulting distribution f (~y) is defined by the sum over
all n data points ~xi
f (~y) =
n∑
i=0
wi
Ni
e
− 1
2
(~y−~xi)T 1hλiC
−1(~y−~xi), (B.1)
where Ni is the Gaussian normalization of the i-th kernel, wi corresponds to the weight of the
data point, h is a global bandwidth factor, λi corresponds to the local bandwidth factor and
C−1 is the inverse covariance matrix. The global bandwidth factor is defined by the Silverman
rule h = (n(d+ 2)/4)−
1
d+4 , where d corresponds to the dimension of ~xi. The statistics around
each data point is taken into account by the local bandwidth factor defined as
λi =
(
fˆ(~xi)
g
)−α
with ln(g) = n−1
n∑
i=0
ln
(
fˆ(~xi)
)
and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (B.2)
where fˆ(~xi) is determined by Eqn. B.1 where all weights and local bandwidth factors are
set to one (i.e. wi = λi = 1). The statistical uncertainty on f (~y) is estimated using the
bootstrapping method [213]. Therefore, n data points are randomly drawn with replacement
out of n data points. The probability to draw or not draw a data point is given by 1n or
(
1− 1n
)
,
respectively. Drawing n data points with replacement results in a probability of a data point
not being drawn of
(
1− 1n
)n
, which corresponds to about 37% for a large number of data points
n. Thus, the corresponding bootstrapped sample contains about 63% statistically independent
data points. The bootstrapping can be repeated several times, each time producing a sample
of data points S which can be used for the adaptive KDE resulting in distribution fS (~y).
The value of the distribution for the point ~y and its uncertainty are given by the mean and
standard deviation determined by the distribution values fS (~y) corresponding to the different
bootstrapped samples.
B.2 Proof of Concept
In order to prove the concept of the KDE based parameterization method, which is explained in
Sec. 8.1.1, two checks are performed. First, it has been tested if the observable distributions of
the simulated systematic datasets are reproducible using the high-statistics, default simulation
dataset re-weighted to the corresponding nuisance parameter value. Therefore, the distribution
of the simulated systematic dataset needs to be compared to the distribution of the re-weighted,
default simulation dataset. Figure B.2 exemplarily shows such a comparisons for the IC59
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Figure B.2: Reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle distribution for an optical efficiency
of 80% relative to the default simulation value for the IC59 event selection. Shown are the
distributions of the simulated dataset (green) and of the default simulation re-weighted to an
optical efficiency of 80% (blue). In addition, the ratio between both distributions is shown.
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data sample for an optical efficiency of 80% relative to the default simulation value. The
one-dimensional projections of the reconstructed muon energy loss and zenith angle and the
corresponding ratios between the distribution of the 80% optical efficiency dataset and the
distribution of the default simulation re-weighted to an optical efficiency of 80% are shown.
Both distributions agree within their statistical uncertainties. Thus, the simulated systematic
dataset is reproducible using the re-weighted, default simulation dataset. For the second test,
the likelihood analysis as introduced in Sec. 7.1 has been applied on pseudo experiments
(cf. Sec. 10.1), which are generated from different simulated systematic datasets, where
the signal parameters are set to zero (i.e. Φastro = Φprompt = 0). In the following, this
test is presented for the optical efficiency parameterization of the IC59 data sample. For
the likelihood fits only the conventional atmospheric flux normalization Φconv and the optical
efficiency opt are unconstrained, whereas all other nuisance parameters are fixed to their
default values. The distributions of the best-fit optical efficiency values opt each corresponding
to 100 pseudo experiments are shown in Fig. B.3. Since the likelihood fits of the pseudo
experiments reproduce on average the nominal value of the simulated systematic dataset, the
parameterization of the optical efficiency using adaptive KDE and per-event parameterizations
works well. Thus, the optical efficiency of the detector can be parameterized by the proposed
method. The same tests have been performed for all other data samples and systematic
uncertainties whose effects are parameterized using adaptive KDE. All these tests show good
a performance for the parameterization method.
Appendix C
Statistical Comparison of Measurement Results
Declaration of Pre-released Internal Notes
The method presented in this appendix is already reported as an internal
IceCube Collaboration note in Hans Niederhausen and Sebastian Schoe-
nen, “Comparing Independent Multivariate Measurements: The General
Case,” IceCube Internal Document: icecube/201510001-v2 (2015). While
the method presented in the corresponding sections of this internal note
was developed by the author of this thesis, the mathematical formalism was
written down by Hans Niederhausen, Stony Brook University.
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Due to various detection channels, several IceCube analyses measure the astrophysical flux
parameters, and results vary from analysis to analysis. Using a likelihood ratio test, these
results can be compared and tested for their compatibility, i.e. can both measurements be de-
scribed by a single set of signal parameters. The corresponding likelihood ratio test is discussed
in Niederhausen and Schoenen [214]. It requires that the results being tested are based on inde-
pendent data samples. In the following, the case of two statistically independent measurements
~θ1 and ~θ2 based on the data samples ~x and ~y is presented, which can be easily extended to an
arbitrary number of statistically independent measurements. The joint likelihood function of
both measurements is given by
L
(
~θ1, ~θ2|~x, ~y
)
= L
(
~θ1|~x
)
L
(
~θ2|~y
)
=
N∏
i=1
f
(
xi|~θ1
) M∏
j=1
f
(
yj |~θ2
)
, (C.1)
where f
(
x|~θ
)
is the probability density function. The two hypotheses to test the compatibility
of both results are defined as
H0 : ~θ1 = ~θ2 against H1 : ~θ1 6= ~θ2, (C.2)
where the null-hypothesis H0 describes that both results are consistent. The corresponding
likelihood ratio test is given by
λ (~x, ~y) =
L
(
~θ1 = ~ˆθ, ~θ2 = ~ˆθ|~x, ~y
)
L
(
~ˆθ1, ~ˆθ2|~x, ~y
) , (C.3)
where ~ˆθ maximizes L
(
~θ1, ~θ2|~x, ~y
)
with respect to the condition ~θ1 = ~θ2 = ~θ, whereas ~ˆθ1 and
~ˆθ2 maximize the likelihoods L
(
~θ1|~x
)
and L
(
~θ2|~y
)
separately. Assuming Wilks’ theorem the
test statistic given by
t (~x, ~y) = −2 lnλ (~x, ~y) (C.4)
corresponds to a χ2k-distribution with k degrees of freedom, where k is the difference of degrees
of freedom between the models corresponding to H1 and H0. The p-value can directly be
obtained from the corresponding χ2-distribution and for the significance calculation a two-
sided significance based on a Gaussian function is used. Note that Eqn. C.4 can be rewritten
using Eqn. C.3:
t (~x, ~y) = −2
[
lnL
(
~ˆθ|~x
)
− lnL
(
~ˆθ1|~x
)]
− 2
[
lnL
(
~ˆθ|~y
)
− lnL
(
~ˆθ2|~y
)]
. (C.5)
The individual terms of the sum, which are divided by square brackets, correspond to the log-
likelihood spaces, which can be obtained for each analysis individually by the profile likelihood
technique (cf. Sec. 7.2.2). Thus, Eqn. C.5 can be evaluated by minimizing the sum of the
individual log-likelihood spaces.
Appendix D
Plots Data Challenges
The signal models used for the data challenges are summarized in Tab. 10.1. They are based on
an unbroken power-law model for the astrophysical neutrino flux and the model in Enberg et al.
[3] for the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux (cf. Sec. 7.1). In the following the correlation
matrices including the detailed ones corresponding to the different signal models are presented.
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Figure D.1: Correlation matrices of signal and nuisance parameters based on data challenges
using the models listed in Tab. 10.1 and default nuisance parameters as input values. The
matrices are based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.2: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (1) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.3: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (2) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.4: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (3) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.5: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (4) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.6: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (5) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
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Figure D.7: Detailed correlation matrix of signal and nuisance parameters based on a data
challenge using model (6) (cf. Tab. 10.1) and default nuisance parameters as input values.
The matrix is based on 500 pseudo experiments.
Appendix E
Astrophysical Flux Measured for Individual Samples
The measured astrophysical neutrino flux has been tested for an annual time dependence by
splitting the six-year data sample into the individual years of data taking. The likelihood fit
as introduced in Sec. 7.1 has then been applied independently on all six data samples. Note
that for these individual fits it is not necessary to align the nuisance parameters to a common
baseline as described in Sec. 9.2.
The best-fit nuisance parameter values of each data sample are listed in Tab. E.1. For each
data sample the best description of the experimental data is given for a zero contribution of
prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Figure E.1 shows the two-dimensional 90% C.L. regions for the
astrophysical flux parameters Φastro and γastro obtained by profile likelihood scans for all six
data samples. The best-fit values of the astrophysical flux parameters, which are represented
by markers, fluctuate from year to year. However, the contours corresponding to the different
years are statistically compatible with each other. This is quantified by a p-value of 56%, which
is calculated using the likelihood ratio test introduced in Sec. C. Thus, no significant annual
time dependence of the measured astrophysical neutrino flux is observed.
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Figure E.1: Two-dimensional 90% C.L. regions for the astrophysical parameters Φastro and
γastro obtained by profile likelihood scans of the experimental data for the individual years.
The marker show the best-fit values of each year. Testing the compatibility of all results yields
a p-value of 56%, which has been calculated using the likelihood ratio test introduced in Sec.
C.
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Appendix F
Excluding Events Above the Horizon
The likelihood fit has been reapplied to the six-year data sample where all events above the
horizon, i.e. with a zenith angle between 85◦ and 90◦, have been excluded. The result of
this fit is presented in Fig. F.1 and F.2, which show the one-dimensional distributions of
the reconstructed muon energy and zenith angle separately for each data sample. The black
crosses correspond to the experimental data, the red and blue bands correspond to the best-
fit expectations for astrophysical and conventional atmospheric neutrinos, respectively, and
the orange band to the sum of both expectations. The fit results of the signal parameters
which have been obtained by profile likelihood scans (cf. Fig. F.3 and F.4) are summarized
in Tab. F.1. These results can be compared to the actual best-fit result for the astrophysical
neutrino flux as presented in Sec. 11.2. Taking into account the correlation of the astrophysical
normalization and the spectral index the change of the signal parameters is negligible. Thus,
a bias due to any unaccounted background of high-energy muons can be excluded.
Table F.1. Best-fit Signal Parameter Values for the Unbroken Power-law Model for Neutrino
Arrival Directions Below the Horizon.
Signal Parameter Best-Fit 68% C.L.
Φastro 0.85 0.57− 1.17
γastro 2.04 1.90− 2.18
Φprompt 0.00 0.00− 0.21
Note. — Φastro is the normalization of the
astrophysical neutrino flux at 100 TeV and is
given in units of 10−18 GeV−1 s−1 sr−1 cm−2.
Φprompt is given in units of the model in En-
berg et al. [3]. The values are obtained from
the profile likelihood scans shown in Fig. F.3
and F.4. The normalizations correspond to
the sum of neutrinos and antineutrinos.
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Figure F.1: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed muon energy for each
data sample, where events above the horizon have been excluded. Note that IC2011 is different
from the later years due to changes in the data processing. The best-fit model for astrophysical
and atmospheric neutrinos is superimposed. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure F.2: Distributions of the experimental data for the reconstructed zenith angle for
each data sample, where events above the horizon have been excluded. Note that IC2011
is different from the later years due to changes in the data processing. The best-fit model
for astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos is superimposed. However, the expectation of
astrophysical neutrinos is too small to be visible on a linear scale. Only statistical errors are
shown.
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Figure F.3: Profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical signal parameters Φastro and γastro
obtained from the experimental data, where events above the horizon have been excluded. For
the uncertainties at 68% and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed. The left axis shows
the test statistic values and the right axis shows the best-fit values of the different nuisance
parameters with respect to the scanned signal parameter.
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Figure F.4: Profile likelihood scans of the prompt normalization Φprompt in units of the model
in Enberg et al. [3] obtained from the experimental data, where events above the horizon have
been excluded. For the uncertainties at 68% and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed.
The left axis shows the test statistic values and the right axis shows the best-fit values of the
different nuisance parameters with respect to the prompt normalization.

Appendix G
Energy Range of the Measured Astrophysical Flux
Energy Range Construction
The model of the astrophysical neutrino flux used in this analysis assumes an unbroken power
law, which extends over the full range of neutrino energies. However, due to either too large
backgrounds or too low signal predictions the analysis is only sensitive in a limited energy
range. Therefore, it is interesting to know the neutrino energies in the experimental data
sample that mainly contribute to the measurement of the model parameters.
The energy range is constructed such that it corresponds to the central range of neutrino
energies which contribute 90% to total likelihood ratio between the conventional atmospheric-
only hypothesis (null-hypothesis) and the best-fit hypothesis. Note that this energy range
construction is different from Aartsen et al. [2] and Aartsen et al. [198]. The corresponding
test statistic value is then given by
− 2∆ lnL = −2 ln
(Lnull
Lbest
)
=
N∑
i=0
−2 ln
(Lnulli
Lbesti
)
. (G.1)
While for the best-fit hypothesis all parameters in the likelihood Lbest are unconstrained, the
astrophysical and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization are fixed to zero in the
likelihood of the conventional atmospheric-only hypothesis Lnull.
As illustrated in Fig. G.1, the construction of the energy range is based on the per-bin test
statistic value of the two-dimensional observable distribution −2∆ lnLi = −2 ln(Lnulli /Lbesti )
and the corresponding probability density function of the neutrino energy for that bin using
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Figure G.1: Illustration of the construction of the energy range for the astrophysical neutrino
flux.
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the best-fit flux for astrophysical neutrinos (cf. Tab. 11.3). The test statistic contribution
per neutrino energy is then given by the sum of the test statistic weighted neutrino energy
probability density functions over all observable bins. Note that for weighted MC simulation
the test statistic contribution per neutrino energy can be constructed by the weighted neutrino
energy distribution of the MC events, where the weights wbest−fit astroik corresponding to the
best-fit astrophysical spectrum are re-weighted by the test statistic value of the i-th bin
wik = −2 ln
(Lnulli
Lbesti
)
× w
best−fit astro
ik∑Ni
k=0w
best−fit astro
ik
. (G.2)
Here, the second factor corresponds to the normalized per-bin probability density functions of
the neutrino energy.
Figure 11.10 shows the resulting test statistic contribution per neutrino energy for the here
presented analysis. In addition, the corresponding central range of neutrino energies is given
which contribute 90% to the total likelihood ratio between the conventional atmospheric-only
and the best-fit hypothesis.
Energy Range Credibility
In order to test that the energy range would shrink if a spectral energy cut-off is present in
data, Asimov datasets with astrophysical neutrino fluxes corresponding to model (1) (cf. Tab.
10.1) but with truncated energy spectra at 1 PeV, 5 PeV, 10 PeV and 50 PeV are used.
For each Asimov dataset the per-bin test statistic values corresponding to the likelihood
ratio between the conventional atmospheric-only and the best-fit hypothesis are shown in Fig
G.2 exemplarily for the IC2012-2014 data sample. The dashed line indicates the truncation
of the neutrino energy spectrum which is smeared out towards higher energies due to the
muon energy resolution (cf. Fig. 6.5). Since for the astrophysical neutrino flux an unbroken
power-law model has been assumed, almost all per-bin test statistic values beyond the energy
truncation are negative, thus indicating that in those bins the Asimov dataset is best described
by the conventional atmospheric-only hypothesis.
Based on those per-bin test statistic values, the test statistic contributions per neutrino
energy for the different Asimov datasets can be determined. The resulting distributions are
shown in Fig. G.3, where the shaded areas indicate the central range of neutrino energies
which contribute 90% to the total likelihood ratio as defined above. This shows that the
energy range shrinks with respect to the energy truncation in the Asimov dataset. While the
upper end of the neutrino energy range is close to the truncation value, the lower end is nearly
constant except for the truncation at 1 PeV. However, for such a low energy truncation the
fit of an unbroken power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos itself would be bad. Note that
this method is supposed to estimate the neutrino energy range for the measurement of the
astrophysical neutrino flux based on an unbroken power-law model, but it cannot replace a
dedicated measurement of a spectral energy cut-off by a likelihood ratio test.
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Figure G.2: Test statistic values per observable bin for the IC2012-2014 data sample corre-
sponding to the likelihood ratio between the conventional atmospheric-only and the best-fit
hypothesis based on Asimov datasets corresponding to model (1) (cf. Tab. 10.1) but with
truncated energy spectra at 1 PeV, 5 PeV, 10 PeV and 50 PeV for astrophysical neutrinos. The
dashed line indicates the truncation of the neutrino energy spectrum. Note that for this test
the likelihood fit is still based on an unbroken, power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos.
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Figure G.3: Test statistic contribution per neutrino energy based on Asimov datasets corre-
sponding to model (1) (cf. Tab. 10.1) but with truncated energy spectra at 1 PeV, 5 PeV,
10 PeV and 50 PeV for astrophysical neutrinos. The solid line shows the truncation value of
the neutrino energy spectrum. The dashed lines and the shaded areas illustrates the estimated
energy range. Note that for this test the likelihood fit is still based on an unbroken, power-law
model for astrophysical neutrinos.
Appendix H
Robustness of the Prompt Neutrino Flux Limit
In Fig. H.1 the profile likelihood scan of the prompt normalization obtained from the experi-
mental data (cf. Fig. 12.8) is compared to the scan obtained from the Asimov dataset which
is based on the best-fit signal and nuisance parameters. In addition, the best-fit values of
different signal and nuisance parameters are shown as a function of the prompt normalization.
Here, the Asimov dataset shows the expected correlations of the fit parameters to the prompt
normalization. While the sensitivity at 90% C.L. defined by the Asimov dataset corresponds
to Φ˜90%CLprompt = 1.98× ERS, the flux limit at 90% C.L. for the six-year data sample corresponds
to Φ90%CLprompt = 0.50 × ERS. Thus, the flux limit is more stringent than the sensitivity quoted
above which is mainly caused by an under-fluctuation of the conventional atmospheric and
astrophysical neutrino background as discussed in Sec. 12.2. Further, the best-fit values of the
astrophysical normalization Φastro and spectral index γastro deviate from their expected correla-
tion to the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization. As presented in Fig. H.2, similar
deviations would be expected if an exponential energy cut-off is present in data. Although
such a cut-off cannot be measured significantly it would affect the profile likelihood scans of
the prompt normalization. The correlations of the nuisance parameters to the prompt normal-
ization are as expected from the Asimov dataset as shown exemplarily for the conventional
atmospheric neutrino flux normalization and the kaon-to-pion ratio.
The robustness of the prompt atmospheric neutrino flux limit in the presence of a spectral
energy cut-off for astrophysical neutrinos which is not taken into account by the likelihood fit
has been studied by using an Asimov dataset based on the IC2012-2014 data sample. The
Asimov dataset referred to as model (7) is composed of
• conventional atmospheric neutrinos corresponding to the predictions in Honda et al. [29]
and corrected for the cosmic ray spectrum in Gaisser [30],
• a zero contribution of prompt atmospheric neutrinos and
• a benchmark astrophysical signal 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1(Eν/100 TeV)−2 with an ex-
ponential energy cut-off at 106.5 GeV according to Eqn. 11.3.
Note that the here presented analysis is not able to measure such an energy cut-off significantly.
Figure H.2 illustrates how the profile likelihood scan of the prompt atmospheric neutrino
flux normalization is affected by an insignificant exponential energy cut-off. Since no parameter
for an energy cut-off is implemented in the fit, the lack of events at high-energies is compensated
by a spectral index being softer than γastro = 2. In order to compare the resulting likelihood
space and flux limit at 90% C.L. with the expectation of the likelihood space and the sensi-
tivity, a second Asimov dataset, including an unbroken power-law model for the astrophysical
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Figure H.1: Profile likelihood scans of the prompt normalization for the experimental data
(solid lines) and for the Asimov dataset based on the best-fit signal and nuisance parameters
(dashed lines). The left axis shows the test statistic values and the right axis shows the best-fit
values of different signal and nuisance parameters as a function of the prompt normalization.
For the uncertainties at 68% and 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed.
neutrino flux, is generated. This dataset is based on the best-fit results for the signal and
nuisance parameters obtained from the Asimov dataset which includes an exponential energy
cut-off. The profile likelihood scan of the prompt normalization for this second dataset yields
an expected sensitivity at 90% C.L which is less constraining than the flux limit at 90% C.L.
obtained by the Asimov dataset with energy cut-off. In addition, Fig. H.2 shows the best-fit
values of the astrophysical neutrino flux normalization and spectral index as a function of the
prompt normalization. For a certain prompt normalization the astrophysical spectral index
corresponding to the Asimov dataset with energy cut-off is not as hard as the spectral index
corresponding to the second Asimov dataset which includes an unbroken power-law model for
astrophysical neutrinos. A similar effect is visible for the astrophysical neutrino flux normal-
ization. Such features have also been observed for the profile likelihood scans of the prompt
normalization and the corresponding best-fit values of the astrophysical flux normalization
and spectral index for the experimental data and the Asimov dataset based on the best-fit
signal and nuisance parameters (cf. Fig. H.1). In summary, due to correlations of the astro-
physical and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux parameters in the likelihood fit (cf. Fig. D.1)
under-fluctuations at high energies where the astrophysical neutrino flux is dominant result in
a flux limit for prompt atmospheric neutrinos which is more constraining than the expected
sensitivity for the best-fit result of the signal and nuisance parameters. Therefore, the prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux limit relies on the chosen model for astrophysical neutrinos.
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Figure H.2: Prompt atmospheric neutrino flux limit in the presence of a spectral energy cut-
off for astrophysical neutrinos and the expected sensitivity corresponding to the best fit for
an unbroken power-law model. The black solid line shows the profile likelihood scan for the
Asimov dataset defined by model (7) (left axis). The sensitivity corresponding to the best-
fit result is calculated using a second Asimov dataset which includes an unbroken power-law
model for the astrophysical neutrino flux. The black dashed line shows the profile likelihood
scan for this Asimov dataset. The left axis shows the test statistic values (black lines) and the
right axis shows the best-fit values of the astrophysical neutrino flux normalization and spectral
index for each Asimov dataset (colored lines). For the limit at 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has
been assumed.
Nevertheless, a flux limit for prompt atmospheric neutrinos should be robust against rea-
sonable changes to the astrophysical neutrino flux, such as an exponential high-energy cut-off.
Due to the high degeneracy of astrophysical parameters in the likelihood fit it is not feasible
to add additional signal parameters to the fit. However, a conservative upper limit on the flux
of prompt atmospheric neutrinos can be defined by the maximum prompt flux in the three-
dimensional 90% confidence region for the astrophysical parameters Φastro and γastro, and the
prompt atmospheric neutrino flux normalization Φprompt. The confidence region is bounded
by the surface for which −2∆ lnL is 6.25 assuming Wilks’ theorem (cf. Sec. 7.2.2).
In order to show that for example an exponential energy cut-off for astrophysical neutrinos
has only a small effect on this flux limit one- and three-dimensional profile likelihood scans
have been performed for the Asimov dataset defined by model (7) using the IC2012-2014 data
sample with twice as much live time. The corresponding fit uses either an unbroken power-law
model for astrophysical neutrinos or a power-law model with a fixed exponential energy cut-off
at 106.5 GeV. The flux limit at 90% C.L. obtained by the one-dimensional profile likelihood
scan as shown in Fig. H.3 changes from 2.05 × ERS to 1.67 × ERS, where for the former the
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Figure H.3: Flux limits of prompt atmospheric neutrinos in the presence of a spectral cut-off
of astrophysical neutrinos obtained from likelihood fits using an unbroken power-law model for
astrophysical neutrinos (dashed lines) or a power-law model with a fixed exponential energy
cut-off at 106.5 GeV (solid lines). Shown are the profile likelihood scans of the prompt normal-
ization for the Asimov dataset defined by model (7) (left axis). In addition, the best-fit values
of the astrophysical neutrino flux normalization and spectral index are shown (right axis). For
the limit at 90% C.L. Wilks’ theorem has been assumed.
fit uses the input model for astrophysical neutrinos with a fixed exponential energy cut-off and
for the latter an unbroken power-law model. However, as shown in Fig. H.4 the flux limit
determined by the three-dimensional 90% confidence region changes only from 2.7 × ERS to
2.6 × ERS, respectively. Although the maximum prompt flux in the three-dimensional 90%
confidence region is similar for both likelihood fits, the 90% C.L. contour obtained by the fit
using an unbroken power-law model is shifted towards softer astrophysical spectral indices in
order to compensate the lack of high-energy events according to model (7). In summary, the
maximum prompt flux in the three-dimensional 90% confidence region yields a flux limit for
prompt atmospheric neutrinos which is robust against reasonable changes to the astrophysical
neutrino flux.
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(a) Likelihood fit using a power-law model with a fixed
exponential energy cut-off at 106.5 GeV. The resulting
flux limit is Φprompt = 2.7× ERS.
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(b) Likelihood fit using an unbroken power-law model.
The resulting flux limit is Φprompt = 2.6× ERS.
Figure H.4: 90% C.L. contours assuming Wilks’ theorem in the presence of a spectral cut-off of
astrophysical neutrinos based on three-dimensional profile likelihood scans of the astrophysical
parameters Φastro and γastro, and the prompt normalization Φprompt. The profile likelihood
scans for the Asimov dataset defined by model (7) are obtained from likelihood fits using
either an unbroken power-law model for astrophysical neutrinos (right) or a power-law model
with a fixed exponential energy cut-off at 106.5 GeV (left). The flux limit is defined as the
maximum prompt flux in the three-dimensional 90% confidence region.

Appendix I
Binning of Observables
Table I.1. Binning of Observables.
Sample Observable Bin edges
IC59 log10
(
dEµreco
dX /
GeV
m
) {−1.5 + k10 | k = 0..45}
cos (zenith)
{−1.0 + k30 | k = 0..30}
IC79 log10 (E
µ
reco /GeV)
{
2.2 + k10 | k = 0..50
}
cos (zenith)
{
−1.0 + (cos(85◦)+1)·k33 | k = 0..33
}
IC2011 log10 (E
µ
reco /GeV)
{
2.0 + k10 | k = 0..50
}
cos (zenith)
{
−1.0 + (cos(85◦)+1)·k33 | k = 0..33
}
IC2012-2014 log10 (E
µ
reco /GeV)
{
2.0 + k10 | k = 0..60
}
cos (zenith)
{
−1.0 + (cos(85◦)+1)·k33 | k = 0..33
}
Note. — Binning of the two-dimensional observable distributions for the
different data samples used in this analysis.
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